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The sounds you hea
in the jungle these days
aren't always made by animals...
They might well be those from an International
Communication Receiver.
From the UNIDEN CORPORATION, world beaters in Cordless
Communication, makers )f the VHF, UHF, landmobile, the
Marine Radio Telephone. the Cordless Telephone and CB
equipment.. the NEW CR 2021.
This is no ordinary radio, it was developed especially with
the professional in mind so that no matter how out of reach
he is always in touch with the great wide world outside,
thanks to his Uniden 2021 Communication Receiver.
The rapid evolution in the electronics industry has made the
world beyond our reach ever more accessible, in fact it has
put it within the mere touch of a few digits on the face of an
International Communication Receiver. For the
businessman the stock markets in Tokyo, New York, London
or Paris are only a frequency away A frequency clearly
printed out on the liquid crystal display. If you want to know

qp

what's on in the world's major capitals, from Moscow t
Montevideo - your Uniden Communication Receiver is there
to tell you.

With a frequency range from
AM 150 - 29.999 kHz and on
FM 76 to 108 mHz the new Uniden
2021 scans the bands with all the
accuracy of its micro -circuitry.
Advanced technology in a
compact and hardy plastic casing
that fits easily into a briefcase or a
bag.
Powered by AC/DC and with an
external antenna socket the 2021
can be used as easily at home, in
your office. in your motor car or
the great outdoors. A companion
always at hand to keep you

informed. Even when the power's
OFF the memory's ON...
AM. FM, SW, SSB/CW (morse
code) available with push button
and time saving simplicity - the
latter by using the two frequency
range initiator controls Fl and F2.
Other standard features include
antenna adjustment RF (Go in
DX, Normal or Local) fine tuning
control, a 10-90 minute selectable
sleep timer, a light switch and
built-in carrying handle making
pcssible semi -horizontal
operation.

UnIRCECOMMUNICATION RECEIVER CR-2021

However out of reachYou're always in touch.
UNLACE TELECOMMUNICATIONS, Unit 8, Industrial Estate, Llandudno Junction,

Gwynedd, North Wales. Tel: 0492 61 3232
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Amateur Radio - "from a dynamo of inventiveness and improvisation to a machine of sterility and

tediousness". So said Frank Ogden in his farewell editorial in these very pages two months ago. The
new editorial staff say "not so - but complacency could be dangerous". It will not be the off -the -
shelf syndrome that will kill our hobby (as Tony Bailey points out in this issue, commercial ready-
made amateur radio equipment has been available for a very long time, nor will it be the multiple
choice RAE examination. No, the danger is from the lack of awareness that exists between the two
groups of radio amateurs - those, usually of long standing, with a 'traditional' point of view, and the
newer amateurs, often with a very sharply contrasting viewpoint.

Let us first address ourselves to the problems facing the newly licenced amateur in getting 'on the air'
and making contacts. The complexity of knob -twiddling needed to operate the average 2m multimode
(let alone an FT726!) is something that G3ZZD would not take lightly. He writes: The commercial
ex -public service and home-brew gear available when I was licenced , some 12 years ago, was certainly
simpler to operate (and maintain) than many 'black boxes' of today. I am not ashamed to admit that
it took me at least a month to make a successful contact using the second-hand home-made gear I first
got 'on the air' with (let he or she who is without sin cast the first stone ...). Without the advice and
assistance of the other more experienced enthusiasts, in particular those in the local radio club, I

would probably have given up the hobby quite quickly. 'Am I tuned up? Is my SWR OK? Am I on
frequency?' - - and all this without worrying what to say to the person at the other end, even, in my
case, after two years as an SWL. New licencees have always been afraid of calling CQ, Frank.

In those days, though, the amount of newcomers was due to a small but steady trickle. Largely, but
not entirely through the interest in radio communication generated by CB, this has become a flood
and the time honoured fraternal spirit of amateur radio is in danger of drowning. The danger, we
believe, stems not simply from the sheer increase in numbers, but from the resulting tendancy of the
new and old radio enthusiasts to form into separate camps. Long standing licenced amateurs can
appear rather smug and safe in their technical know-how and societies to a newcomer. Fairly recently,
we heard of a group of CBers who visited their local radio society and demanded that an RAE class be

run for them. Clearly, one set of attitudes feeds the other -- so let us all beware of intolerance and
try to see the aspirations and needs of all other amateurs, no matter how different from our own they
may be.

As Frank said in his very first editorial, amateur radio is a broad -based hobby and "means different
things to different people and those people will themselves be different".

The new editorial staff at HRT will continue to lead the magazine in the direction established by

our predecessors - the magazine's identity transcends the editorship. We shall continue to cater
for all kinds of interest and all degrees of expertise. We shall continue to publish the best equipment
reviews and the best constructional articles. Rather than sweeping changes, we shall be reforming
and refining the magazine in its original form -- and to this end, the comments we receive from you

are invaluable.

One very definite change that we can make, and that we think will be very popular, is the introduction
from next month of a free readers' classified ad. service.

And finally, we haven't forgotten that amateur radio is a hobby, and people do it for the enjoyment.

73

Dave Bradshaw
Steve Ireland, G3ZZD
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POLITICAL STATEMENTS

Sir, I read with interest Brian Ewing's
letter in October's HRT, and noted with
disgust the manner in which he tried to
trivialise the point I originally made.
These days, if one is to believe letters,
editorial etc, in radio magazines, much
thought is given to protecting the image
of amateur radio. It is therefore
dangerous for someone who is openly
connected with the hobby, or who holds
a position in a national body connected
with it, to make political statements.
These may be taken to represent the
opinions of amateurs in general. The
nuclear balance is an issue of world-
wide importance, and is currently good
news value for the media, unlike Mr.
Ewing's "free range eggs" or "gay lib",
and in a sense the Patron of the RSGB
would have been just as unwise to
express opinions against nuclear
weapons. It is not at all relevant
whether that agrees with my own
supposed political "bias", although I
doubt whether Mr. Ewing would have
liked it and he would probably have been
the first to complain!

To be fair to HRH Prince Philip, by the
way, I have made a point of obtaining a
copy of his speech. I note that the
nuclear issue was only touched upon in
passing. Perhaps I have done him ,an
injustice, but not half as much as the
media who focussed on that small part
of the speech and gave it prominence.

Mr. Ewing accuses me unjustifiably of
writing letters only tenuously connected
with amateur radio. Not so. The public
behaviour of prominent members of the
RSGB, and their treatment by the media,
is of direct concern to us.

P. Thompson

/ take your point Peter, but I do feel that
we should all be free to make political
statements - although the more
reponsible the position we hold in
society the more careful we should be
of making the point that it is our own
personal view that is being stated, and
not necessarily that of the organisation
or body we represent . . . which neatly
brings to the next body of letters . . .

BACKWARD BABOONS - FAIR
COMMENT?

Sir, As one of the "backward baboons"
who passed the RAE multiple choice
examination a few years ago (it was the
first such RAE), may I be permitted to
grunt a few comments on the
astonishing outburst of invective which
appeared in your Octobe, 1983 issue -

written it seems by one ''the honourable
- I passed the written exam" - Frank
Ogden, G4JST.

I agree with Frank that our ranks are
now filled with undesirable types who
are a disgrace to the much -vaunted
"spirit of amateur radio". A few years
ago one expected fellow amateurs to be
polite, courteous, helpful and tolerant
individuals who would do anything to
help a fellow amateur. Yet, what do we
find but a vociferous group of trumpet -
blowing egoists whose arrogance
almost takes one's breath away? Yes,
Frank, the attitude of some amateurs
has indeed changed regardless of their
self-proclaimed technical expertise.

I first studied for the RAE thinking that
I would be attempting the old-style
format which was identical to various
school/university exams which I had
taken twenty years ago and which by
"question -shooting" (and luck!), one
could pass by mugging up 30 to 40%
of the topics.

Let's face it, the old style exam was
also a "piece of cake" and the
percentage of candidates who passed it
was no lower than with the current
multi -choice type which can at least
cover the entire syllabus. The real
difference between the last of the old
type RAEs and the new type is that in
1983 there are thousands of new
people aware of amateur radio instead of
hundreds in, say, 1973. We all have an
elitist streak in us but it is no use trying
to put back the clock. The days when
the "real amateurs" using a hammer
and a screwdriver could knock up a one -
valve CW rig with massive point-to-
point wiring is gone for ever.

I look forward to Ham Radio Today
moving forward under the guidance of
someone "of a higher calibre". Best of
luck.

Arthur Tait, GM4LBE
(Hon Sec Lerwick Radion Club, GM3ZET)
PS. If I were not such a "backward
baboon", I might have signed the letter
with my other "written exam"
qualifications: Arthur Tait, BSc., C.Eng.,
MICE, MIWES, MIPHE, (GM4LBE)

Sir, I just had to write about Frank
Ogden's "Comment" in this month's
(October) issue. It was outrageous to
say the least; for someone in his
position to make such a remarks is
beyond me.

Peter Stonell (G4TLB) sums up my
comments in his letter (OTT in the same
issue) when he said "You are far too out
of touch to be the Editor of this
magazine". He is right, and I for one am

very glad that Frank Ogden is going.
I cannot understand why the

magazine printed it knowing the harm it
would do to our hobby and I am sure
you will lose many readers over this
article.

There is only one "backward baboon"
and it must be Frank Ogden.

V H Dann, G4PPD

Sirs, The bigoted and unjustified views
of the current state of Amateur Radio
expressed in Frank Ogden's editorial
(HRT October) cannot pass
unchallenged.

In the gospel according to Frank, a
radio amateur is a person with
considerable technical knowledge who
constructs his own equipment, which is
fine for Frank because he has and he
does. But there are many amateurs
making valuable contributions to the
hobby whose interests do not lie in
construction. These folk may organise
and participate in contests, work with
Raynet, organise DF hunts or edit their
local club's magazine. According to
Frank they are not radio amateurs.

With regard to the RAE, I would agree
that, as with many examinations, there
is room for improvement in the syllabus.
Did not the City and Guilds of London
Institute recently invite comments and
suggestions on the syllabus? (In my
view there should be a separate paper
devoted to operating practices and
procedures.) In HRT it is reported that
2226 people failed the RAE all of
whom, together with those that passed
but obtained "only" pass grades or
"only" one credit are "backward
baboons" according to the Editor. How
dare Frank use such insulting language
about people who may have spent many
months studying for an examination in
which they may have had little previous
knowledge.

Frank mentions interesting
conversations he has had with
unlicenced pirates. Let us hope that
Frank values his licence at least to the
extent that these conversations took
place face to face and not over the air.

I wish you well in your new publishing
venture Frank, but hope that the next
Editor of HRT at least believes in the
future of the subject about which he
writes.

D W Green, G40TV

Sir, Frank Ogden leaves HRT and takes
a swipe at amateur radio enthusiasts.
Where does he and other biased people
get the idea that only "real" hams
spend all their time building bits and
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pieces and not actually talking on radio?
Should a motorist spend his time
stripping car engines then rebuilding?
Should an angler first dig a pond? I could
go on all day.

Some time ago I joined a camera club,
but soon left - why? Well, the old-time
bods would never accept that the
35mm camera was capable of decent
picture -making. In every hobby there are
at least two factions: those who know it
as it was and the newcomers.

Back to radio; neither I nor any other
licenced operator I know would
advocate that everyone should transmit
rather than build, so why should Frank
Ogden rather than any other person
complain about the actions of other
people who are not interfering in any
way with the way in which other
stations conduct themselves.

Most of the new boys are ex-CBers -
AM, SSB, FM, it makes no odds: most
did not tinker with electrical bits before
they found their new hobby gave them
the knowledge, albeit pretty basic, to
meddle and build bits like ATUs and
aerials; few would contemplate building
a transceiver and why should they if
they can afford to buy one? The Russian
amateurs build their own equipment
because they do not have an alternative
and every day their signals can be heard
'splattering' all over the place - is that
what Mr Ogden wants? Or, better still,
let's all go back to AM - would you
believe that when single side -band
transmitters first appeared, a lot of the
"OMs" decried it?

Mr Ogden makes comments like "2
metres is un-naturally quiet". He
obviously lives 50 miles from any
reasonably large town or city. Within a
20 mile radius of Manchester there is
queue for vacant frequencies. His
comment refers to "killing the hobby"
- surely this cannot be the case, there
are more amateurs than ever, enough, in
fact, to warrant the publication of Ham
Radio Today - which is read by
backward baboons.

Mr Ogden, could it be that you and a
lot like you thought that you belonged to
an exclusive club; the remnants of
which can now be heard on 80 metres
claiming to have exclusive use of a
certain frequency for 30 years until
these upstarts appeared? I note that
your opinions were not expressed in the
first issue - I wonder why?

To the new editor, I say welcome,
let's hope that you are not as biassed as
your predecessor.

One last question for Mr Ogden: if, as
you imply, home construction is virtually
dead, why does HRT publish all those
projects?

A Whittam, G4TOJ

Sir, As one of Frank Ogden's
"boukward baboons", I must reply to
his final "Comment" in the October
edition. In his vitriolic condemnation of
new radio amateurs and their
commitment to the hobby, he is missing
a very important point.

Passing the RAE is only a beginning, it
always was so, even in the halycon

days of the written examination. Good
amateurs are not so because they
passed the old-style exam, and, of
course, there is a lot wrong with the
current one, but that is another subject.
Amateurs become "good" by being
taught and "shown the ropes" by more
experienced operators.

Could the truth be that there is a
school within the hobby that has chosen
to ignore the new amateurs as ex-CBers
and legalised pirates, which has
produced the standards of which Frank
complains? If so, one is entitled to ask
just whose commitment to the hobby is
in question?

Speaking personally, I have been most
impressed by the example of personal
enthusiasm of my tutor at the local
college of further education whilst
studying for the RAE last year. Also, the
help offered and given by local amateurs
in setting up a good station and advice
on construction problems has been most
helpful. Perhaps if those established
amateurs actively helped their local
"new boys" instead of belly -aching
about them, then perhaps Frank would
be somewhat more optimistic of the
future.

A. David Whiteman, G1ADW

The above is typical of the majority of
the many letters we have received on
Frank's parting remarks. However, there
is another point of view. . . .

Sir, May I say how much I enjoyed Ham
Radio Today whilst Frank was at the
helm. I especially enjoyed, as I'm sure
others did, his Technicalities column - I

personally devoured their contents with
relish, even though sometimes the prose
was reminiscent of that esoteric
publication, Wireless World. His
(G4JST) equipment reviews were seized
upon with salivating interest none
of this touching-the-forlock a(tiiude that
is all too prevalent in some other mags.
Subservient bowing -down to advertising
revenue - Ugh! (What's wrong with
advertising revenue? - G4NXV)

I hope that the present editorial team
at Ham Radio Today will continue to
publish the above, with just a little of
the previous editor's inimitable style.
May I just say in ending how much I
wholeheartedly agree with Frank's
goodbye "Comment" in the October
edition.

R J Howes, G4OWY

Unless a reader writes to use with a
viewpoint that is substantially different
from those expressed above, we will not
be publishing any further letters on this
topic.

FT200 UP -DATE

Sir, Further to Gordon Crowhurst's
letter in the October issue.

I have owned an FT200 for about
four years and have had no trouble at all

with it (I do my own servicing). It makes
a change to hear someone else asking
for an up -date on this rig instead of the
infamous FT101. I would eagerly look
forward to such an article.

I have a regular order for your
magazine every month and think it is
very good value for money.

B. Tranter, G4FBT

Is there anyone out there who is
interested in writing an FT200 up-
date?
- Ed.

AMTOR UNIT

Sir, On reading the prinout of my article
"The AMT -1 reviewed" I see that
unfortunately you have made a mistake
in the captioning of a 'hard copy' QSO I
sent you.

You will see on page 29 of the
September issue that you have titled the
copy of the QSO 'Typical AMTOR
copy'. This is not so. The copy was of a
CW QSO which I had with the Russian
station, and which was mentioned as
'Figure 2' in the second half of the
article which you did not publish.

I have had my attention drawn to this
as first of all one never sends callsigns
twice in AMTOR. There is no need as
one gets 100 percent perfect copy, and
so there would not be any errors in the
text. Secondly, to my knowlege, no
Russian station is in possession of
AMTOR gear.

Can you please publish a correction of
this at your convenience so as to
remove any misconceptions about the
efficiency of the note.

Ken Michaelson G3RDG

RAYNET

Sir, I have bought your magazine since
its first issue (in Dec. 821 and must
encourage you to keep up the good
work.

However, like everyone, I have a
complaint, though you will be pleased to
hear it is not about HRT.

After reading an article in the April 83
issue of your magazine by Cyril Young
(G8KHH) titled This is Raynet, I decided
to make enquiries about joining, despite
not yet being licensed. (I am in that long
wait between RAE results and receiving
my ticket.) I wrote to the RSGB, who,
with their normal efficiency wrote back
very quickly sending me an address to
write to. I have since written to this
address twice and, despite enclosing a
stamped addressed envelope each time,
have received no reply.

So, "This is Raynet", a service which
lives could depend on. Do they want
volunteers or not?

S M Richards

ANCIENT PHONETICA

Sir, Reading G4UBV's letter re
Phonetics brought to mind my service
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days, which began as a PBI(TA) signaller
in 1939. The equipment we had was of
1918 (or before), vintage. The phonetic
alphabet was Ack-Beer-Charlie-Donald-
Edward-Freddie-George-Harry-Ink-
Johnny-King-London-Monkey-Nuts-
Orange-Pip-Queen-Roger-Sugar-Toc-
Uniform-Victor-William-Xray-York-
Zebra.

We had radio for the first time in mid
1940 - WS18 sets. The HT batteries
were the wrong type and would not fit
inside the 18 sets. I was ordered to
"make the damn thing fit," so two rows
of cells were removed from the end of
each battery, laid alongside and tied up
with string. Melted candle wax was
then poured over the joints. Yes, it was
messy, but the operation was
successful!

M. Hughes, GW3VFZ

Sir, viz Peter Murray's request for the
vintage phonetic alphabet (sic), which
one would you like? I have only ever
used the standard NATO code as I'm a
mere youngster. However, deep down
in the junk box, I've an old publication
from what I think is the war years.

It is "The New Morse Code Manual.
5th. Edition", and the author is listed as
Flying Officer A W Eley, RAFVR. It is
priced 1 shilling and three pence and
was published as a guide to Service
students learning the Morse code. I
assume it's from the war years as the
inside cover has the sentence,
"Photographic reproductions in this
Manual are by permission of The
Ministry of Information" (when did that
Ministry disappear?).

The Manual, as I said, has two
phonetic codes and these are shown
below:
Military Inter -
exercises Services use
A Ack A Able
B Beer B Baker
C Charlie C Charlie
D Don D Dog
E Edward E Easy
F Freddie F Fox
G George G George
H Harry H How
I Ink I Item
J Johnnie J Jig
K King K King
L London L Love
M Monkey M Mike
N Nuts N Nan
O Orange 0 Oboe
P Pip P Peter
Q Queen Q Queen
R Robert R Roger
S Sugar S Sugar
T Toc T Tare
U Uncle U Uncle
 Vic V Victor
W William W William
X X-ray X X-ray
Y Yorker Y Yoke
Z Zebra Z Zebra

Anyway there's two codes for you; in
the back of the manual it has the printer
down as "John Reader, 117, Asfordby
Street. Leicester". It'll be fun to see
how many other codes turn up.

Basil Spencer, G6VAN

2m PREAMPS

Mr. Ogden, Thank you for your letter
regarding the supply of sample 144MHz
band preamplifiers for review. We
hadn't forgotten you! However, we are
in an overload state and obviously our
customers need satisfying before we are
in a position to supply review samples
- not that we're blind to the
advantages of editorial review! You'll
also appreciate that the last few weeks
have included the Dayton Hamvention
which has not helped with our
production headaches!

We expect to be in a position to
.supply samples of our SLNA 144s,
SLNA 145sb and GFBA 144e
preamplifiers by your deadline, although
as I mentioned on the telephone the
latter item will be a prototype as our
next production batch is not due for
completion until around 23-24 May. If
you'd like to look at a standard
production unit after this time there
should be no problems.

I remain a little concerned about your
test procedures - in fact I can't see any
point in your second method! If you are
trying to examine the dependence of
noise figure on source immitance, then
surely it would be better to do it formally
by rotating the phase of (say) a 2:1
source vswr around 360° and
incrementally recording the noise figure.
By using random cables you're likely to
see all sorts of strange effects which
have no bearing whatsoever on the
performance that you're trying to
measure and I'd hate to do a proper
error analysis! The measurement of very
low noise figures -is an absolute
minefield and you would do well to look
very carefully indeed at your error
budget. Unfortunately even comparative
'measurements' are subject to quite
large random errors. As in so many
other aspects of radiofrequency
measurement accurate results can't be
obtained simply by 'plugging in' to the
first piece of noise figure
instrumentation that you come across!

I hope also that you won't simply try

to measure noise figure - and that
when you do you'll also present the
results in a meaningful way. We would
expect, as a minimum, any competent
review to contain the following data:
noise figure (corrected for second stage
noise contribution), transducer gain,
input 1 dB compression point, input 2nd
and 3rd order intercepts, frequency
amplitude response (probably over 0 -
1GHz), input and output return -loss, and
supply voltage sensitivity. Obviously the
equipment used should also be listed,
and as a company we would also wish
to know which laboratory was
responsible for performing the tests. I'd
suggest it would be fruitful to include
some discussion on the use of
preamplifiers at vhf as it's a subject
which is little understood. We'd suggest
that a careful perusal of Julian
Gannaway's articles in Radcom
(November/December 1981 - I think)
would also be in order - it's one of the
few competent articles on noise figure
to appear in the amateur radio press of
recent years.

Perhaps we should also comment that
we have no fears regarding competent
review of our products (although I have
nightmares about the self-opinionated
quasi -engineering seen in some sections
of the amateur radio and hobby
electronics press). Modern devices have
made it easy for any fool to obtain a low
noise figure at vhf - what matters now
is attention to good engineering, both in
its systems and circuit design senses
and any review should take this into
account.

Of course, if you're merely sponsoring
a noise figure contest we'll respond
accordingly!

C.P. Bartram
Managing Director
muTek limited

Please address correspondence to:
Ham Radio Today,
145 Charing Cross Road,
LONDON WC2 OEE
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"Did you
know that it

isn't raining in
Cape Town?"
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Pilgrim Fathers
Celebration
A special -event station in
Massachusetts, WA1 NPO, will be
operating on Thanksgiving Day, Thurs-
day November 24th, from a site
overlooking a replica of the Mayflower
at Plimoth Plantation, which is a living
history museum depicting life as it was
in the early days of America's history.
On the UK side, a complementary sta-
tion, GB2PRC will be operated by
Plymouth Radio Club from Plymouth
Hoe in Devon, from which the original
Mayflower sailed in 1620. The
operating schedule at WAINPO will be:

20 metres: 14180 or 14255 from
1300 to 1600,
14355 from 1600 to
2000

15 metres: 21260 from 1300 to
1430
21385 from 1730 to
2000. All times GMT.

WAINPO will welcome contacts
with any UK station, and an attractive
certificate featuring the Mayflower and
suitable for framing, is available.

Amateur Radio will link Plymouth
Devon and Plymouth Massachusetts on
Thanksgiving Day, Thursday Noverm-

ber 24th when WAINPO and GB2PRC
will be in contact during the day on
14180, 14255 Er 14355 between
1300 and 1600, and on 21260 from
1300 to 1430, and 21385 from 1730
to 2000, GMT.

The US Station will be located at
Plimoth Plantation. a living museum
devoted to re-creating the lifestyle of
the early New England settlers, and will
be alongside a fullsize replica of the
Mayflower; GB2PRC will be on
Plymouth Hoe from which the original
Mayflower sailed in 1620.

WA1 NPO welcomes contacts with
any UK station, and an attractive cer-
tificate, suitable for framing, is
available.

Tuned Feed
Without Tears

300 ohm ribbon cable makes a very
convenient feeder for multi -band tuned -
fed antennas, such as the G5RV dipole.
However, moisture, laying along the
cable can cause severe variations in the
SWR of the antenna. The only way to
cambat this problem was to cut slots in
the feeder - usually with a pair of
scissors - a laborious and often painful
process.

Now, W.H. Westlake of Holswor-
thy, Devon, have managed to track

When can
we have
out telly

back, Dad?

down a slotted ribbon cable from a
manufacturer in Sweden - and sore
fingers will now be a thing of the past.
The Bofa GMP-6 is claimed as "being
superior to existing closed gap types
and not affected by rain or dampness of
the feeder" ...although..."a little more
expensive".

Electrical Characteristics are claimed as
follows

Impedance
Capacitance

Attenuation at 20C
50 MHz
200 MHZ
500 MHz

300 ohms
11pF/m

2.1dB/100m
4.6dB/100m
8.0dB/100m

The cable is available from W.H.
Westlake at West Park, Clawton
Holsworthy, Devon EX22 6QN and is
priced at 20p per metre (postage 3p a
metre).

Stolen Yacht
Located by Radio
Amateurs
There are many Amateur Radio
Maritime networks round the world.
One of the oldest, the UK Maritime net,
recently received a report from a sailing
'ham' in Alicante that the 40ft ketch
'Frizzelle' had been stolen. Such reports
are repeated twice a day at our regular
Net times, 0800 and 1800 GMT on
14.303 and the news spreads world-
wide via other 'relay' stations in a

remarkably short time. About two
weeks later an alert member of the net-
work in the Canary Islands spotted
what looked like 'Frizzelle' entering Ar-
recife in Lanzarote. Registration and
engine serial numbers were obtained
and identified her as the stolen yacht,
no doubt on its way to South America,
where, incidentally, other sailing 'hams'
had already been alerted.

While these nets are basically for
the informal exchange of positions,
weather and harbour information, some
dramatic rescues have been assisted by
Amateur Radio, not least Richard
Broadhead's remarkable rescue of his
fellow competitor, Jacques de Roux
sinking in the South Pacific in the Whit-
bread Round the World Race. Initially
alerted by the French boat's 'Panic but-
ton' on his satellite -tracking
transponder, Newport R.I's Ham relay
station alerted the U.K. Maritime net
who passed the message to our New
Zealand counterpart who was in touch
with Richard, the nearest boat (300
miles away) in that remote part. Jac-
ques had just inches of freeboard left
when he was taken off.
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GASICOFIF
Transverter
In the August issue, David Johnson
described a unique Transverter -
one which enabled you to turn your
2 metre multimode into an HF
Transceiver running on 20, 15 and
10 metres. This of course is the op-
posite way round to most
Transverter designs - you normal-
ly find them taking 10 metres up to
2 metres.

diode switched local oscillator
which produces the required output
frequency. It is important that the
mixer is driven with the correct
power level of around 5mW, and is
terminated in a 50 ohm load.
Higher powers will cause satura-
tion of the diodes and lots of
spurious products.

A pair of relays switch in an at -

In the August issue, we described a natty little
transverter to effectively turn your 2 metre multi-

mode into an HF transceiver. Due to many requests,
here is a modified version which will get you an 160,

80, and 40 metres at considerably lower cost than
buying an HF rig! It is useable on SSB, CW and even

FM is you want. Modification by Tony Bailey,
G3 WPO.

This article has raised a lot of in-
terest, together with many re-
quests for a version which covers
the lower frequency bands.

With David's permission, a

modified version is to be described
which enables coverage of these
three lower bands. Reference
should be made to the original arti-
cle in the August issue for the main
circuit details although a precis is
given here for those without the
original. The modified circuit
diagram and pcb layouts are
reproduced here together with full
constructional details for construc-
tors convience.

Circuit

The transverter is designed around
an SBL-1 bi-directional mixer., with
the VHF signal on 2 metres mixing
both transmit and receive with a

tenuator pad, which is selected to
reduce the output power of the 2
metre rig down to the MW level on
transmit only. In the original a 30dB
pad was used for a 3 watt input -
it is possible to use almost any in-
put power down to the actual 5mW
by selection of the appropriate
resistor values in the pad.

The three diode switched
oscillators are identical in design,
except for some inductor values,
and produce stable, low -noise, low
harmonic outputs of approx 0.7V
RMS correctly terminated at the
mixer. For the lower frequency
bands in question (taking 80
metres as an example), an input of
144.000MHz requires an injection
frequency of 141.000MHz to pro-
duce a 3.0MHz output. The 2
metre rig then tunes 144.5 -

2M
TRANSCEIVER

1-2MHz

3-4MHz

7-8MHz

FOR
144-145MHz

SWITCHING
0112

 RELAY CONTROL TO LINEAR IF NEEDED

Simplified block diagram of Transverter.
Z:S HT 2

1 A TITE N
304B -3W

RLy 23d6 -1W RLY2

HT1

RV1
'VOX'
DELAY

MIX R

DIODE
OSC X2 BPF SW ITC H

71.5MHz 143MHz 4+
DIODE

SWITCH
OSC

70.5MHz 141MHz BPF +-
OSC

DIODE
SWITCH

68.5MHz 137MHz BPF

_L J_T T
TWIN..

COAX LINK

Tx
PRE AMP

RLV3

+120

HF
ANTENNA

V

Tx AMP
2x2N4027

LPF
160M

LPF

SVV1/
RLY6

80M swii
RLys

LPF

160
40M

0 80
40
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145.800 to cover the amateur 80
metre band of 3.500 -
3.800MHz. Similarly, 160m tunes
144.800 - 145.000MHz, and 40
metres 144.000MHz
144.100MHz.

The oscillators use an overtone
circuit (Q10) running at half the
output frequency (70.5MHz for 80
metres) which is then doubled by
Q11 and filtered through L5 and
L6. The outputs are diode switched
via D9, to give a low imepedance
output to the mixer.

The mixer output will contain
sum and difference frequencies,
and the correct one is selected by
the preselector L1/2 and VC1. In
the original, a dual gang 250pF
capacitor was used, but a

450/500pF max version is required
here to achieve the frequency
coverage, together with a higher
value for the torodial inductors. The
preselector is active in both
transmit and receive modes.

On receive, signals are routed
through RLY3, and low pass filters,
to the mixer, then up -converted to
appear at 2 metres. No
preamplification is required - the
basic sensitivity of this transverter
is that of your 2 metre rig less the

.......13.4 MIXER
SBL -1

1 C41
1n0

conversion loss of the mixer (7dB).
Thus sensitivities of around 0.3 -
0.4 uV can be expected which are
entirely adequate for the LF bands.

On transmit, signals are
amplified up to a level of around
2-3 watts by the broadband
amplifier chain Q5,6,7 and Q8/9.

D8

C31
1n0

1 C32
1n0

R31
330R

R33
10k

Q10
BSX20

X1

R32
2k2 C33

T27P

This section of the circuit is much
the same as the original, with a few
component value changes. The
Driver transistor Q7 has been
changed from a 2N3553 to a

BFY51, and the value of the com-
pensation capacitors C50,51 in-
creased.

R34
10OR

L3

C36
1n0

AA/Vs
R35
220R

C37
6p8

RxA
C35
22p

L4 C34
22p

TO 160M OSC
1

TO 80M OSC-4*----- 11-0

TO RLY5/6 COILS r

ti
OSCILLATOR

(One set of components for
each band, except R38(

L5

Q11
BSX20

RFC6

4

R37/T1k0

6 D9

2nd OSCILLATOR 0-0
Dd

3rd OSCILLATOR 0-4

2,5,6,7

fit

L1a Z4orf L1 - L2D

I1 1
VC1

2 x 500p

RLYc2e)

1N4148
D11
1N4148

D10

R2
47R 1W

R1
47R 1W

L2a

RLY1

C1
1n0

R3 2M
3R3 TRANSCEIVER
1W

INPUT Tx ATTENUATOR

RLY3

C5
10n

R11
10k

_L. C47
1n0

R9
56R

R10
100k

C6
10n

R12
22k

T1

R13
390R

C7
120n C12

10n C48

/771 fib/1317 1n0

C8
10n

-HI
Q5
3SK45

NB. R11 MAY BE REPLACED BY
A 10k POT TO ACT AS A
DRIVE CONTROL

10k

T2

DRIVERS
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Complete circuit diagram of Transverter.

+12V

C2 D2 R5
8p2 1N4148 1k0

7

D9

R38
.k7

000
C13 RF

7T/710n

k7

. C1)
 1C.)

RS PA

10n

330k
D1
1N4148 C3 ,--,

10u

RFC1

+12V cro,
C49 C44
1nOT T1n0

01
BC238

D3
1N4148

RV1
R4 47k

HF ANTENNA

RFC7 b

C17
_LH T3

107 IT aa
R22 c"
1k0

RFC5

R21
100R

1 C18 1+ C19
7"' 10n 2u2

//hi

T4

Q7
BFY51

C16
10n

2
R24
7R1

C15
2u2

T 1n5

R41
68R

R6
4k7

D6
1N4001

D4
1N4148

D5
1N4148

L10

C28

R42
68R

Q3
BC328

R7
100R

C45 RFC2
1n0

04
BC238

R8
100R

RLY1-4

02
BFY51 C42 C43

1n0 1n0

RF SENSE SWITCH

L11

C29
T470p 940p

C30

L8 L9

I I I I 1/

820p

0 6-
RFC3

C46

T 1n0

7

CONTROL LINE
0 FOR LINEAR

(OV ON Tx)

C4
1n0

40M RLY5 & 6 ARE ENERGISED
ON 40M ONLY

NB. NUMBERS CORRESPOND
TO SWITCH MARKINGS

C26 C27 C 80M
1n5 820p

/7777
L12 L13

9
SW1c

C52 1 C53 C54 LOW PASS FILTERS
3n3

//7/I

1n5

RLY4

R30
1k5

Q8

R39
1OR

C50
220p

C20
R40 10n
10R D7

R26 R28
220R 4R7

2N4427

R27
4R7 10n 2u2

122
10n /7T

C51
77 220p

C.

C21
10n IC23 +C24

1N4148 Q9
2N4427

R29
1k5

T5
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Output Filters

It is necessary to have suitable low-
pass filters on the output of the PA
to reduce harmonic output. Here
lies the only slight problem in the
conversion from the three higher
frequency bands.

The original circuit needed only
two low-pass filters to cover the
three bands, as it is possible to use
the same 30MHz cut-off filter for
both 21 and 28MHz.

One 160, 80 and 40 metres,
three filters are needed, one for each
band, but space for only two is pro-
vided on the PCB. To avoid chang-
ing the PCB layout, the extra filter
has been accomodated on the
three-way switch used for band -
changing, with suitable connec-
tions to bypass the relays when re-
quired. The PCB filters are used for
80 and 40 metres (switched by
RLY5/6) and the 160 metre filter is
wired on the switch.

In order to avoid having to use a
number of connections to the
2 -metre rig, RF-sensed switching is
used to get from receive to
transmit. A small amount of
transmit power is fed to the detec-
tor circuit Ql, and used to switch
the relays over via Q2. Adjustable
hang time is provided by RV1 to
avoid relay chatter on SSB. If
preferred, it is possible to hard wire
a connection from the PTT line on
the microphone, or a special output
if one is provided on the rig, direct
to the base of Q1, via a 27k
resistor, to provide 'hard' swit-
ching. If the PTT line is used, most
rigs have this going to ground when
activated, so a simple inverter
would be required to give a positive
voltage for the base of Ql.

Construction

The transverter is built on two dou-
ble sided PCB's - one carried the
three local oscillators and low pass
filters, the other the remainder of
the circuits. In the original design,
the two boards were mounted on
top of each other with a screen in-
between, and the preselector tun-
ing capacitor mounted on the side
of the screen. If desired, the units
can be mounted more conven-
tionally in a case as shown in the
photograph. If this is done, it is
essential that a screen is made of to
fit between the two boards so that

the oscillator circuits cannot "see"
the other board.

Procede with the construction as
follows:
1. Start construction by inserting
1 mm PCB connection pins at the
points denoted in the layout draw-
ings.
2. Next, taking the main PCB,
assemble the components located
between RLY4 and RLY1, starting
at the top edge of the board and
working down as far as Q4 and the
1 n capacitors. It is important that
the bodies of vertically mounted
components are in the positions
shown on the drawings. Keep all
leads as short as possible. Tran-
sistors should sit in the PCB with
their undersides about 4-5mm
above the PCB surface. Be careful
that the orientation of polarised
capacitors is as shown - tantalum
capacitors do not take kindly to be-
ing reversed!

Q2 has its emitter lead soldered
directly to the top foil, and R40/41
are mounted under the PCB directly
across the pads (they are not
shown on the overlay).
3. Continue working around the
board until all components except
the transformers are inserted. Pin 1
of the SBL-1 is at the end of the

package which has the letter "M"
of the "MCL...." legend stamped
on it.

Transformers

The block toroids used in the
design are surplus types, and come
with windings already on them.
These must be removed - they
cannot be used as they are!

When winding the
transformers, one turn is defined as
a wire passed through one hole and
out of the other. Therefore for
those transformers with primaries
and secondaries, one pair of wires
will emerge from one end of the
core, and another pair from the
other end. The tapped windings are
probably easiest made using two
lengths of wire twisted together
with the join as the tap. The space
within the cores is fairly limited so
keep the windings neat and tight,
but avoid stripping the insulation in
the process.

The centre tapped 8 turn win-
ding requires two lengths of wire
each of 15cm, four turns about
1 5cm, and two turns 9cm of wire
to wind. The 5 turn chokes use
10cm of wire. Make sure you know
which end is which after winding
(mark a P on the primary end).
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Note that Q5 has one lead
soldered to the top foil, and the
same is soldered to the underside
as well.

Q7/8/9 should each be
mounted so that the underside of
the case is no more than 3mm
above the PCB to avoid instability.
Each of these transistors must have
a heatsink (T05 push on type). Ll
Et L2 are made as per the drawings.
Once wound and in place, and after
correct operation has been ver-
tified, the cores are held fast using
epoxy adhesive with a seperation
between the cores of 5mm. The 53
turn windings need 82cm of wire
each, and the 3 turn windings 9cm.

A tinplate screen should be fit-
ted last (or use double sided PCB),
1 5mm high to isolate the input and
output signals from each other.
Don't forget to solder in the coax
link (use miniature cable) between
the two points both marked A on
the layout (or you won't receive
any signals).

Oscillator/LPF PCB

The oscillator section is identical to
the HF version (except for crystal
frequencies), and the low pass
filters are similar in layout but with
changed values. Also, the cores us-
ed for the latter are a different
grade for the lower frequencies.

1. The PCB is not difficult to
assemble - start by inserting the
connection pins. Then commence
with the top oscillator section; all
the three sections are identical,
with the exception of the 160M
oscillator where L3 has a lower in-
ductance (blue coil - the others
are white) and the two air spaced
inductors (L516) have one turn less
than the others. Again keep leads
as short as possible and orientate
leads of vertical resistors in the
positions shown.

It is important that when win-
ding L5 and L6 (two for each
oscillator) the winding direction
must be correct if the tap is to end
in the right place. Each soil is
wound by taking a 1 5cm (14cm for
160m) length of 19swg (1.25mm)
enamelled copper wire, and win-
ding around a 7/32" drill so that
the winding progresss an-
ticlockwise from left to right. If you
start the winding by having the
wire under the drill, and then bring

it up over the back towards you,
continuing to wind to the right, you
will get it right.

Four of the six -turn coils, and
two five -turn coils are required if
you are running all three bands,
with the insulation scraped off at
1.25 turns from the end nearest
the 1 nF decoupling capacitors. Tin
the exposed copper before putting
the coil into place with its under-
side about 2mm above the PCB.
Then solder the diode into place,
with the banded (yellow or black)
end against the PCB (it won't work
if they are the wrong way round).
The other end can then be clipped
off just at the point where it meets
the tap made earlier, and then
soldered.

Low Pass Filters

These are wound on T50-2 (red)
toroids Irather than T50-6). L8 and
9 (80 metres) need 36cm of wire
for winding, and L10 and 11 (40
metres) need 26cm. The 160

metre inductors (L12 & L13) are
wired directly across the band -
switch (see diagram). They require
50cm of wire each for winding.
Note that C29 comprises two
capacitors wired in parallel to get
the correct value. Polystyrene
capacitoi=s are used in this version
of the transverter.

Screens are required between
the oscillator sections as shown,
again 1 5mm high.

If the transverter is constructed
as the original, an 18swg
aluminium screening plate cut to
the same size as the PCB's is re-
quired between them - this is

sandwiched between the two
PCB's as shown in the drawings. In
the prototype VC1 was also
mounted on this screen, using an
additional sidepiece which had
been bent at right angels to the
main screen - whether this can be
done depends on the type of
capacitor used. If the leads from
the capacitor to the preselector

O

O

O

O

9-Mil
20:1* G41),e! k,1.1.1

11--1\Kt7 I"'d, 00
4,16._ dr

.44'..".C... O
Foil Patterns - Please note they are 75% full-size.

E° ° 00Jr.%.. 0.412e.e ea,

1 001=040
c0aD0

4)1.1:1 .420.6"111307oN.
o o 407,

eiftecmacteame ace

4"...m.Cce."411b0 71$
002...00 °o c..000.0
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connections are more than a few
centimetres long, then a screen will
need to be fitted so that the two
leads cannot "see" each other, and
spoil the preselector rejection.

The leads feeding + 1 2V to
each oscillator need to be run in
screened audio cable, and short
lengths of miniatur coaxial cable
should be used for the inter -PCB
wiring.

Alignment

There are two ways of aligning the
unit. The first, if you haven't any
test equipment, is purely to tune up
for best received signal. The better
way is to firstly adjust L3 until
oscillation occurs (monitor the cur-
rent taken by the + 1 2V line for a
sudden peak), then back the core
off slightly so that the oscillator
fires reliably when switched on and
off. With a diode probe connected
ro the oscillator output, adjust TC1
and TC2 for maximum reading (the
trimmers will be near minimum

COMPONENT LISTING
RESISTORS
All resistors 0.25W 5% carbon film unless noted otherwise.

R1,2
R3
R4
R5,14,22,23,37*
R6,38
R7,8,18,21,34*
R9
R10
R11,17,33
R12
R13,36*
R1 5,29,30
R16
R19
R20
R24
R25
R26,35*
R27,28
R31*
R32*
R39,40
R41 ,42

47R 1 watt
3R3 1 watt
330k
1k
4k7
100R
56R
100K
10K
22K
390R
1K5
not used
18R
15OR
27R
27R
22OR
4R7
330R
2k2
1OR
68R

1 8M11 C110 C35

0'40 OVArlitArsr
3.5MHz

/MHz

efp,:omm

SCREEN

.4110.10404wWW4i:E:.tp.aff.r-~1M

C37 011

12V VIA
SVv1a

"§e. awag*

::irar axe AS 1.8MHP

Note. The extra holes surroundlny L3 and L4 on the PCB layout enable the use of
TOKO ready made cods type no. 301 KN 0800 as direct substitutes for L3 and L4

OSC
OUTPUT

110

TO SIGNAL
PORT

HLYS

CCI;CC1 ICCtCCIL

(620 C2E

Li

RLS6

HF
ANTENNA

LPF
SWITCHING
VIA SW1b
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capacity). L4 controls the oscillator
frequency and should be adjusted
for the correct output frequency.

If the oscillators tend to self -
oscillate, resistors Rx and Ry
should be added, using the highest
values which will cure the problem
- too low a value will reduce the
drive to the PA chain.

On transmit, the only adjust-
ment needed is to the delay of the
RF sensing circuit, and VR1 should
be set to give a comfortable delay
when talking normally.

Power Inputs

A note of caution which equally ap-
plies to the 20/15/10m version.
Most rigs have a means of reducing
power down to 1 watt or so, and
this is the preferred sort of level for
driving the attenuator. However,
not all rigs reduce power in all
modes when this option is
selected. The FT -480R is a case in
point, and does not reduce power
on SSB. This will result in con-
siderable overdriving of the balanc-
ed mixer, and consequential splat-
tering.

So, check that your output
power DOES reduce when you
select low power. Also rigs give
more output power than their
specifications would indicate, so an

Ry

VR1

CAPACITORS

C1,4,31*,32*,36*,38*,39-
,40*, 41-49

C2
C3
C5,6,7,8,10,12,13,14,16,-
17,18,20,21,22,23
C9,1 5,1 9,24
C25,27
C26,52,54
C28,30
C33*
C34*,35*
C37*
C50,51
C52
Cx*
TC1 *,2*
VC1

CHOKES

RFC1
RFC2,3,4,-
6*,7

RFC5

22k (mounted underside across
L4)
10k or lower (see text -mounted
underside L5, see text)
47 or 100k preset, vertical moun-
ting

1 n0 ceramic
8p2
10u/1 6v min tant

10n ceramic
2.2u/16v min tant
820p polystyrene
1 n5 polystyrene
470p polystyrene in parallel
27p ceramic
22p ceramic
6p8
220p ceramic
3n3 polystyrene
2p2 ceramic
2 to 22 or 36pF trimmers
dual 450/500pF max air spaced

4u7 or 10uH axial type

5 turns 0.25mm of Cu wire
through ferrite bead.
10uH TOKO type 7BA or BS

K

-
H H29-1-

HE

SINK

(

(

4

A 

NRCHILEH

C24-0^.
H
SINK

1.

CONNECTION PIN

LEAD SOLDERED TO TOP FOIL

i 12v

511111 E N

II I ,,ICJI%

fiL Y2

II
SINK

oL

H24 I-11

1.1 R2,

-i H23

r11

REC4

Y.

NOTE
COAX LINK ON UNDERSIDE
BETWEEN POINTS 'A' AND 'A'

Z

-J

03.4 IBC327,8;
viewed from underneath

ELL Y3.

LINK I rifiCLUELti

t".

RELAY
mi. CONTROL
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attenuator of slightly greater value
than theoretically required is a good
idea. The values given on the cir-
cuit diagram are for an actual drive
level of 2-3 watts.

If you find it necessary to use
10 watts to drive the transverter,
then the PCB will not accomodate
the high wattage resistors needed
to attenuate this to the correct
level. In this case, take two lengths
of coaxial cable from the input and
output of the attenuator on the
PCB, and amount the resistors ex-
ternally in the case. Information on
attentuator values and computer
program for determining them can
be found in Radio Communication,
November 1982, page 1046.

Drive Control

A drive control to vary the output
power can be added by changing
R11 to a 10k potentiometer
mounted on the front panel. Note
that this in no way compensates for
too much drive reaching the mixer.
The connections to the PCB should
be made using screened audio
cable.

KITS
A complete kit of parts for this pro-
ject is obtainable from WPO Com-
munications for £74.00 including
three crystals (£61 ex crystals).
The kit includes all components for
three bands, wire, switch, air -

spaced, capacitor, connectors, but

SEMICONDUCTORS

Q1
Q2,7
Q3,4
Q5
Q6,10*,11*
Q8,9
D1,2,3,4,-
5,7,9*,10,11
D6
D8*

MISCELLANEOUS

Crystals:

All HC18/U types, series
resonance 5th overtone.

BC238 or 239
BFY51
BC237 or 238
3SK34 or 3SK51
BSX20 or 2N2369A
2N4427

1N4148
1N4001
10V 400mW Zener

160m (tuning 144.8 -
145.0MHz) 71.500MHz
80m (tuning 144.5 -
144.8MHz) 70.500 MHz
40M (tuning 144.0 -
144.1MHz) 68.500MHz

RLY1-6 type 1150-060-1 ex J Birkett
T1 -T5 wound on lOmm square block fer-

rite toroids (see text)

8 off Amidon T50-2 toroids; SBL1 balanced mixer; Switch 3 pole 4
way rotary; PCB connection pins; miniature coaxial cable (50 ohm).

no screens or case. Individual
crystals are £5 each.

The HF version (20/15/10) is still
available at £72.75 complete with
three crystals or £61 without. In-
dividual crystals are £5 each for 20

Tx/Rx .12V

OSC OUT

CONTROL LINE
FOR

EXTERNAL
LINEAR

COAX LINK ON UNDERSIDE OF PCD
(IN STRAIGHT LINE/

Interconnection of PCBs
(bottom centre shows
switch wiring viewed
from rear).

X1 160M

X2 80M

X3 40M

2/HF B

L/0 OUT

EARTH STRAP
TO PCB 40 L 160

8- 15 metres, and £3.71 for 10M.
All prices include VAT Et p&p.

COIL DATA

L1,2
53 turns of 0.25mm dia en Cu
wire wound on T50-2 core.

L1a, L2a
Wound on the main toroid next
to L1/2. Three turns 0.25mm
wire.

L3,4
For 160mm L3 Et L4 are TOKO
type 301-KN-0600 (Ambit part
No 35-10603)
For 80/40m, L3 8- L4 are
301-KN-0800. (Ambit
35-10803)

L5,6 (80 and 40 metres)
Six turns of 18swg (1.25mm)
en Cu wire wound on a )16"
drill. Self supporting approx
1cm long. Diode tap on L6 1.25
turns from earthy end.
L5,6 (160M)
Five turns as above.
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T1 to T5
All wound using 1 cm square ferrite
toroid with 0.25mm wire. The wire
is passed through the holes in the
manner of a conventional
transformer.

T1 Eight turns centre tap-
ped

T2 Four turn primary, two
turn secondary

T3 As T2
T4 Four turn primary, four

turn centre tapped
secondary

T5 Four turn primary centre
tapped, four turn secon-

L8,9 20 turns 0.56mm en
Cu wire on T50-2 core.

6BA WASHER

20mm THREAD
LENGTH

6BA BOLT

PCB 2/H F -A

6.4mm 6BA
SPACER -11""

6BA WASHER
66A FULL NUT

12mm THREADED
6BA SPACER

PCB 2/H F -R

6.4mm THREAD
LENGTH

6BA BOLT

6.4mm 6BA
SPACER

Original method of mounting Transverter PCBs.

L10,11

L12,12

14 turns en Cu wire on
T50-2 core.
26 turns 0.56mm en
Cu wire om T50-2 core.

(L1 2 8- L1 3 are mounted
directly across the band -
switch.)
Additional At-
tenuator Pad Details

For 100mW 0/P, R1, 2

= 33R, R3 = 22R, all
0.25 watt.
For 300mW o/p rig, R1,
2 = 39R, R3= 10R, all
0.5 watt.

Note that all the components mark-
ed with a * are for just thy
oscillator, and you will need to
order three of each of these (you
will also need to make three each of
L5 and L6).

PROP A L BAILEY G3WPO 07 91 8 6149

20 FARNHAM AVENUE HASSOCKS

WEST SUSSEX BN6 8NS W P 0 COMMUNICATIONS,

This month. we thought we would give a resume of all our products- if you want
more data. please ring. or drop us an s.a.e. (9 x 4" or larger).

2 METRE FM RECEIVER - one of our early and popular kits. costing only
£30.65. For this you get a 6 channel monitor receiver with <0.2uV sensitivity. no
coils to wind (all pre-wound):3 filters used and it works off +12v. We have a
matching Transmitter to follow soon.

CAPACITY -ADD-ON UNIT - Whats th is/ Aclever design which enablesa Digital
Frequency Meterto turn into a Digital Capacitance Meter. Measures from 1 pF to
lotsof uF's. Only two connections needed to your DFM. Complete kit With case &
pcb only £14.50. Works off +5 - -15v supply.

VHF PRESCALER - the cheapest kit on the market 0 £6.50! Divide by 10 pres-
caler which will raise the upper limit of your counter to 150MHz plus (typically
200MHz). Small, and comes with case.

ANTENNA MATCHING UNIT- the only kit on the market. Suitable for SWL's or
ORP (up to 5watts). Covers 1.5MHz.and intended for end -fed antennas or G5RV
types. Match your aerial to your Rx and get more signals through. Easy to build
and complete with case. £25.32.

SIX METER CONVERTER - this one isn't available until December. but to whet
yourappetite it hasa 28MHz i.f.. is verysensitive.20dB gain(variableland easy to
align. All coils prewound. PCB and components mounted on it are £14.00. or
complete with diecast box and BNC connectors vv £19.00

LOW COST TRANSCEIVERS - OUR MOST POPULAR kits with hundreds sold.
Two versions - the DSB80 for 3.5-3.8MHz. and the DSB160 for 1.8-2.00MHz.
Superb receiver (lots of people have been very complimentary about it) with on-
board audio amplifier (1 watt). Double sideband(DSB)transmitter and CW with 3
watts or more output. VFO controlled and +12v operation. All built on one pcb
and the kit is complete with slow motion drive. but no speaker or mic (crystal).
Price for either kit is £37.45. We also have a punched case for the rig 0 £21.65
including hardware. and if you want to go all the way. a Digital Readout (ready
built and which will fit the case) 6i. £24.10 including mounting bezel. All three
items f or £77.00. IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS or ORP enthusiasts. comprehensive
instructions are included. DISCOUNTS for Club purchases of 5 or more.

GET ON TO HF WITH OUR TRANSCEIVERS - if you have a 2 metre multimode
transceiver. then you can use all its facilities (memories. scan etc) on the HF
bands BOTHTRANSMITAND RECEIVE. We have two versions, one for 160/80
40 metres, and the otherfor 20.154 10 metres. Either version just plugs in to the
VHF rig,and the unit converts to2 metreson receive.and down to HF on transmit.
RI sensing forchangeover avoids any mods to your rig. Very sensitive(average is
<0.5uV at HF when used with most 2M rigs) and offers 2 watts .inimum on
Transmit - usually 3 watts (any mode your 2M rig has). compact unit built on 2
printed circuit boards. It also offers direct frequency translation from your VHF
rig dial i.e.14.213=44.213MHz:Kits come completewith the 3 crystalsrequired.
Priced at £72.75 for the 20-10M version. and £74.00 for the 160-40M type.(pcb
pair only for either version 0 08.501.

PROJ ECT OMEGA - we have had an overwhelming response to these kits for a
High Performance HF Transceiver, as being described in this magazine, and
over 100 people are well into constructing it. Its a bit too complex to describe in
full, but offers all HF bands in 1 MHz segments.and most of the facilitiesfound on
far more expensive rigs. Intended for f ull break-in CW, but SSB option also avail-
able. If you would rather know what goes on in a Black Box. then try building this
project.We would not suggest that raw beginnersattempt building ii though! It is
not cheap. but you should be proud of the result. Briefly, kits available so far are:
Central IF Processing Unit (69.501. Preselector (11.001. Notch Filter (11.20).
Active Filter (15.451. Synthesised VFO (104.00 inc crystals). Frequency Display
(31.001. QRP PA (21.001. Logic/Antenna Switch (solid state - 15.451 and Low
Pass Filters (29.50). To come are the SSB adaptor. 100W PA. FM and AM units.
VHF transverter. In -Line SWR bridge. and a ready punched and screened case.
Diecast boxes for modules are available separately. PCO's are also available
separately for all modules. Full instructions and corrections included. We have a
MAILING LIST/NEWSLETTER for this project - ask to be put on it if you are
interested.

70CM PREAMP -a low noise, very small preamp which could be built into most
rigs if needed. Either built y' £7.90 or a kit ())) £5.90.

2 METRE PREAMP- again. very small and low noise. Kits at£ 4.50 or ready nuilt
for £6.50. Ideal for Phase III satellite reception.

All prices include VAT & Post/Packing. Allow 1-4 weeks for delivery if not es -
stock. All kits are complete with components. pcb's(drilled and tinned). wire and
comprehensive instructions. Alignment/debug service available. EXPORT -
please write for prices. CASH WITH ORDER - MAIL ORDER ONLY. Catalogue
and more details on receipt of s.a.e. (large). or phone us.
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@P-3
on Magnus

The idea of an amateur radio station
operating from the biggest steel
structure in the North Sea may seem
incongruous. Luckily, 'the powers
that be' agreed to my request -
what better time could be chosen for
such a station than the date of the
inauguration of the Magnus Field by
the Prime Minister on 14th
September 1983?

was fortunately the resident radio
operator on the platform at the time
and had everything generally ready
by the time I arrived. Frank spent
some time using the rig on CW when
the writer decided to relax in the
cinema!

Due to the lack of other available
space and the position of the antenna
feed point, it had been agreed that

Stan Crabtree, GM3OXC, samples Amateur Radio on
Magnus - "the biggest' steel structure in the North Sea".

The writer had twice previously
operated a similar station in the
Forties Oilfield in 1975 and 1978. A
150 foot long wire, suspended from
the helideck and weighted with a
piece of metal, had performed very
well on all bands. However, this time
it was not so easy. Whereas Forties
had started up with communications
on the marine bands, Magnus was
implemented using sophisticated
data communications circuits and
multi -channel links to the shore by
tropospheric scatter. Probably the
lowest frequency in general use on
Magnus was the marine VHF band
around 160 MHz. On top of this the
accommodation was pressurised
and there was no question of simply
drilling a hole through a bulkhead for
an HF antenna entry. Eventually, it
was decided to use a spare,
fibreglass marine communcations
whip aerial about 30 feet long and
protruding out from the structure
about half way up. This was
mounted on the south west side of
the platform and good for UK
contacts - the prinicpal aim of the
operation.

A few accessories were sent
ahead but the station transceiver, a
Yaesu FT101B was hand -carried by
the writer on Tuesday 13th
September, the day before the
inauguration ceremony. GM4FFG

the operating position should be in a
corner of the radio room. This was
situated on the 7th level of the 9
storeyed structure.

Licensing as a special event
station had been effectively
processed by RSGB head quarters
and the requested call, GB2BP, was
issued for the third time. On previous
occasions of operation from a
platform we had gone after DX. As
well as the vertical top fed wire, a
14AVQ had been mounted on a high
spot and resulted in many long
distance QS0's on 21MHz and
28MHz. However, this time, we
realised we were limited because of
the positioning of the antenna. Our
idea was to work as many UK
stations as possible on CW and SSB
and treat any DX contacts as a
bonus. Again, because of antenna
restrictions, top band (1.8MHz)
would not be used.

On the air
The station was fired up on 40
metres just after noon on the 13th
September and the first contact,
after a brief CQ call, was with
GM3TCW, Lanarkshire with a
promising 5 and 9 both ways. After
just three more contacts disaster
struck. The Yaesu was muted on all
but the 'TUNE' position and would
not transmit on CW or phone. We

reasoned it to be a relay but the main
send/receive unit appeared OK. With
the help of Bob, one of the platform
technicians, we turned the set on its
side and removed the holding screws
of the bottom. As the last came out,
the set burst into life! It seemed a
group of leads had somehow
become jammed between the
bottom panel and the case and had
temporarily short circuited. Anyway,
we were back in business and the rig
performed marvellously for the rest
of the sortie.

A marvellous run then developed
on 14MHz CW of 87 stations in 2
hours. Unfortunately, this was the
only time DX was easily available.
The unusual call sign - at least on
the higher bands - undoubtedly had
something to do with our popularity.
We didn't try to explain our locations
in much detail as it seemed to prove
confusing! Good conditions on 20
metres did not reappear during the
rest of the operation and only two
QSOs were made on 15 metres.
After a spell on 40 again in the late
afternoon we returned to 20 metres
and packed in when the band folded
at 2130 hours.

On Wednesday a few CW QSOs
were achieved on 80 metres around
0630 hours local time but after half
an hour we switched to 40 metres
and remained there until 1330 on
both phone and CW. Moving to 20
metres we managed a few JAs and
Europeans. We remained on this
band except for a brief look at 40m
around 1530 hours until 'twenty'
folded at 2200. Nothing very exotic
in the way of contacts, VEs
(Canadian stations) and the odd W. It
was strange to hear Gs at good
strength and without their
characteristic 'watery' signals on
this band. But, of course, we were
over 500 miles from the centre of the
UK.

Our bread-and-butter band was
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undoubtedly 40 metres. Using CW
and SSB over 600 contacts were
logged on this band. Best DX was
ZL4AW on CW at 0730 hours local
time. From Saturday afternoon the
Scandinavian activity contest (SAC)
meant CW was out but we were
happy - if a little breathless - to
continue piling up sideband
contacts.

After the inauguration was
shown on the TV news, stations
worked appeared more readily to
understand our location - on the
most northerly of the fixed
platforms, some 125 miles north
east of the Shetland Isles.
Congratulations and good wishes
were offered to all on the platform
and some sympathies for enduring
bad weather conditions. Everyone
seems to think that it is permanently
blowing a gale at this latitude and yet
I have known it as calm as the most
sheltered, inland lake. One woman
operator contacted thought we were
lonely, but I had to tell her there were
over 1000 men of various trades
putting the finishing touches to the
platform.

DJs (Germany) and LAs
(Norway) were coming in with the
same strength of signals as the Gs.
The standard of operating was
extremely courteous - almost too
much so at times. I had expected
'tail -enders' but where more than
one station called, the unsuccessful
challengers seemed to quickly give
up and disappear which meant more
'CQ FORTY METRES' calls from me.
Contacts were necessarily short.
After a name and location had been
passed, it was on to the next one but,
where good strong signals were
available, we gave out details of the
station and equipment.

Magnus production platform (right) with accommodation vessel
Polycastle, 110 miles NE of Shetland. Photograph courtesy of BP.

About half way through the
event more trouble came to light. We
seemed to be breaking through onto
the platform's 'Order Wire'
communication system. An ATU
was in circuit, providing an
apparently perfect match to the
aerial on all bands, and the FT101B
seemed to be working correctly.
What could be causing the
iterference? GM4BDC, another
platform technician, suggested
removing the ATU from the circuit -
a further length of coaxial cable had
been added between the aerial and
the ATU output in order for an easy
connection between the two. Could
something be amiss here? The ATU
was removed from the circuit and the
FT101B fed straight to the antenna
via a low pass filter. Result? No more
interference!

The SWR must have been quite

600

Vita SOW

CJO

Comparison in size between BP platforms in the North Sea and the
Empire State Building, New York, and Big Ben, London. Drawing
courtesy of BP.

high after this change but it seemed
to have little effect on our signal -
G M 4 BD C , Trevor, further
distinguished himself by contacting
an old friend VP2VD, in the British
Virgin Islands, on 20 metres whilst
was viewing the platform video!

Signing Off
The final contact was with GM4SID,
Aberdeen, on 80 metres at 0700
hours, Monday 19th September.
Just over two hours later, we were in
a Chinook helicopter on the way
home.

In all 850 contacts had been
established with 58 countries. Over
400 QSOs were with United
Kingdom stations; 282 in England
and 97 in Scotland. Best DX was
probably 4K1GDW, the russian base
on South Shetland Islands in
Antarctica. Upon arrival at the office
on Tuesday morning, 41 QSL's were
waiting and return cards were
dispatched by mail the same day.
Amongst the cards were some
interesting short wave listener
reports and these were also
acknowledged. All stations will
eventually receive a QSL but cards
received will be acknowledged
immediately.

It is said that the BP Magnus
platform is the last of the large-scale
platforms to be embedded in the
depths of the North Sea - thus it
could well be that GB2BP will not be
heard again. However, over 850
people in various parts of the world
will have a special souvenir card to
commemorate this occasion.
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NEWCOMERS
In the short time since Frank G4JST's
parting 'COMMENT' in the October
issue, and the deadline for this piece, I
have received a number of letters
mostly agreeing with his sentiments,
but of course others which violently
disagree. (Readers may see that we
received rather more of the latter if
they care to turn to the letters page -
Editor.)

Whilst not agreeing entirely with
some of his statements, I think that the
underlying theme is undeniably true.
The transition from the Radio Amateur
who built his own gear entirely, and
could place his finger on a fault within
a very short length of time, to the black
box appliance operator has taken
place in a fairly short time. It is a
consequence of modern techniques
which allow mass production of con-
sumer items, and a vastly increased
amateur population providing a

market which would not have been
worth catering for some twenty years
ago.

Coupled with an examination
which is undeniably much easier to
pass than the old RAE written answer
technique, amateur radio has taken off
to an extent which no-one could have
forecast. The migration from CB is a
recent phenomena which has added
more acceleration to the process.

The Future

In another twenty years, some
further innovations which we cannot
predict will not doubt have taken place
and more controversy will be raging. In
the meantime, if the mejority are
getting what they want out of the
hobby then it cannot be a bad thing.
Given time, even the black box
operators will find an awakening
interest in the technical side of the
hobby. I suspect that even in 'the good
old days' there were those who bought
what equipment was available rather
than built it, or who scrounged
second-hand home-brew gear from

others. There was commercial equip-
ment about 50 years ago you know, as
witnessed by the advert shown!

Emergencies

I added this piece because of over-
hearing one of those QSOs which you
may at sometime be involved in

yourself, and that is receiving a

request from someone in a foreign
country for drugs or medical assist-
ance. You must bear in mind that not
all countries are as well equipped for
such events as we are, and that the
local amateur in, say, a South
American country may be the only
quick contact with the outside world.
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FOX M60 MODULATOR
60 watts audio output. Will

modulate 120 watt class C stage.

Interested Hams should write for illustrated

literature of these outstanding FOX PRODUCTS .

Please enclose
3d, stamp to cover postage,

FOX RADIO COMPANY, THRUSSINGTON,
LEICESTER. RE?XEN 266
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Bailey,

The correct procedure if you ever
get into such a situation is NOT to get
involved directly yourself. Any such
requests must be passed to the Police
or to the Home Office, and left at that.

The other possibility is a request
for assistance by a ship or aircraft in
distress - most of their equipment
can be used on the amateur bands and
it may be the only way of getting a
quick reply. Again, don't get involved
yourself directly but IMMEDIATELY
contact the Coastguard (see tele-
phone book) or Police (999). It is

obviously advisable to stay in contact
with the station involved in case more
details are required. Your licence
permits you to pass third party traffic
on behalf of the user services in an
emergency, and although direct
contact with a non -amateur station is
theoretically not allowed, the possible
saving of life far outweighs this in
practice.

If you do have an interest in
actually being able to help during more
widespread emergencies, and would
like training, then you should consider
joining Raynet, the amateur emerg-
ency service. This is co-ordinated by
the RS GB, from whom further details
may be obtained.

FOX T20/40
TRANSMITTER
Output 15 watts Phone 20 watts

CAN. Frequency Range 1.7 to

28mc, The T20 40 is the finest,

most modern transmitter the British

Ham can buy.



Working DX

When you have made your first few
contacts, most likely with fairly un-
exotic European stations or the
States, you will want to try something
a bit more exciting and be looking for a
DX contact. The term 'DX' is relative
- on the microwave bands you may
well be only a county or two away, and
on 2 metres it depends where you are,
even the North or South of this
country may come in the category.

If you just want to get a few nice
call -signs in the log, then the best way
is to take a look around during one of
the major contests. We are now in the
contest season, and the one thing that
contests do, other than annoy a lot of
people, it to bring out a large number
of DX stations which would be quite
rare at other times of the year. They
are therefore a good hunting ground
for DX, although you will be limited to
a very basic QSO only.

The first thing to do when trying to
work anyone during a contest,
assuming you aren't actually entering
;t, is to find out the required contest
exchange. You won't be very popular
if you don't know it, and it is very
unlikely that anyone will stop to tell
you what it is. The best place get
this information is from Radio Com-
munication, which regularly publishes
all the details for most contests. Other
than the signal report, there will be
some additional information, such as
your zone, a contact serial number,
county or what have you.

uncommon to hear people calling this
station, and by the time they have
finished their call, the DX station has
worked 2 other people.

Quite honestly, if you come across
a big pile-up, it is better to leave well
alone - the competition at this stage
is very high, and the pile-up is likely to
be out of control. It goes out of control
quite simply. Everyone wants to be the
last person calling when the DX calls
QRZ? It doesn't matter if the DX
station came back to someone he
could hear and is working him,
because 95% of the rest of the calling
stations let go of the PTT switch, hear
other stations still calling, and so give
another call. This then carries on for a
while until everyone realises there is a
QSO in progress. Also, by the time this
sort of pile up has been generated, half
the stations don't know who they are
calling anyway ('here's a pile up - lets
join in'), resulting in utter chaos.

When you do hear a rare station
calling CQ, net accurately, and give
one clear call to him, with your call -

A Few Hints

Funnily enough, the best way of
finding DX is to let it find you. Most DX
stations seem to avoid pile-ups during
contests especially if the event is one
where country multipliers are
involved. You stand a much better
chance of working something if you
find a quiet spot (if you can) and then
calling CQ, working whatever comes
along. By sheer virtue of statistics, the
more stations you work the better your
chance of something rare. Hopefully,
someone may be looking for G as a
multiplier, and you may be the lucky
station.

If you are going to call a DX
station, there are a number of vital
points to bear in mind. During a phone
contest, a really good operator will be
working something like 300 stations an
hour, and maybe 150 + on CW. That is
one every 12 seconds on phone. It isn't

weewsmmeni- -""911191P-
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sign once only using recognised
phonetics. If he doesn't come back, by
all means try but only when he asks for
calls. Either you will be heard, or you
won't.

If the miracle occurs, give the
contest exchange once only, and
confirm receipt of his details by saying
'QSL'. Don't tag on your name, the
weather or half a dozen repeats of your
call and his. If he isn't sure of your call
he will ask for it. You may also find that
he comes back to you with only your
suffix, in which case you should repeat
your call clearly once. QSL inform-
ation can be asked for if needed, or if
he is already working stations, he will
give it periodically. Speed is the
essence of the operation, combined
with a good sense of timing.

One other point - headphones
are a much better bet during contests,
not the loudspeaker. Your concentra-
tion, and ability to ignore the inevitable
QRM will increase dramatically with
'phones.

THE POPULAR
HARVEY UHX.IO

Ten Twenty Watt R.F.
Five to 160 Metres
Phone. C.W. M.C.W.
6L6 Output
Triplett Meters
Mains or Battery Operation
Gene Motor. Optional. Price
Complete for 2 Bands includ-

ing Tubes, Crystal, Microphone
and power -pack L30 7s. 6d.

HARVEY 80 T.
TRANSMITTER

Only 3 Tuned Circuits
Antenna matching network
Phone, C.W. ; three keying
methods
No neutralisation
Four full scale Meters
6L6 Oscillator, RK 20 P.A.
1,500 to 30,000 Kc. opera-
tion
125 watts input

Price complete, for two band
operation, including tube, micro-
phone and Crystal L63 I7s. Od.

NATIONAL 'ONE -TEN'
One to Ten Metre coverage.
Two Acorn Tubes.
One Stage, R.F. Amplication.
Price, complete with tubes and
coils ... L21 Os. Od.
Power Supply for use with the
above ... L4 10s. Od.

HALLICRAFTER 1938
1938 SUPER SKY RIDER
5 to 550 Metres Crystal Gate

L32 Os. Od.

SKY CHALLENGER
Crystal Gate ... [25 Os. Od.
NEW SKY CHIEF
7 Valves (one R.F.), 14 to 550

Metres. Beat Oscillator
L12 10s. Od.

WEBB'S
RADIO

LONDON

RME 69 1938 MODELS

9 to 550 metres.
230 -volt input.
Nine tubes.
Full Electrical Band spread.

Crystal Filter.
" R " Meter.

Standard Model Complete
L39 I5s. Od.

RME 69, with L.S.I. Noise
Silencer Unit, complete

L43 10s. Od.

RME DB20.
Two Stage Pre -selector.
Built in Power -Pack.
9 to 550 Metres.
Price Complete LI2 10s. Od.

LAST MINUTE ITEMS
JUST ARRIVED.

Birnbach Feed Thru Insulators, 8d. & 10d
Johnson 6 -in. Feeder Spreaders,

9d. each

Johnson 10 -watt aseboard Valve Holders.

3 /-.
(MiniatureB of the famous 50 -watt

base.)
Bud 4 rnmIcl. Transmitting Neuts., 61 -

Bud 8 mmfd. Transmitting Neuts.. 6 '-

Aerovok 75 -watt Adjustable R esistors.

6/. to Wire wound. All popular
values.

Aerovox 200 -watt Bleeder Res.. 1116

HAYNES " LITTLE RIG CHECKER." A

combined monitor and field strength
meter, LS 10e.

Raytheon new RK47 (Beam tower RK20).

105 /-
RK20A (replacing the old )51(20). 951-

Dumont Model 164 Cathode Ray Oscillo-

scope. 3 -in. CRT ube. Amplified sweep
Two built-in power supplies. Callibrated

screen. LIR les.

NEWS ! !

G513.1 HAS JOINED WEBB'S
BIRMINGHAM DEPOT AT
CARRS LANE. All ITEMS

ADVERTISED IN STOCK.
FOR CALLERS ONLY.

HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES ON
ALL TRANSMITTERS & RECEIVERS

Demonstration Rooms . 14 SOHO STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1
and ALL POST ORDERS 

SELECTIONS FROM
WEBB'S AUTUMN LIST

VARIMATCH
TRANSFORMERS

VM 2 ...

WHEEL KNOBS, 1 diameter. 1 -in.

bush. Bd. each.

WEBB'S TRANSVERSE CURRENT
MICROPHONE, with Table Stand 25 /.

JOHNSON . ANTENNA
5 metre 27 /6 10 metre ... 26 '6

20 metre ... 39/6

WEBB'S AP CONDENSERS
15 MMFEX 1 /6. 50 MMF 1 /9.

80 MMF 21..

TUBES
All receiving tubes, British and American.
in stock. First -grade only.

TRANSMITTING TUBES
TAYLOR'S Famous 720 17 /4

TAYLOR T55 (Carbon Anode) 451-

TAYLOR 866 Junior... .. 716

TAYLOR HEAVY DUTY 865 ... II /6
RAYTHEON RK 39 Beam Power

Tube...
1716

RAYTHEON RK 23 and 35 (Ideal
1716

Dbler)
RAYTHEON RK 34

RAYTHEON RK 35 ... .. SO/-

RAYTHEON ACORNS
954 and 956 ..  . 4416

3516

RAYTHEON 885 (Trigger Tube) ... 1616

RAYTHEON 913 CATHODE RAY 3716

RAYTHEON TUBES
(First -grade only)

6L6. 6L6G. 6N7, 6F6 .. ... 7 /6

6C5. 617. 6L7. 6A0
6 /4

RAYTHEON 59. 89. 53. 6A6. etc.... 6/-

All ocher useful tubes in shack.

WEBB'S BRITISH PO WER
TRANSFORMERS and CHOKES
Shrouded instruments for American

Valve Ratings. All values in stock.

McELROVS 1934 KEYS
De Luxe " Bug "
Standard " Bug "

NEW STRAIGHT KEY ... .. 1016

EDDYSTONE CALIBRATED BUZZER
WAVEMETERS. B to 500 m. List price
631- to clear 17/6.

_-
AT YOUR SERVICE :

H. R. ADAMS G2NO
E. J. PICKARD G6VA
H. W. STEWART 'G2CY
Telephone : Gerrard 2089.

Resident American Buyer :

T. R. McELROY WIJYN
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The secrets of the
ffluM(110 d'aignPAAIR;.J.712

Now those outer scales I ig-
nored earlier on. We will consider
the scale wavelengths towards and
from generator and from and to
load. Other outer scales are possi-
ble. To show how these scales are
used, we are going to calculate the
input impedance of a gamma -
matched dipole as an example.

step-up ratio of the impedance due
to the coupling between the dipole
and the gamma match. Fig. 9
shows the details. This impedance
step-up is a function of the
diameters of the elements and the
spacing between them.

r = 1 +( log (2S/c11) ) 2
log (2S/d2)

This month Alec Jones, GM8HGD, shows us how to
design our own antenna systems.

Recently the aerial for the
Grampian VHF repeater GB3GN
was changed from a folded dipole
to a Cushcraft 4D colinear. This
uses four gamma -matched half -
wave dipoles and a phasing
harness to produce the colinear
aerial. We shall be considering one
element only. I took the physical
dimensions from one element of
the Cushcraft, and the calculation
shows the electrical characteristics
at a frequency of 1 45.5MHz.

On the Smith Chart, the total
distance round the outside of the
chart is half a wavelength. This is
an electrical length, the result of
the velocity of phase propagation
(or more simply, the wave velocity)
in the medium through which the
energy passes. With air insulation
in coaxial cables and open -wire
transmission lines, the velocity of
propagation can be taken as
300 000 km/sec. Hence = v/f.
For dielectrics other than air, the
velocity of propagation is lower,
and hence the wavelength for a
given frequency is lower. The fac-
tor by which the velocity is reduced
is given in the tables of information
for the cables. It is the square root
of the dialectric constant of the
medium.

We are going to use the method
of calculating the gamma match
given in the ARRL Antenna Book,
1974 edition, pages 119 and 120.
There are several stages of calcula-
tion before the Smith Chart is used.

Firstly, we need to calculate the

where di is the diameter of the
dipole, d2 is the diameter of the
gamma match, and S is the spacing
between them. In our example we
take the values: d1 = 1.905,
d2= 0.95, and S= 3.57 (all cen-
timetres). This gives a value for r of
2.66.

Next we calculate the
characteristic impedance of the
"transmission line" formed by the
gamma match and the dipole ele-
ment considered as two parallel
conductors. Use the formula:

ZD = 276 log( 2Sjcc.cf2)

where the symbols have the same
meaning as previous equation.
Hence Zo = 200

Gamma rod 0 T d2

Dipole

$

dl

Fig.9 Impedance step-up due to rod
diameter and spacing.

The lengths of the gamma rod
17cm from dipole centre to shor
ting point, corresponds to a

wavelength of 0.008245y. We can
express this in electrical degrees,
where 1y = 360°, and this cal-
culates to 29°41' 1=9).

With a gamma match, the
dipole element is being driven off-

centre, and hence has an increased
impedance over the centre -fed
dipole. The impedance at the centre
of the half -wave dipole, with 3%
shortening, can be taken for
calculation purposes as 25 -j25
ohms (Z1). Feeding this off-centre
gives the new impedance
Z2 = Zi /COS2e. This calculates to
33.123 -j33.123E2. Hence the
antenna impedance seen at the
shortening strip end of the gamma
match will be Z3 = r x Z2, so Z3
calculates to 88.114 - j 88.114.

All these calculations to date
have been done on my pocket
calculator. We now have to move
the impedance down the transmis-
sion line of the gamma match to
reach the feedpoint where the 50
ohm cable is attached. This is
where we need the Smith Chart
and its peripheral scales. The
"transmission line" has a

characteristic impedance of 200
ohms, as calculated above, so we
normalise our impedances for use
on the Smith Chart to 200 ohms.
Whence the impedance at the shor-
ting strip becomes 0.44 - j 0.44.

Plot this point on the chart as
point A. We now travel down the
gamma match rod towards the
generator by a distance of
0.08245y. On a single piece of
paper, it is not possible to rotate
the inner scales relative to the
outer. Use a straight edge to go
from the centre 1.0 point to the
outer scales, passing through point
A (Fig. 10A). This cuts the
wavelengths towards generator
scale at 0.42. We need to travel an
extra 0.08245 X. Draw a line from
this point on the outer scale to the
centre. Using compasses, draw an
arc centred at 1.0 from point A to
cut this new line at point B

(= 0.35 +j0.005), Fig. 10B. We
are now at the feedpoint of the
gamma match and have the value
of the impedance of the aerial due
to the aerial alone.

In parallel with this is an induc-
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tive reactance caused by the short
circuit termination on the gamma
"transmission line". This can be
calculated as: X =j. tanO, or
Bo = -j/tane

Alternatively, we can use the
Smith Chart to find the value. Using
the outer scale, wavelengths
towards generator, the impedance
due to a short circuit at that short
circuit is 0 +j0. Travel towards the
generator down a transmission line
a distance 0.08245y, put in the
line from the centre to this point C,
and you will see the reactive im-
oedance is 0.57 ohms. We know

is 29°41', and tan 9 is approx-
imately 0.57 ohms (Fig. 10C).

F;g.10B Rotate through 0.08245
wavelength.

These two impedances are in
parallel, so they have to be added
as admittances. In the previous ex-
ample of a matching network I used
an overlay system, as recommend-
ed by Phillip Smith. Here is a new
trick to convert impedances and ad-
mittances.

Draw a straight line through
point B as a diameter. Use com-
passes to draw an arc centred on
1 .0 through B to cut the diameter
on the far side of 1 .0. This is point

D (2.85 -j0.005), Fig. 10D. Check
it using a calculator and the for-
mulae G .R/(R2 )(2); B = X/(R2
+ X2). You will find that point D is
the normalised admittance
equivalent to the impedance of
point B. What a way to ease the
design of matching networks given
earlier! Similarly convert point C to
point C'. The susceptance
equivalent to a reactance of 0.57 is
- 1.75.

To show the composite effect
of the admittance due to the aerial
at the feedpoint and the
susceptance due to the short
circuit, we now have to travel

anticlockwise on the circle of
constant conductance from point D
a distance of 1.75 mho to point E.
This is effectively adding the two
values D and C'. Anticlockwise
because C' is a negative value. this
value E is 2.85 - j1.76, and is the
input admittance of the complete
aerial at the feedpoint. (Fig. 10E)

We invert again using straight
edge and compasses as before and
get the equivalent input impedance
at point F (0.254 + j0.157). Fig.
10F. This value is normalised to

200 ohms, so in real terms this is
50.8 + j031.36 ohlns. Hence the
aerial has an input impedance of
50.8 ohms and requires a series
capacitor of reactance 31.36 ohms
to tune it correctly.

The Smith Chart can be used
for waveguide calculations,
transmission and standing wave
losses, lumped values such as
those of striplines, and negative
impedances as well as the
comparatively simple analyses I

have shown here. This article is
merely an invitation for you to get
your feet wet, and maybe you will
be able now to follow other articles
on the Smith Chart. It is a really

Fig.10F Convert back to im-
pedances.

powerful tool to aid circuit design.
For those of you who want to

translate the numbers above into a
practical design of a gamma match
2m dipole, here are the details.

The main element is a 1m
length of 3/4in diameter aluminium
tubing. This is available from DIY
suppliers as wardrobe railing.
Where I bought it, it costs £4.65
for a 4m length. The gamma match
is made from a 6in length of old TV
aerial rod, one end being crimped

ID
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2BA stud 0

- 16

\C,,41 -Reduce dio with tile to
tit in S0239 socket

BA stud

2BA tog

Ott cut insulation
(bore out to take
2BA stud)

50239
socket

Fig.11 Connector details.

closed in the vice to provide a
degree of weather sealing. The rod
is %in diameter, and has a 5in
length of RG213 inner core to
produce the matching capacitor,
working like a trombones line. This
type of inner core slides freely
inside the gamma rod. The design
is for a centre frequency of
145.5 MHz with the dipole
shortened by 3%. The length
calculates to 99.999 cm for the
dipole, which is near enough 1 m.
The gamma match is spaced 5cm
from centre of aerial to rod, which
makes the air gap between the

C
Seal

Fig.12 Side view
of aerial

T V oeriol spacer

Mounting arm"."-- 17cm

Seal

dipole and the gamma match
3.57cm, and the shorting strip is
1 76cm from the mid -point of the
dipole.

For the RG213 inner, take a
length of 514 in, cut off 14 in of the
dielectric to make a soldering point,
and solder on a 2BA tag. The cut
off piece of dielectric is used to
provide an insulating standoff over
the point where the stud connector
is soldered into the S0239 socket
connector Fig. 11 The trombone
capacitor is adjusted by sliding the
gamma rod in the shorting strip
AND by adjusting the position of
the shorting strip. In both of the
prototypes I made, if 114 in of the
inner shows at the rod, and the
shorting strip is 1 7cm as shown in
Fig. 12, the SWR should be a
reasonable value.

After all adjustments have been
made to tune the aerial, all points
should be sealed against the
weather. A good method of doing
this is to use silicon rubber sealant

as used for bath grouting or car
sealant. Also use rubber tape to
seal the PL259 plug on the end of
the coaxial feeder. If the aerial is
well sealed, it should last for many
years.
REFERENCES:
1) Motorola Application Note,
AN -267, Matching Network
Designs with Computer Solutions,
by Frank David.
2) "Electronic Applications of the
Smith Chart", by Phillip H. Smith
pub by McGraw-Hill.
3) Radio Data Reference Book, by
T.G. Giles, G4CDY and G.R.
Jessop, G6JP, pub by R.S.G.B.
Fourth Edition, 1977.
Unfortunately, this book is dropped
from their current list, and it was
listed last year as being out of print.
4) ARRL Antenna Book, 1 974
edition. Again there is now a newer
edition of this book, and I do not
know if this method of calculating
the component values is retained in
the newer edition.

AMTRONICS (TONBRIDGE) G4 SYZ '
THE AMATEUR RADIO SPECIALISTS IN KENT

TOTSUKO TR-2100M
144MHz SSB. Transceiver

FDK 750 XX Transceiver

* Mobile/Portable.
* 1w/10w PEP
* Complete with leads
* Mobile mounting brackets
* 144-144.400MHz
* Extra crystals up to 145MHz

£115
Securicor £7. Send S.A.E.
for details.

* 20 WATTS
* 2 VFOs
* CW-SEMI BREAKIN
* SIDE TONE MONITOR
* AUTO SCANNING
* OPINAL 430MHz

£299

Appointed Dealer for:
* FDK *YAESU
* AZDEN * TONO
*ICOM * MET ANTENNA
* DATONG * JAYBEAM
* BNOS * WELZ
* ADONIS * RSGB BOOKS
* FORTOP * DRAE

Jaybeam full range in stock
Inphone telecomm approved
cordless, answering machines,
phones and excessories.

Send S.A.E. for our full lists
including(it's amateur radio
sticker)
We welcome part exchange on

purchase of new equipment.

Closed Monday. 9.00-5.30 Tuesday -Saturday. 6pm Friday.

INSTANT CREDIT AT VERY COMPETITIVE RATES, FOR
THAT NEW RIG CAN BE AVAILABLE TO YOU. ASK FOR VISA
DETAILS WHEN YOU CALL OR WRITE FOR A QUOTE.

8 TOLLGATE BUILDINGS, HADLOW RD., TONBRIDGE. TEL: (0732)361850



The °W. MO Giio°
with a VI( Accent
Visualise a nation so extensive that
its eastern suburbs might be out on
the borders of the Caspian Sea and
its western suburbs around Dublin.
Its southern suburbs would be wash-
ed by the Mediterranean and its nor-
thernmost tip would reach almost to
the Arctic Circle.

by contrast with close -packed Bri-
tain. In other words, here is ready-
made terrain for a high level of
amateur transmitting operation on
'metre waves' that embrace not only
the familiar 2m and 70cm bands
used in Britain but, in addition, the
52MHz band, or "Six" as it is known

This month we include a special report from our 'Metre
Wave' correspondent Jack Hum, G5UM, after his

recent trip to the Antipodes.
That could be a description of the

United States. In fact it is a descrip-
tion of Australia. Note that it includes
two keywords: "nation" and
"suburbs". They are keywords for
two good reasons: that Australia is a
nation in its own right, and that most
of its inhabitants dwell in suburbs
around its great cities.

Perhaps the foregoing will
disabuse any British misconception
(it still lingers) that Australia is a place
"somewhere down at the bottom of
the map" and that its people are
broad -brimmed bushwhackers.
Nothing is further from the truth.

What all this means in a radio
communicating context is that
distances in Australia (or VK-land if
you prefer) are so vast that com-
munication across its length and its
breadth must be by means of what
would be regarded in the UK as a DX
band - most popularly 14MHz,
closely followed by 7MHz and with
3.5MHz some way behind because
of its shorter haul characteristics.

Where VHF Scores
It is in the great conurbations that the
metre wavelengths come into their
own. Remember that over 3 million
people live in Greater Sydney, almost
as many in Greater Melbourne, and
approaching a million each in
Brisbane, Adelaide and, way out
west, Perth. These people are spread
out for tens of miles from the cities'
centres simply because there is so
much more room to move in VK-land

G5UM (left) with Gordon Bracewell,
VK3XX, ex-G3EGK.

in Australasia and the Americas,
where it is an official allocation
(unlike the situation in Europe).

A visitor contemplating the
Australian life-style, as G5UM was
privileged to do during a 3 Y2 month
stay earlier this year, marvels at the
sophisticated and highly developed
society which has been built in only a
couple of hundred years. Taming
such a huge land could only have
been achieved by a resourceful peo-
ple - and this resourcefulness is still
much in evidence today, notably on
the amateur radio front. Without the
pioneer work done by Australia's and
New Zealand's hams in the Twen-

ties, international DX would have
been a very circumscribed affair.

In the metre -wave spectrum this
spirit of enterprise - of pioneering
new developments - is much in
evidence. Since its inception,
through -satellite communication has
drawn many adherents, many of
them on 145MHz up and 28MHz
down, but, in the case of restricted
licence operators who are the
equivalent of Britain's VHF -only
Class -B licenses, 144MHz up and
432MHz down.

Repeaters Sublimated . . .

And Ground -Borne
Satellite communication is a

sublimated form of through -repeater
operation, in an exalted plane in more
senses than one. At the more mun-
dane level of ground -borne
repeaters, developments in Australia
have been truly remarkable.
Repeater coverage of all the great ur-
ban areas is complete. Further out,
coverage in between the conurba-
tions is considerable. For example,
throughout the 650 -mile drive from
Melbourne to Sydney an operator is
rarely out of range of one or other 2m
repeater station, except for a small
area near Canberra where
topography exercises its toll.

Unlike procedures in the UK, no
tone -burst access is required to bring
up repeaters in Australia. Voice -
access is the norm, but not ex-
clusively: there are many RTTY and
video repeaters as well.

The original licence for the
Melbourne broadband amateur
television repeater, VK3RTV, was
granted as long ago as September of
1978. Now a full colour -vision ser-
vice is provided at 444.25MHz in
and 579.25MHz out, sound 5.5MHz
high in each case, with functional
control exercised through a 6800
microprocessor. Video and audio
ident are given every 10 minutes and
at the start and finish of each
transmission. Much friendly rivalry is
evident on the TV repeater front, for
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FREQUENCIES

ZL
BEACONS

SATELLITES REPEATER REPEATER REPEATER
INPUTS,1. OUTPUTS,1. OUTPUTS,2.

REPEATER
INPUTS, 2

2m band plan in Australia: all intervening spaces in diagram are available
for simplex FM communication.

example, between the VK3RTV
team in Melbourne and the VK5RTV
enthusiasts in Adelaide.

Back to voice -operated
repeaters; because Australia enjoys
a 4MHz spectrum for its 2m band
there is room in it for two repeater
services. The simplified diagram
below of the VK band plan for "Two"
shows how these two services are
fitted into the upper two megahertz
of the band. What might be called
Repeater Service No 1 provides out-
puts high while Repeater Service No
2 provides outputs low, both at the
standard offset of 600kHz, between
transmit and receive.

Channel numbering has been so
simplified as to be readily identifiable
even by a driver hassled by the heavy
traffic of Sydney or Melbourne.

"QSY to 6750, old man," tells a
listener to move his channel change
switch to the repeater input frequen-
cy of 146.150 which provides 6750
from the repeater.

On 70cm - where 30MHz of
space is available - repeater inputs
are between 433.025 and
433.725MHz, with outputs 5MHz
higher. Similar four -figure channel
identification applies on "70" as on
2m. Simplex operation occurs in the
wide remaining spaces of both
bands.

Incidentally, these frequency
parameters, widely used "east of
Suez", should discourage even the
most hardy of rig -modifiers from br-
inging transceivers into the UK with
their duty-free luggage!

Also widely available east of
Suez is the 6m band. Here too the
Australians have developed a band -
plan to incorporate repeaters, pro-
viding 16 channels from 63 to
53.357MHz, with inputs 600KHz
low of outputs.

Indicators Of Conditions
Apart from repeaters, Australia's
metre -wave bandplans place "DX"

low and "local" high. It will be noted
from the diagram that beacons that
provide an indication of propagation
conditions are placed next to the DX
segment.

Across the Tasman Sea VHF
beacons operate in New Zealand.
Their value as indicators of propaga-
tion conditions is recognised in
Australia by the provision of a "win-
dow" just above 145MHz where
these beacons, most of them more
than a thousand miles distant, are of
considerable value to the DX man
sensing the 2m band's potential.

With the Australian DX segment
on 2m band -planned to lie between
144 and 144.4MHz ("all narrow
band modes") there are those who
ask "Could there not be a similar seg-
ment on 'Six'?". For a long time the
6m band in Australia has extended
only from 52 to 54MHz (as wide as
the whole of the British 2m alloca-
tion!), available on a secondary
basis. Negotiations are in train to
allow operation in a DX window bet-
ween 50 to 10.1 5MHz, if need be
only to stations outside TV broad-
cast radii and perhaps with a 50W
power level. The television proximity
problem is a real one in Australia: the
colourvision "Channel Nought's"
upper video sideband extends almost
to 50MHz.

If a DX window were to be
granted at 6m it would enhance the
opportunities for trans -Pacific con-
tacts to be made. Some indication of
what might be achievable was given
in the March, 1983, edition of
Amateur Radio, the official journal of
the Wireless Institute of Australia
(which is the Australians' "RSGB").
A masterly article from VK8GB re-
counted how in four years of obser-
vation from his station at Darwin he
documented the characteristics of
both the 6m and 2m bands at ex-
treme propagation ranges, and was
able to record the remarkable
behaviour of trans -equatorial signals

at ranges of 5,000km. Try to im-
agine contacts on "Two" at QRBs in
excess of 3,000 miles!

That Antenna
To work the DX on the metre -waves
you need a good antenna system - a
point made more than once here. But
sometimes there are "official objec-
tions" to large aerial structures.

Looking at the size of many of
them in VK-land one came to the con-
clusion that what restrictions exist
are interpreted liberally. One VK3
man described the situation to your
correspondent in the following
laconic terms:

"To get planning permission for
an antenna in these parts you must
leave a letter with your neighbours
asking if they have any objections to
what you propose. You also leave a
placard outside your front gate for
two weeks saying the same thing in
letters half an inch high (they are pro-
vided by the council). No objections
from the public? Then no objections
from the council!"

And Finally The "Ks"
It is an indication of the popularity of
VHF/UHF in Australia that means
have been found to enable the novice
class operators - and there are
thousands of them - to use the
metre -waves. Originally, novice
callsigns, characterised by "N" after
the figure leg, VK3NAA) were to be
heard only in limited areas of the
1 Om, 1 5m and 80m bands. A recent
development has been the creation
of the new "K" callsign block leg
VK3KAA) which in effect com-
monizes the restricted licence with
the novice licence. If as a novice
("N") you wish to operate the metre -
waves you apply for a "K" ticket.
And now already there are
thousands of these, too, in
Australia's nine widely dispersed
callsign regions.
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The output filters perform a secon-
dary function in a transmitter or
transceiver system. Stnctly speak-
ing, they are not essential to the
functioning of a transmitter but, if
left out, can lead to a social problem
with television -watching neigh-
bours. They also serve to remove low
harmonics of the original signal
which can cause interference to
users of the higher -bands, if allowed
to each the station aerial.

The PI tank circuits used almost
universally in the days of valves were
reckoned to attenuate the 2nd har-
monic of the transmitted signal by
around 20dB or more, 3rd harmonics
by at least 30dB and so on. The addi-
tion of a single 30MHz low pass filter
after the tank circuit was generally
acknowledged to be all that was re-

proportions. We have followed this
same yardstick with the Omega
design. Fig. 1 shows the position of
the filter block in the Omega system.

The Design
Solid state push-pull broad -band PA
stages produce rather different har-
monic products than single ended
valve designs. The latter generates
very high levels of 2nd harmonic
while the product of push-pull
amplifiers is mainly 3rd, 5th and
higher -odd order products, the even
order ones (2nd, 4th, etc) tending to
cancel each other out. This makes
things easier for the filter designer. A
well balanced P- P transistor output
stage may have a 2nd harmonic con-
tent that starts out at least 20 to
30dB below the fundamental where
the single ended version will yield
only 10dB below fundamental. The
odd order products from both types
will be very similar. RF amp design
has much in common with hi-fi audio
gear!

While you can't ignore second
harmonics, the output filter network
needs to be most effective at the
third harmonic and above.

The Omega filter comprises six

PROJEAI

Part
By Frank Ogden, G4JST,
and Tony Bailey, G3 WPO
cascaded sections to cover the nine
HF bands. Each section has been
designed from standard tables to ex-

hibit a turnover frequency just above
the highest working frequency of
each band group. Thus the last sec-
tion in the cascade has a cut-off of
30MHz and provides harmonic at-
tenuation on both the 24 and 28MHz
bands. The second section exhibits
turnover at 22MHz and covers
operation on 18 and 21 MHz. The re-
maining section turn -over frequen-
cies are: 15 MHz (third section, for
10 and 14 MHz bands); 8 MHz
(fourth); 4 MHz (fifth); and 2.5 MHz
(sixth).

The Omega filter system is
unusual, in that the sections are
cascaded in a chain with a succes-
sion of single -pole change -over
relays used to break the chain and
enter the signal. Thus, a top -band
transmission passes through not
only the first (low frequency) filter
but all successive sections as well.
Similarly, a 20m transmission will
enter the chain at the 4th section,
the preceding sections being
disconnected, and pass through re-
maining sections to the end. At 24
or 28 MHz, the signal passes

FILTER
BLOCK

TX PA

SOLID
STATE

AERIAL
SWITCH

TO INPUT OF
PA STRIP

Fig. 1 Position of filter block in the Omega system.

PRESELECTOR
TX/RX

MIXER
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through only the end section.
Frankly, a massive chain of

filters like this defies mathematical
analysis, and the only comment
that can be made about perfor-
mance is of an observed, empirical
nature. It works and is easy to con-
struct. Attenuation of harmonics is
satisfactory on 10m and excellent
on all lower bands. Loss is under a
dB without excessive pass -band
ripple. Since each section presents
an attenuation of 18dB/octave
beyond cut-off, lower -band har-
monic suppression is limited by
leakage around the physical layout
rather than network attenutation.

There is one last spin-off in the
Omega system. The output filters
also act as a low-pass filter to the in-
coming (receive) signal augmenting
further the operation of the preselec-
tor circuit. G4JST

Construction
The complete low pass filter is built
on one double -sided printed circuit
board, of similar size to the CIFPU
unit. We do not consider it vitally
necessary to mount this in any form
of screening, but if you wish to ob-
tain the ultimate attenuation from the
filter, it will fit inside one of the
diecast boxes used for the VCO or
CIFPU units. If this option is chosen,
then S0239 sockets should be used
for the input and output connections,
together with feedthrough
capacitors for the + 1 2V connec-
tions. The circuit of the low-pass
filter is shown in Fig.2.

As some of the capacitor values

required are non-standard, these are
made from combinations of
capacitors as shown on the circuit.
Silver mica types are required, rated
at 350V DC or above.

Construction should be tackled
as follows:
1. Insert and solder from the under-
side the 14 connection pins used for
relay selection and RF I/P or 0/P.
2. Insert and solder six connection
pins at the points marked (see the
key) These link the earthy side of the
relay coils to the PCB ground plane,
and should be soldered both sides of
the PCB surface.
3. Insert and solder the seven
1N4148 diodes, ensuring correct
orientation.
4. Insert and solder the silver -mica
capacitors. It is important that they
are mounted slightly proud of the
PCBs - not for any electrical reason
but simply that the leads are fragile
and are less likely to break if inadver-
tantly knocked. About 1 mm of lead
above the PCB surface is all that is
needed. The earthed lead should be
bent at right angles to the body, crop-
ped to about 3mm in length and then
soldered.
5. Inductors - each inductor is
wound on two Amidon dust iron
cores for the required power handl-
ing capacity. At the maximum power
envisaged here (100W), no addi-
tional insulation is needed around the
cores and the windings are made
directly onto a pair of cores simply
held side by side while winding. The
component list gives the wire lengths

required to wind each, with a total of
about four metres of 20swg enamell-
ed wire (1.0mm) needed. Note that
the six lowest frequency inductors
are wound on grade -2 cores (red) and
the other six on grade -6 (yellow) cor-
es.

When winding of each is com-
plete, space the turns out over about
3/4 of the core's circumference as in-
dicated in the drawing. Each pair of
inductors that comprise one filter
should be wound similarly with the
windings as tight as possible on the
cores. Winding with 20swg wire is a
litle awkward but the knack will
come after a few have been done.

The complete inductor should
then be inserted through its moun-
ting holes until the cores rest on the
PCB. Cut off excess wire leaving
about 3mm protruding on the under-
side, remove the inductor, strip off
4mm or so of insulation, then replace
and solder.
6. If you intend running the high -
power PA, and may be using either
FM, or RTTY (i.e. 100% duty cycle
modes) it is advisable to remove the
top half of the plastic covers on the
relays supplied. Some dielectric
heating does take place at high
power, and the additional ventilation
will be worthwhile. For QRP work
this is not necessary. The relays may
now be inserted and soldered.

This completes construction of
the unit. Wiring into circuit is quite
simple, as shown on the layout
selection of each band is made via
wiring direct to the bandswitch con

C1 1500p

T TTTT TT T TT TT
C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C 1 C12

15001501501500 1500p 820p 1500p 820p 470p 100p 820p

3300p 920p

L1 -L6 ON 2 x168-2 CORE
L7 -L12 ON 2 168-2 CORE

160 4-12V TO ACTIVE RELAY
VIA BANDSWITCH

80

Fig. 2 The low pass filter circuitry.
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Overlay diagram of low pass filter PCB.

L3

L4

C8

C9

1N4148

BROAD YELLOW OR
BLACK BAND

L2

0

)C C6

fl

SPACE TURNS
OVER THIS AREA

OF CORE

PC B

trol from each pin on the PCB. The
unit should be located fairly near the
PA, and mounted using 6BA bolts,
with 6BA nuts as spacers from the
chassis or panel.

No alignment of the LPF network
should be necessary. In practice, it is
possible that with variation in core
permeability and individual winding
techniques, an excess of inductance
may he created in some of the induc-
tors. This can be recognised by the
power starting to fall off near the top
end of a band. If this occurs, remove
one turn from each of the pair of in-
ductors involved - this is more likely
to be necessary on the low frequency
bands than the high ones. When you
are happy with the filter network, the
cores and windings should be fixed in
place using epoxy adhesive.

At high powers it is normal for
both the relays and cores to get
warm. The latter would be quite hap-
py at much higher temperatures than
will be experienced in this design.

This filter network can be used
with other transmitters that lack
such filtering, and make another
complementary unit for

G3ZVC/G4CLF designs, together
with the synthesised VFO and QRP
PA units.

Kit of Parts
A complete kit of parts for this pro-
ject is obtainable from WPO Com-
munications (see their ad.) for
£29.50 inc., and includes all the
components given, including wire
and a drilled, tinned printed circuit
board. Boards alone are £6.50 inc.

CAPACITORS (all silver mica,
350 VDC)
C1,2,5,6,8 1 500pF
C3,4,17,18,
19,20 1 50pF
C7,9,12 820pF
C10,13,15 470pF
C11,21,22,
23,24 100pF
C14,16 220pF

SEMICONDUCTORS
D1 -D7 1N4148,

1N914

INDUCTORS
L1 L6

L1,2

L3,4

L5,6

L7 -L12

L7,8
L9,10
L11,12

Wound on pair
of Amidon
T68-2 cores
using 1.0mm
enamelled Cu
wire.

16 turns
(56cm)
12 turns
(42cm)
8 turns (30cm)

Wound on pair
of Amidon
T68-6 cores
using 1.0mm
enamelled Cu
wire.

6 turns (25cm)
5 turns (22cm)
4 turns (19cm)

MISCELLANEOUS
RLY1 - 6 Kam Ling Kuit-B

12V DC
20 off 1 mm PCB connection
pins.
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La [1 (c

Afesterda
Can you imagine living in a place and
time in which the nearest 'emporium'
was hundreds of miles away and the
power was supplied from 200V D.C.
mains; where high tension batteries
were built from stacks of 1.5V 'inert
cells', the only available portable
voltage supply was 6V 120Ah 'accum-
ulators' and 'black boxes' were forty
years in the future?

as the nearest supplier was located in
Calcutta, about thirty six hour's train
journey from Meerut. Radio Supply
Stores, Dalhousie Square, Calcutta
was owned by Dr. Sen who was very
helpful and would attempt to meet
even small orders for items not in his
immediate stock. They were also main
Eddystone agents and stocked a large
range of valves, mainly USA types.

Radio in India before World War 2. By George Metcalf,
G6VS, ex- VU2EU.

Such was Meerut in the Central
Provinces of India, scene of the
outbreak of the mutiny in the early
nineteenth century ('just in case' of
further outbreaks, even in the mid
1930's, troops were fully armed when
attending church parade!) and the
operational 'birthplace' of VU2EU
nearly four years before the outbreak
of the second world war.

The Station

Equipment was not easily obtainable

There was also another shop in
Bombay (again hundreds of miles
away), but who were not very helpful
or co-operative unless the order was of
large value.

With a little foresight a 7172
variable frequency crystal together
with some variable condensers were
obtained in the UK prior to departure,
and being attached to the workshops
of 3rd Indian Divisional Signals it was
not long before sufficient bits and
pieces had been assembled to build a
1-v-1 receiver (1-v-1 indicated that the

line-up was RF-detector-output), a
very popular combination in those
days. The RF stage was a variable -mu
RF pentode, the regenerative detector
a triode and the output stage an LF
pentode. All valves were of the 2 volt
filament type requiring 150 volts of
high tension (This is where the 1.5 volt
inert cells came into their own!).

The transmitter presented slightly
more of a problem as it had to operate
from the DC mains and the only
suitable valves available were AC/ DC
LF pentodes and tetrodes of the Type
43 and 25L6. The type 43 was used for
the crystal oscillator, one 25L6 as a
frequency doubler to 14 MHz, and a
pair of 25L6's in push-pull as the power
amplifier on 14 MHz. For 28 MHz
operation these were connected in
parallel and operated as a power
doubler. With 200 volts to the anodes
of these valves (makers recommended
125V max!) this system worked very
well for a couple of years with an
average life for the valves of about four
months. Replacements from The
Radio Supply Stores cost
approximately twenty rupees which
was about £1.50 at the rate of
exchange in those days.

The antenna was a windom,
simple to construct and very popular in
the 1930's. Approximately 32'6" long,
it was fed with a single wire feeder
tapped approximately one third from
one end and connected to a simple
ATU. Matching was done by tapping
the feeder down the ATU coil and
tuning for maximum RF in the feeder.

The photographs show the station
layout of VU2EU and were taken either
late 1936 or early 1937, and following
the fashion of those days the trans-
mitter was constructed on the rack
and panel system with the DC mains
smoothing chokes and condensers in
the base, the transmitter proper
occupying the next two shelves with
the ATU on the top.
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Operating Conditions

Thousands of hours were spent on the
air in those days as we had plenty of
spare time - official work com-
menced at 0630 and finished at 1000
hours as it was considered far too hot
for Englishmen to work when the sun
got up - mad dogs and Englishmen
go out in the midday sun! Something
like a dozen or so amateurs were regu-
larly active in VU2 pre-war, mainly on
CW; call signs which come to mind are
VU2FX, Tommy Thomas in Rawalpindi
(now a silent key), VU2ED, Judd
Moysey, who joined VU2EU in Meerut
in 1937 and the QRO (high power)
phone station of the sub -continent
VU2CQ in Bombay.

VU2EU TX at Meerut

Conditions for amateur radio
operating were far from ideal,
particularly during the monsoon
season when the air around the
electric light was thick with flying
insects. The only way to catch them
was to place an aluminium bowl of
water directly under the light - the

HAM RADIO TODAY DECEMBER 1983

The station of VU2FX at Rawalpindi, 1936/7

light was reflected by the aluminium
and the insects were attracted into the
water. About every quarter of an hour
the water had to be replaced as it was
full of dead insects.

Another hazzard was lizzards
crawling into the PA 'tank' coil and
getting burnt up when the transmitter
was operating. This could cause mis-
tuning of the PA! (As well as a certain
amount of discomfort to the lizzard
and a rather unpleasant smell - Ed.)
This was all in addition to the
(continuous? - Ed.) interference
caused by hundreds of DC motors,
which operated the fans of the
'punkkas' - and had to be heard to be
believed.

Real QRP DX

In 1938 VU2EU was posted to Cherat
on the North West Frontier. At nearly
ten thousand feet ASL, this was an
ideal location for amateur radio and
was free from mains interference, as
the nearest mains supply was about

The late Tommy Thomas, VU2FX

70 miles away. A miniature version of
the 1-v-1 receiver was built, together
with a small transmitter using a single -
valve electron -coupled oscillator,
which was followed, later, by a twin
triode crystal oscillator/doubler. Both
used two -volt filament valves with 150
volts on the anode and gave a
maximum power of five watts. The UK
was worked many times using 250
milliwatts to a windom antenna!

Pirates

Even in those days before the war,
there were a few 'pirates' around. One
of the most notable was a chap called
Livingstone -Allen, who used the call
sign VU2AA. He even had QSL cards
printed with the skull and cross bones
superimposed over the VU2AA and
used to sign himself 'Unlicen Owner
and Opirator'. Unfortunately his card,
together with the logbook and all the
other QSL cards I received whilst
operational as VU2EU, were lost
during the war.
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WIRE ANTENNAS
CoDM ffio

a practical proposition?
To the newcomer on VHF, 'antenna'
means a series of rods, either
'parasitic' to a radiating element, such
as in a yagi or quad, or stacked and fed
in phase, such as the various forms of
co-linears.

It is true that beams, quads and

rhombics. The gain available can be
immense but the disadvantage for
moon -bounce is that the array is not
steerable, giving you a narrow time -
window for operation. (The array is
not only highly directional but has a
very low angle of radiation; it is useful

A VHF antenna doesn't have to be a Yagi, quad or
co -linear. Graham Packer, G3UUS, shows how good

old wires can be used.

co-linears have their place; they
provide easy -to -mount and rotatable
structures of predictable
performance. However, they can be
very expensive and certainly create
aesthetic problems in built up areas.

Much early VHF work was done
on the antennas amateurs already had
erected for their HF activities - and
their signals did 'get out!' Their
transmitters were simply adjusted for
maximum power into whatever
impedance their antennas presented
and that was that.

Then the war came and amateur
operating ceased for a number of
years. Development of antennas
progressed particularly in military
laboratories and by the time
operations re -commenced after the
war the scene was set for an almost
universal take-over by the 'yagi' -
which has remained until this day.

Not all amateurs were convinced,
however, and much early moon -
bounce work was done with VHF

Table 1 Alternative resistor
values for the VHF load resistor;
note that all should be 2 W
carbon types.

For 600 For 300
ohms ohms

4x 2k2 4x 1k2
Or Or

5 x 3k3 5x 1k5
or

6 x 3k9
Or

6x 1k8

only when the moon is on or near the
horizon and in the direction of fire of
the antenna - Ed).

For fixed links, however, the
rhombic came into its own - see
Fig.1. Amateur and commercial
meteor -scatter circuits still use the
rhombic and, as a cheap, high -gain

mast in the middle.
Both these antennas require a

terminating resistor for wide band
operation with the optimum front -to -
back ratio. Suitable terminating
resistors for VHF are shown in Fig.3.

The half rhombic requires two
earths, not a simple matter at VHF.
Theoretically an earth is an infinite
conducting sheet or surface; this can
be approximated by laying two sheets
of copper -clad board, aluminium or
even cooking foil, about 1 metre
square at each end of the aerial!

Operation of both these antennas
without terminating resistors is
possible, but be prepared for your RF
to go in any direction!

Many amateurs are experimenting
with G5RV's, HF dipoles, long wires
and Vees; in fact a Vee-wire antenna is

BALANCED
TRANSMISSION LINE

TO ATU

Fig.1 A rhombic antenna.

DIRECTION OF

MAXIMUM RADIATION

SUPPORT POLES

I
600R
TERMINATING
RESISTOR

antenna, it is hard to beat.
A simple version is the end -fed

inverted Vee or 'half rhombic' shown
in Fig.2, which needs only one support

included as an option for the
Clansman, the British Army's latest
VHF transceiver. The Army certainly
realises the advantages of an almost

DIRECTION OF

MAXIMUM RADIATION

LOW IMPEDANCE (50R)
TRANSMISSION LINE

SUPPORT POLE

Fig.2 End -fed inverted -V or half -rhombic

300 R
TERMINATING
RESISTOR
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4mm TERMINALS

MODIFIED
TERMINAL
(SEE TEXT)

16 GUAGE COPPER WIRE

CARBON RESISTORS

DIECAST BOX

Fig.3 Construction of the VHF load resistor; note that for 300 ohm
operation, the lower terminal should have its insulating skirt removed
so as to short to the case, which should in turn be earthed as described
in the text. See Table 1 for details of the resistors.

CERAMIC
STAND -O F F
INSULATORS

TX

TX

TX

MORE THAN 10m

SUPPORT

MORE THAN 10m

VEE BEAM

MORE THAN 15m

ISUPPORT

'EGG' INSULATORS

'SUPPORT

'EGG' INSULATOR

ATU

LONG WIRE

ATU

SUPPORT

1 sq. m SHEET OF COPPER, ALUMINIUM OR FOIL

5 10m

5 -10m

MULTI WAVELENGTH LOOP

Fig.4 Other antenna options: (a) Vee beam; (b) long wire; (c)
multi -wavelength loop.

invisible antenna with gain, one that
would take very accurate gun fire to
bring down!

The only criteria for use of any
antenna at VHF is whether there are
highly inductive or frequency selective
'reactive' components likely to reflect
back the RF power we want to feed
into it.

For instance, its no use trying to
load up a base -loaded CB antenna, or
an HF beam with traps on VHF.
Likewise HF dipoles with ferrite baluns
are not going to get our signal very far.

With the tuning unit to be
described later we could use a G5RV-
type HF antenna (preferably fed with
open wire feeder as ribbon type feeder
is beginning to get a big 'Iossy' at VHF
- Editor).

Do ensure, however, that the
feeder isn't knotted at the top or,
again, you have yourself an RF choke.
Speaking of G5RV's, one station
recently commented that he would
prefer a G5RV in the clear to a nine -
element beam stuck on the roof. The
few dB less performance was worth
the 10dB difference in price.

An Antenna Tuning Unit
For 2m

There is no point constructing
antennas if they cannot be fed with
RF. At HF every station uses an ATU
to match the impedance of the
generator (transmitter) to the load
(antenna). Why should VHF be any
different?

ATUs are not used as widely as
they should be at VHF, which is
surprising as rigs have NO means of
matching different load impedances,
unlike nearly all HF rigs with their
'tune' and 'load' controls. Antennas
are rarely their stated impedance; also,
they will vary considerably in
impedance from one end of the band
to the other, thus varying the VSWR
of the antenna. In addition, have you
ever noticed the variation in the VSWR
of a 2m beam as it is rotated? This is
due to the effective change in
proximity of nearby metallic objects -
such as drainpipes - which will affect
the radiation pattern of the antenna
and thus its impedance.

The ATU of Figs 5 and 6 is a
general purpose 2m matching unit
capable of being used with 'long wires'
and co -axial and open wire (balanced
line) fed antennas. It comprises a pi -
network with 1/2 wave balun trans-
former. When used for coax or a single
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Fig.5 Circuit diagram of general purpose 2m matching unit.

long wire it can match 10-300 ohms
resistive and for twin open wire feeder
100-2000 ohms. These limits may
change for reactive loads.

Construction

Construction isn't particularly critical
(see Fig.6) but, as usual for VHF, use

Fig.6 Construction of matching unit.

the shortest and most direct connec-
tions possible. It is housed in a

standard 'medium' alloy die-cast box,
perhaps pre -painted or hammer -
finished to give it a professional finish.

Operation

Connect your equipment together as

in Fig.7. Ensure you are switched to
LOW POWER if possible and that if
you have an external power amplifier it
is switched off. First tune the two
controls on the ATU for maximum
received signal from (say) a local
repeater or beacon. The two controls
do interact in the manner of the 'tune'
and 'load' controls of an HF rig. Try
slowly rotating one control whilst
rocking the other. Its a knack to be
learnt but an hours twiddling will pay
dividends.

Now switch to transmit and watch
the VSWR meter. Unless the antenna
is very 'reactive' it should be possible
to get a 1:1 VSWR very easily. Only
now let yourself loose with HIGH
POWER. You may have to 'touch-up'
the controls if your VSWR meter is a
bit insensitive on low power but don't
do anything drastic! Most modern
tranceivers will withstand a bad
match, in fact they have built in VSWR
protection circuitry, but don't push
your luck! Adjusting for minimum
VSWR with the power level
fluctuating wildly is at least fairly
certain to give you a nervous
breakdown.

Now check the bandwidth of your
antenna. As most wire antennas are
very broad, you may not even notice
the VSWR rise at the band edges, but
do find out. Your PA can now be
brought in to play, but remember an
ATU is capable of producing a violent
mismatch if misused. Be careful,
100W PA transistors can be
expensive!

COMPONENTS - ATU
C1,2 30 pf variable
LI 2turr 16 swg

10mm dia, 5mm spacing
SK1,2 S0239 or BNC
SK3,4 4mm terminals
T1 600mm RG58U co -ax

Suitable components and boxes for
the ATU and 'terminating resistance'
may be obtained from HAMPTRON,
Sanderson Centre, Gosport,
Hampshire.

TX/RX

Fig.7 Equipment set-up

PA
VSWR

METER
ATU

ANTENA
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r PM COMPONENTS LTD.If -or

SELECTRON HOUSE, WROTHAM ROAD, MEOPHAM GREEN, MEOPHAM, KENT

PHONE 0474 813225. TELEX 966371 PM COMP
NEW BRANDED VALVES PCL82 0.80 6.6.27 2.00

PCL83 2.50 64K6 2.00
12AT7 0235
12AT7WA 2.60

CIRCUITS
AN2140 2.60

PCL84. 0.85 6AL5 0.52 12AU6 1.50 AN240 2.80A2087 11.50 CC85 0.60 EM80 0.70 PCL85 0.80 6AM4 3.25 12AU7 0.55 L44400 4.16A2134 14.96 CCM 0.85 EM81 0.70 PCL86 6AM5 6.00 12AV6 0.80 22 2.50A2293 8.50 CC91 2.00 EM84 1 65 PCL805 0.90 6AN5 3.95 12AX7 0.65 LC7120 3.25A2900 11.50 CC804 0.60 EM85 1.10 P0500 3.50 6A05 1.20 12AX7WA 2.50 LC7130 3.50CI148A 115.00 CC807 2.50 EM87 2.50 PFL200 1.25 6AS5 1.50 12AY7 4.00 LC7131 5.50DAF91 0.45 CF80 0.85 EN91 1.10 PL36 0.95 64S7G 7.50 12AZ7A 1.95 LC7137 5.50DAF96 0.65 CF82 0.85 EN92 4.50 PL81A 0.72 6476 075 12846 1.50 MB3712 2.00DET22 28.00 CF86 1.70 EY84 6.95 PL84 0.65 6AU6 0.85 128E6 1.05 MC1330P 0.76DET24 39.00 CF806 10.25 6086/87 0.50 PL500 0.96 6AV6 0.72 128147 1.80 ML231B 1.75
DF91 0.70 CH3 2.50 EY88 0.55 P1504 0.95 6AW8A 2.95 12816 0.70 SL90113 4.85DF92 0.60 CH35 1.60 EZ80 0.60 PL508 1.9S 6846 0.69 I2BY7A 2.75 SL917B 8.65DF96 0.65 CH42 1.00 EZ81 0.60 PL509 4.85 6847 4.50 12E1 17.95 SN76003N 1.95DK91 0.90 CH81 0.58 EZ90 0.96 11519 4.95 68484 3.50 12GN7 3.95 SN76013N 1.95DK92 1.20 CH84 0.69 G1/371K 30.00 PL402 5.50 68E6 0.72 12HG7A 3.95 5N76023N 1.95DK96 2.50 CM 0.60 055/1K 9.00 P088 0.,.5 6806 1.00 30FL2 1.35 SN76033N 1.9501.92 0.60 CL82 0.65 GSIOC 16.50 PY500A 1.79 68146 1.95 40KD6 55, SN76131N 1.30DL96 2.50 'CL84 0.74 GY501 1.20 P0800 0.79 6B26 1.20 38HE7 4.50 TA4661E1 1.20DLSI 0 8.00 CL86 0.74 GZ30 1.00 P0801 0.79 6BL7GTA 3.95 75C1 2.90 TA7061AP 3.95DLS16 10.00 CLL800 16.95 GZ32 1.00 000026 12.75 68617 4.50 8541 6.50 747120 1.65DM160 2.75 F37A 2.00 GZ33 4.50 003/03.10 5.50 6BN8 2.75 8542 2.00 TA7130 1.50D086/87 0.65 F39 1.00 G234 2.15 00003.20A 6867 4.15 90CG 13.15 147204 2.15
D0802 0.72 F42 3.50 GZ37 4.50 18.50 6BR8A 2.15 92AG 12.50 TA7205AP 1.50
E8OCC 7.00 F55 3.50 KT66 USA 7.15 00006.40A 6BS7 4.50 92AV 12.50 TA7222 1.80
6130CF 10.00 F80 0.55 KT66 UK 14.95 18.00 6BW6 5.35 15082 3.95 TA7310 1.80
E8OF 13.50 163 3.50 K177 9.50 05150/45 7.00 6826 2.00 15004 2.15 713A120S 0.70E8OL 11.50 F85 0.50 KT88 USA 6.00 051200 3.95 6C4 1.1.0 807 1.50 18A5200 1.10
E81CC 3.50 F86 I 25 KT88 UK 15.95 0S1209 2.00 605 1.96 811A 12.95 184530 1.10
E82CC 3.50 F89 0.85 K11N61 2.00 081212 .3.20 6CH6 10.35 813 18.50 784540 1.25
E83CC 3.50 191 1.25 M8079 6.00 0V03.12 4.95 6CL6 3.50 833A 115.00 7845500 1.45E83F 5.50 F92 2.50 M8083 3.25 UCH81 0.65 6EA8 2.50 5642 8.50 784641 EIX1 3.00
EB6C 9.50 F93 0.69 M8100 0.50 UF80 0.80 6F6G 2.00 5651 3.20 713.62300 0.89
E88C 7.95 F94 0.85 M6137 5.50 UL84 0.85 6128 1.25 5670 3.50 784810435 1.65E88CC 2.60 F183 0.65 M8162 0.57 YL1020 29.00 6GH8A 0.80 5687 4.5, 71349200 1.65
E13OL 19.95 F184 0.65 ME1402 29.50 Z759 19.85 6GK6 2.00 5696 3.50 TDA10044 2.2061801 6.50 F8046 11.50 N78 14.95 ZM1001 5.00 6H6 1.35 5749 2.50 1041170 1.95E182CC 9.00 F13066 14.50 0A2 0.85 10213 1.15 625 1.94 5751 3.50 TDA1190 215
E810F 16.00 1190 0.72 082 0.85 2021 0.95 625G 0.76 5814A 3.25 TDA1327 1.70
EABC80 o 66 K90 0.72 PC86 0.80 2K25 24.95 626 0.61 5842 6.50 TDA1412 0.85
EAF42 1.20 L33 5.00 PC88 0.75 4CO25013 37.50 6286 3.95 5965 2.25 TDA2020 2.45
EB91 0.52 L 3 4 PC97 1.10 4CX350A71.50 5.166C 3.50 6060 2.25 7042030 2.80
EBC81 0.85 3.50 PC900 0.75 401504 25.00 6KD6 5.5e 6080 5.75 7042532 1.95
EBC91 0.75 L34 2.25 PCF80 0.65 5U4G 1.00 6L6GC 2.50 61468 6.45 TI342540 1.25
EBF80 0.50 L36 1.50 PCF82 0.60 5U4G8 2.50 61607 I.15 68838 9 95 1042597 2.95EC8010 6.00 138 6.00 PCF86 1.20 5V4G 6U8 0.85 7025 2.50 TDA26116 1.95
EC90 1.10 L82 0.58 PCF200 1.80 5740 0.85 6V6GT 0.80 7027A 4.65 UPC566H 2.95
ECC81 0.95 184 0.75 PCP201 1.80 6487 0.60 6X5GT 0.50 7199 UPC575C2 2.75
ECC82 0.56 L85 4.50 PCF801 1.35 6AB8 0.66 87 5, 7247 2.00 UPC1001H 2.50
ECC82 Phrbps L86 0.85 PCF802 0.60 6AC7 2.00 7S7 3.00 7360 it 9/ LIPC1025 2.50

1.25 L90 1.25 PCF805 1.25 6AF4A 2.50 866A 3.50 7475 5.00 UPC1156H 2.75
ECC83 0.6 L360 7.95 PCF808 1.25 6A07 1.95 11E2 16.50 7591A 3.95 UPC1182H 2.95
ECC83 Philips 1519 6.95 PCH200 1.10 6AH6 1.50 12AT6 0.59 866A 3.95 UPC1185H 3.95

UPC2002H 1.95

SEMICONDUCTORS
AC127
AC128
AC141K
AC176
AC176K
AC187
AC187K
AC188
ADI42
AD149
AD161
AD161/2
AD162
AF124
AF125
AF126
AF127
AF139
AF239
AU106
AU107
AU110
AU113
BC107
BC108
BC1098
BC139
BC140
BC141
BCI42
BC143
BC147
BC14.9
BC149
BC157
BC158
BCI59
BC160

0.20
0.23
0.34
0.22
0.31
0.25
0.28
0.25
0.79
0.70
0.39
0.90
0.39
0.34
0.35
0.32
032
0.40
0.42
2.00
1.75
2.00
2.95
0.11
0.10
0.12
0.20
0.31
0.25
0.21
0.24
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.28

801708
BC171
BC172
BC17313
BC182
BC183
BC184LA
BC212
BC2I2L
BC213
BC2131.
BC237
BC238
BC307
BC327
80461
BCA78
BC547
BC548
BC549A
BC557
BC558
BD131
80132
BD133
BD135
60136
80137
80138
BD139
BDI40
8E179
81180
81183
81194
BF196
81197
BF198

TIP31C
8E199 0.14 TIP32C

0.15 BF200 0.40 TIP41C
0.09 BF258 0.28 TIP42C
0.10 81759 0.28 11147
0.10 BF336 0.34 T1P146
0.10 61029 0.30 TIP2955
0.10 BFX84 0.26 7113055
0.09 BFX85 0.32 11S91
0.09 BFX86 0.30 2N3054
0.09 BFX88 0.25 2613055
0.09 13E050 0.21 2N3702
0.09 BFY51 0.21 2N3704
0.10 81052 0.25 2N3705
0.09 BFY90 0.77 2613708
0.09 81106 1.49 2613773
0.10 137108 Lag 2N5294
0.35 131116 1.20 2615296
0.20 BU105 1.22 2N5496
0.10 811108 1.89 2SA715
0.10 611124 25C495
0.08 BU126 1.60 2SC4960.08 E1)205 1.30 2SC1096
0.10 BU208 1.39 2601173
0.32 BU208A 1.52 2SC1306
0.35 BU326A 1.42 25C1307
0.40 BU526 1.90 25C1449
0.30 MRF450A 25C1678
0.30 12.50 2SC1945
0.32 MRF453 17.50 2SC1953
0.30 MRF454 23.50 2SC1957
0.32 MRF475 2.50 2SC1969
0.30 MRF477 10.00 25C2028
0.34 0071 0.40 25C2029
0.29 620088 1.70 2SC2078
0.29 620108 1.70 2SC2091
0.11 R2540 2.48 2SC2166
0.11 71129 0.40 25C2314
0.11 11P29C 0.42 361211
0.16 TIP30C 0.43 3S0234

0.42
0.42
0.45
0.47
0.65
2.75
0.80
0.55
0.20
0.59
0.52
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
1.95
0.42
0.48
0.65
0.95
0.80
0.80
0.80
1.15
1.00
1.50
0.80
1.25
2.10
0.95
0.80
1.95
1.15
1.95
1.45
0.85
1.95
0.80
1.95
0.50

Many otner ,terns available
Please phone send list for quote

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours

CALLERS WELCOME
* Entrance on A227 Styds * HoursSoule of Meopnam Green
Export enainnes welcome Mon. -Fri 9.30-5.30

P. & P. 50p. Please add V.A.T. at 15%
* 24 -HOUR ANSAPHONE SERVICE *

MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME
If you order goods from Mail Order Advertisers in this
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, this
publication will consider you for compensation if the
advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt,
provided:

1. You have not received the goods or had your money
returned; and

2. You write to the publisher of this publication explain-
ing the position not earlier than 28 days from the day
you sent your order and not later than 2 months from
that day.

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us.
When you write, we will tell you how to make your claim
and what evidence of payment is required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in
accordance with the above procedure as soon as
possible after the advertiser has been declared bankrupt
or insolvent to a limit of £1 ,800 per annum for any one
advertiser, so affected, and up to £5,400 p.a. in respect of
all insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher
amounts, or when the above procedures have not been
complied with, at the discretion of this publication, but
we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of
reader's difficulties.

This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in
direct response to an advertisement in this magazine
(not, for example, payments made in response to cata-
logues, etc, received as a result of answering such

advertisements):

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ARE EXCLUDED.

ATT. FT101 OWNERS!
G3LLL offers (see our article April, June, August)
R.F. CLIPPER - The original and best gives dis-
tortion free R.F. clipping, and more receive gain and
selectivity. £40.75 for FT101 MK 1 -EE only.
DOUBLE BALANCED MIXER - Dramatically
improves FT101 MK1 and helps considerably on
FT101 MK2-E. Gives a quieter receiver with less X
mod especially on 40m. £12 p.p. FT101 MK2-E,
£12.50 for FT101 MK1.
VALVES- Many FT101's give poor performance
because they are fitted with wrong bottles. Original
JAP 6JS6C TOSHIBA £30 pair, NEC £19 pair,
unstamped £15 pair, 12 BY7A NEC £3 each. All
above guaranteed to suit FT101 MK1-E. Why burn
your mains TX out or radiate a poor signal when we
can still supply the correct valves? Stock up now!!
All production ceased. Post 75p
NEW BANDS? - W.A.R.C. 3 band kit for FT101
MK1-E only (not Z/ZO) £15.75pp. (Also 'listen to
CB' crystals available).
YAESU ON DEM Securicor delivery nation wide.
SORRY due to mix up some prices and details in last
month's ad were 6 months out of date.

SPECIAL OFFER

Send this add and we will sup-
ply FT29OR fitted listen on
input. brighter receive audio
and auto tone burst at no extra
charge: with free securicor
delivery.

consult 3LLL at the north's
new ham radio store now: -
Holdings of Blackburn Ltd.
45 Johnston St.,
Blackburn. BB2 1 EF
Tel (0254) 59595
15 mins from junct. 31.M6
parking at door, phone for
directions
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SILVER Co)
goau Yagi Beam

Claimed by its British manufacturers
to be "the result of years of research
and development", Ant Products' 432
MHz 14 -element Silver 70 yagi arrived
recently and was tested and evaluated
for Ham Radio Today. Upon opening
the box I was confronted by a well
packaged piece of amateur radio
equipment - a mass of metal and
plastic parts to be assembled.

Assembly proved to be straight-

- a polyurethane -type lacquer is not
recommended. Instead a light coat of
clear varnish is suggested.

Undeterred by this, I assembled
the two boom sections and assembled
and attached the angled brace. Next
came the connection of the unique
(patented?) elements - the most
interesting being the driven element
(of which more in a moment). The
reflector and 12 directors are each

Trevor Butler, G6LPZ, reviews the Silver 70 432 MHz
antenna from Ant Products.

forward and initially took some 30
minutes (although with practice this
time can be cut by half!). The enclosed
instruction and data leaflet was
generally helpful if rather confusing
over protection from adverse weather

attached to a black plastic clip, which
in turn fixes to the boom into pre -
drilled guide holes. These clips provide
insulation for the elements and help to
ensure correct polarity is obtained as
well as helping to prevent any

corrosion due to the interaction of
metals.

Having virtually assembled the
beast (it's 2.7 m long when complete,
although a mere 1.1 kg in weight) I felt
that the driven element was worthy of
closer attention. It consists of a

shaped piece of double -sided glass
fibre board with a silver-plated copper
element on one side, hence the
antenna's name, and a delta/gamma
match to the other side. Bolted to the
board is an 'N' type socket (50 ohm)
for connection of a suitable down lead.
The driven element is held in place on
the boom by a single screw biting into
the metal.

One interesting observation was
that there was a round hole to fix the
element to the square boom! It was
found that on field trials the driven
element tended to move and a more
rigid fixing would be an improvement.

Giving It A Try

Having selected a suitable length of
UR67 feeder complete with 'N' type
plug, I mounted the aerial on a 16 foot
pole and situated myself on the South
Downs, close to my home. Whilst
there, many stations were worked and
although direct comparison to other
70cms antennas was difficult, some
pleasing results were obtained with
the Silver 70 and many favourable
reports exchanged. A gain of 16dBd is
reported - it is good to see a dBd
quotation instead, as one often finds,
manufacturers' isotropic quotations,
as the former means more to the radio
amateur. The figure of 16dBd can, in
my opinion, be taken as a fairly
accurate figure based on the
performance of the antenna in respect
of other aerials tested and also in
respect of received signal strengths.

There is a 3db Beam width in the E
plane of about 22° and a satisfactory
match was obtained across 10 MHz
with good ATV reception available.
Side lobes are rated to be some 10 to
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Driven element with 'N' type connection

One of the parasitic elements in close-up

Erected at the author's home

16 dB below peak with a front -to -back
ratio of about 24dB.

Silver Gimmickry?

I wondered to what extent the silver
plating was a marketing gimmick for
although, as the manufactures
explained, "its oxide is such that it
would have a lower resistance than the
base metal, thus adding to overall
stability", it was noted that after just a
few weeks the thin layer of plating was
showing signs of deteriorating.

The Silver 70 would make an ideal
portable antenna as it is so easily
assembled and so manageable to
transport, although the reviewer later
erected the antenna at his home QTH

and found that as passing birds
perched, the elements slipped and
maintenance was required to restore
the position.

Clamping to a mast is
accomplished by means of two clamps
supplied which allow for a maximum
mast diameter of 52 mm, although
mounting for horizontal polarisation
only is possible. To achieve vertial
polarisation an extra hardware kit is
available from the manufacturers, as is
hardware to allow several of these
aerials to be stacked or banked (with
quoted wind loading of 0.83 sq.ft.
there should be no problem in doing
this).

Supplied complete with a two-
year guarantee, the Silver 70 is
available from Ant Products, All
Saints Industrial Estate, Baghill Lane,
Pontefract, West Yorkshire, for
£31.95 plus carriage.
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Intermedial Ltd. TALK TO THE WHOLE WORLD
3. Beech Avenue. Eastcote. Ruislip. Middx. HA 4 BUG. Tel. 01 8664641

PRECISION LOCATORSET

With the accuracy of a computer program
(tolerance less than .5%), this map and ruler
cannot be compared with ordinary locator
maps.

Ruler can be fixed at 0TH Si.e 30 x 42%
inches, scale 1:3 million Printed in 4 colours
on washable plastic Metal top and bottom
strips *Approved for contests  Ful I directions
Dispatched in sturdy cylinder. E9.90

PLL TRANSCEIVE
V. F.O.

Converts any surplus radio telephone into a con.
tenuously variable F.M. transceiver. Microphone
is connected to unit and a stable 2 metre F.M.
signal is available for driving the amplifier
stages. On receive the unit produces a local

oscillator signal 10.7MHz below signal frequency.
600KHz repeater shift Suitable for other I. F.'s
Extension for digital display Kit includes all
components (exc 3 Xtals and varco) 8 pages
of directions.c,17.15 (directions only £0.95)

XTALS 46.56MHz 46.36MHz 43.00MHz £11.50

C.W.O. All prices incl. VAT, p&p (within U.K.)

64'
We have had 40 years successful experience B-

in training men and women for the
G.P.O. Transmitting licence.

FREE R.A.E. brochure without obligation from:- 7
1 British National Radio & Electronics School I

READING, BERKS. RG1 1BR
I

I

Study now for the
RADIO AMATEUR'S

EXAMINATION

Name

Address

I.HRT '1 2/846

I

BLOCK CAPS PLEASE.]

RARE DX
UNDER ORM? DIG it OUT with a Tunable Audio Notch Filter,

between your receiver and speaker, BOOST your DX/QRM ratio,
40dB notch, £16.40.

ANTENNA FAULT? Antenna Noise Bridge £19.60.
V.L.F.? EXPLORE 10-150KHz, Receiver £21.20
TIME WRONG? MSF CLOCK is ALWAYS CORRECT - never gains

or loses, SELF SETTING at switch -on, 8 digits show Date, Hours,
Minutes and Seconds, also parallel BCD output, receives Rugby
60KHz atomic time signals, built-in antenna, 1000Km range,
£72.70.

DISCOUNT £2 when you order 2 kits - ask for full list.
Each fun -to -built kit includes all parts, printed circuit, case, instruc-
tions, by -return postage etc, money back assurance, SEND away
NOW.

CAMBRIDGE KITS
45 (GZ) Old School Lane, Milton, Cambridge

It's easy
to complain

about
advertisements.

The Advertising Standards Authority.
If an advertisement is wrong.we're here to put it right.

A.S.A. Ltd., Brook House,Tornngton Place, London WC1E 7HN.
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EVALUATING
4aDEP117U g3 Eig
Being a spendthrift and an impulse
purchaser is quite a problem, since
yours truly cannot resist a bargain!
The loft and garage at my house are
littered with equipment racks, old
test sets, boxes of valves, connec-
tors and panel meters. Readers
who suspect this is just journalistic
licence are invited to take a con-
ducted tour . . . Some of these

- it has no commercial use,
- it is beyond economic repair (or
is unrepairable),
- it cannot be identified (or no data
is available), or
- it is stolen.
Setting aside the last case, which is
fairly uncommon, we need only
consider the other three situations.

Items with no commercial use

Things may not be what they seem to be,
particularly if they are feeder cables... by

Andy Emmerson G8PTH

surplus bargains picked up at
rallies, junk sales and surplus shops
never turn out to be the bargains
they seemed at the time, well not
until a fortnight after I threw the
items out in disgust, and I end up
wishing I had counted to ten before
dipping into my pocket! So this arti-
cle is intended to give you a guide
to sorting out the real bargains.

Beauty is said to be in the eye
of the beholder and to a large ex-
tent, so is a bargain. Very few ven-
dors are in the charity business, so I
suppose the first thing to check out
is why an apparent bargain is so
cheap. I can think of four reasons:

Base for the 4X/CX series of valve
- commonly found in ex -MOD RF
equipment

Surplus equipment is the cheapest
source of quality variable
capacitors.
may just be junk which has fallen
out of favour on account of its size
or because it uses outdated tech-
niques. Space is not always a prime
consideration for us hams and we
may well be prepared to tolerate
something bulky or valvey which
commercial users would no longer
give houseroom to. A good case is
valved frequency counters, video
monitors and general coverage
receivers. If properly maintained
some of these will be perfectly ser-
viceable .and will additionally save
the cost of a room heater in winter.
Claims that an item is in good work-
ing order should be treated with
some suspicion, but your eyes
should give you a good idea of how
an item has been treated in its past
life. 'Sold as seen' means exactly
that, built-in faults and all.

PA of many a public service RT
and 2m TX - the DaV03-20A.

Items beyond economic repair
can also be valuable. If you don't
cost your time on an economic
basis and enjoy a challenge you
may be able to restore an old unit to
its former glory. Some people take
this to elaborate extremes and
clean panel knobs with detergent
and toothbrushes, and crackle
finish paint with baby oil to get a
sleek, like new, finish. You should
be sure that service data and spare
parts are still available, and if in
doubt don't spend more than you
can afford to lose. I can look back
with mingled amusement and sor-
row at one item on which I spent
many pounds replacing leaky and
dried out capacitors, changing high
resistance and open circuit
resistors, not to mention many
weekends, and even then the thing
never worked properly! Equally,
some obsolete varieties of valve,
transistor and connector may still
be available only at ludicrous
prices. You only need look at some
of the advertisements in the back
of the magazines to see the
astronomical prices quoted for
some replacement valves these
days.

Items which cannot be iden-
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AVO RF signal generator bought as surplus.

tified are still a source of real
bargains, particularly if the trader
doesn't know what it is and YOU
do! Most dealers in 'pre -owned'
equipment have a pretty shrewd
idea of the identity and resale value
of their stock -in -trade but they oc-
casionally pick up 'one -offs' for a
song which they pass on at low
cost. If you know its true value -
and have sufficient documentation
to get it going - this could be a
way of getting a real bargain. I pick-
ed up a video -frame store for £35
which I later found was exactly one
hundredth of its original cost (but I
must admit I haven't got it going
yet!).

Some items are well worth
searching out surplus: power sup-
plies and the parts used in them
spring particularly to mind. RF
cables and connectors are also
cheaper bought surplus and in
many cases these are in new condi-
tion. There are, however, some
very bad deals in connectors and
cables and these must be avoided
at all costs unless you like buying
expensive attenuators. Worst of
all, looks can deceive and for this
reason I shall devote the rest of this
article to this subject.

As we all know, most flexible
A Variac (variable tap transformer)
of unknown manufacture.

ID
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A useful surplus buy is the
Marconi D52 oscilloscope

feeder cables are made of four
components - a central conductor
of solid or standard copper wire, a
dielectric of solid or foamed
polythene, a braiding of wire and an
outer mantle of polyvinylchloride
(PVC). To achieve efficient
transmission of RF we need low
resistance in the metallic conduc-
tors and a non -glossy dielectric. In
addition the jacket needs to protect
the cable against abrasion and
moisture, and a high density of
braid is necessary to avoid radia-
tion of the signal from the feeder.

Braid density is not readily visi-
ble (unless you strip the outer
jacket) and many cables sold to un-
discerning CB users have a

hopelessly low braid density. The
designation RG-8/U etc. is not in
itself a guarantee, of braid density,
so don't be caught out in this way.
The chemical composition of the
outer jacket is important too, and
again without specialist knowledge
you might not suspect this. Vinyl in
itself is a fairly stiff material and in
order to make it flexible and
workable various plasticisers are in-
jected into the vinyl compound. Un-
fortunately some of these
plasticisers gradually leach out of

the vinyl and start to contaminate
the braiding and dielectric. Expo-
sure to the elements, particularly
summer temperatures, hastens this
effect and gradually the plasticiser
migrates to the polythene, raising
its dielectric constant and power
factor and hence VSWR and at-
tenuation. Having lost the
plasticiser the outer vinyl starts to
go brittle and cracks, allowing in
moisture which corrodes the braid.
Because of the skin effect this fur-
ther attenuates the RF signal.

Does this start to sound
familiar? After some 15 years
many RF cables go brittle, the
dielectric goes yellow and the braid
is almost impossible to solder. Even
if stored unused this type of cable
is decidedly 'dodgy' and ends up on
the surplus market! So be warned:
cables with 'simple' numbers (no
suffix) like RG-8/U and RG-58/U
are definitely suspect and should
be declined in favour of 'improved'
cables like RG-8A/U and RG-
58B/U. The A and B suffixes indi-
cate 'safe' plasticisers and have a
life expectancy in excess of 15
years. Spending £10 or £20 on
GOOD cable is really a wise invest-
ment for your expensively produc-
ed signal.

Occasionally 'exotic' cables
turn up at bargain prices, for in-
stance heliax and hardline. Some of
the hardline comes from cable TV

schemes and is of 75 ohms impe-
dance - this may prove difficult to
match into your system. In any
case the specialised connectors for
these cables do not come cheap -
prices start at £10 per connector
and go up to £30; improvising by
homebrew means may result in
VSWR bumps and indifferent
results. Cheap and nasty connec-
tors can usually be judged by visual
inspection: avoid any with dusty
phenolic or yellowing polythene
insulation and any with dull or
corroded metal surfaces. Older
BNC plugs will not have captive
cable grips, and there are a lot of
75 ohm BNC and N type connec-
tors looking deceptively like 50
ohm ones (until you get them
home!).

Finally a word on surplus
equipment of USA origin: most of
this is of high quality and well
worth buying. The abbreviations
may look baffling but using the ac-
companying table you will be able
to amaze your friends by identify-
ing the gear's characteristics and
purpose. Good
hunting!

Further Reading:
The Government Surplus

Wireless Equipment Handbook
Price £7.50 + £1.50 post from
Myers Electronics, 12/14 Harper
Street, Leeds, LS2 7EA.
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Military Equipment Nomenclature

1st Letter
(Type of installation)

A Piloted aircraft3

B Underwater mobile, submarine
C Air transportable (inactivated,

do not use
D Pilotless carrier

F Fixed ground
G General ground use (includes

two or more ground -type
installations)

K Amphibious

M Ground, mobile (installed as
operating unit in a vehicle
which has no function other
than transporting the
equipment)

P Pack or portable (animal or
man)

S Water surface craft

T Ground transportable
U General utility (includes two or

more general installation
classes, airborne, shipboard,
and grounc112
Ground, vehicular (installed in
vehicle designed for functions
other than carrying electronic
equipment, etc., such as
tanks)

W Water surface and underwater

2nd Letter
(Type of Equipment)

3rd Letter
(Purpose)

A invisible light, heat radiation A Auxiliary assemblies (not
complete operating sets used
with or part of two or more
sets or sets series)

B Pigeon (do not use) B Bombing
C Carrier C Communications (receiving

and transmitting)
D Radiac D Direction finder,

reconnaisance, and/or
surveillance

E Nupac E Ejection and/or release
F Photographic*
G Telegraph or teletype G Firecontrol or searchlight

directing

H Recording and/or reproducing
(graphic meteorologial and
sound)

Interphone and public address
J Electromechanical (not

otherwise covered)
K Telemetering K Computing
L Countermeasures L Searchlight control

(inactivated, use "G")
M Meteorological M Maintenance and test

assemblies (including tools)

N Sound in air N Navigational aids (including
altimeters, beacons,
compasses, racons, depth
sounding, approach, and
landing)

P Radar P Reproducing (iractivated, use
"H")

Q Sonar and underwater sound Q Special, or combination of
purposes

R Radio R Receiving, passive detecting
S Special types, magnetic, etc.,

or combinations of types
S Detecting and/or range and

bearing, search
T Telephone (wire) T Transmitting

V Visual and visible light

W Armament (peculiar to
armament, not otherwise
covered)

W Automatic flight or remote
control

X Facsimile or television X Identification and recognition
Y Data processing

*Not for US use except for assigning suffix letters to previously nomenclatured items.

1 probably large and heavy
2 probably 115V AC powered
3 probably high voltage DC powered
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/ South Midlands
FREE FINANCE 2YEARGUARANTEE

BRANCHES AT: SOUTHAMPTON, LEEDS, CHESTERFIELD,

P ARE YOU READY FOR OSCAR 10 YET?
IF not, then we have the Transceivers, Linears,
Pre -amps, Transverters, Converters, Antennas,
Rotators, Coaxial Feeders, etc to get you on the
air and work D.X. that would envy even HF Operators.

..

III MID
i

TRANSVERTORS,
CONVERTORS AND
PREAM PS

4e

. . .

FT726R FTV707R Transvertor c/w 2M £99.00 '
FTV107R Transvertor c/w 2M £89.00TRANSCEIVERS FTV901R Transvertor c/w 2M £139.00 S II
432TV 70CM Module for above £214.65
MMT432/28S Transvertor 432-436 MHz £159.95 KR

F1726R Transceiver c/w 2M £675.00
430/726 70CM Module £230.00

MMT432/144S Transvertor 432-436 MHz £184.00
MMC144/28 Convertor 2M down to 10M £29.90 ROTATORS

SAT726 Full duplex module £90.00 MMC432/28 Convertor 70CM down to 10M £37.90FT780R 70CM All mode 10W £399.00
FT790R 70CM All 1W £299.00

MMC432/144S Convertor 70CM down to 2M £37.90 KR400 Meter controller £97.75*mode
FT290R 2M All 2.5W £249.00

MMX1268/144 1268 MHz Tx Convertor 2W £135.00 KR400RC Round controller £114.94mode MMA144V 2M Preamp RF switched £34.90 KR600RC Round controller £163.30SLNA144S 2M Preamp RF switched £37.10 AR40 CDE £90.85SLNA144U 2M Preamp unswitched £22.40 Cd45 Meter controller £136.85SLNA144UB 2M Unbound (144U) £13.70 HAMIV Meter controller £258.75LINEAR AMPLIFIERS GBFA144E 2M Gasfet masthead preamp £1 29.90 KC038 KR400/600 Lower bracket £12.07SLNA 14558 FT29OR Freamp £27.40 KR500 Elevation rotator £112.12.TLNA432S 70CM switched Preamp £74.90
FL7010 70CM 1W to 10W o/p £91330 TLNA432U Unswitched (432S) £29.00
MML432/30L 70CM 1 or 3W to 30W £129.95
MML432/50 70CM 10W to 50W £129.95

GLNA432U 70CM Gasfet unswitched T.B.A.  Rotators could be used with a home computer for automatic
tracking of satellite.MML432/100 70CM lOW to 100W £245.00

MML1296/10W 23CM 1W to 10W T.B.A. MML 1296/10

MML
ANTENNAS

COAXIAL FEEDERS
5XY/2M 2m 5 Ele crossed £28.17
8XY/2M 2M 8 Ele crossed £35.85UR67 P/Metre £0.67 10XY/2M 2M 10 Ele crossed £48.00H100 25 Metres £19.50 PMH2/C 2M Circular harness £9.77H100 50 Metres £39.00 - 8XY/70 70CM 8 Ele crossed £48.87LDF2/50 Andrews heliax p/m £2.85

LDF4/50 Andrews heliax p/m £3.58
mi..'.. _,,. ,..........,,,

woo, -- 12XY/70 70CM12 Ele crossed £52.90
MBM48/70 70CM48 Ele multibeam £35.85

- PBM18/70 70CM18 Ele parabeam £32.20

Carriage on coaxial cables
£2.50 for up to 25M. over 25M £3.20 Carriage is free except where indicated. Carriage on antennas Each £2.50

NEWFROM YAESU Frequency range 160-10m Tx general
steps.

coverage Rx. 10 Hz VFO steps and 500 KHz band

Modes. USB. LSB. CW, AM. FM all as standard.
Power output 100W SSB. CW. FM 25W carrier AM, 3rd order products -40dB at 100 W on
14 MHz.
Dynamic ranage better than 100dB CWINI at 14 MHz.
Frequency stability better than ± 10pPm after warm up.--
Dual VFO's and 8 memories with VFO/memory transfer feature allowing more flexible split
frequency operation..--ir-

. r =0. ' ''''''''V : 1 i 3 ,:t; 48. i Programmable memory scanning with scanstop threshold adjustable with RF Gain control.-,-- -.- r Wit All accessories installed including AM, FM, Marker, Speech processor.shift filters.600Hz CW
0 i g I i 'P -,- ,'-: filter and keyer.

'6.,'''';' New heatsink design and ducted cooling system allow 100W o/p at 100% transmitter duty
t. .-. - -1r., cycle.

Selectable semi break-in or full break-in and built in iambic keyer with dot -dash memory.
Three microprocessors control most of the switching and adjusting functions normally done

11. FT757 GX by hand and on optional CAT interface unit allow further operating flexibility with an
external computer.

Only authorised Yaesu dealers have direct contact with the factory in Japan, and

REMEMBER! only if you buy your radiofrom an authorised dealer can you be assured of sparesand
service back up. So BEWARE of grey importerswhooffersets a few pounds cheaper.
they may not be around if your set goes wrong!!

SMC SERVICE
Free Securicor delivery on major equipment.
Access and Barclaycard over the phone.
Biggest branch agent and dealer network.
Securicor 'B' Service contract at £4.49.
Biggest stockist of amateur equipment.

FREE FINANCE
* On many regular priced items SMC offers

Free Finance (on Invoice balance over £120)
20% down and the balance over 6 months or
50% down and the balance over a year.
You pay no more than the cash price"

GUARANTEE
Importer warranty on Yaesu Musen products.
Ably staffed and equipped Service Department.
Daily contact with Yaesu Musen factory.
Tens of thousands of spares and test equipment.
Twenty-five years of professional experience.

HEAD OFFICE S.M. HOUSE, RUMBRIDGE STREET, TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DP, ENGLAND,
& MAIL ORDER Tel: Totton (0703) 867333, Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G, Telegram: "Aerial" Southampton
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Communications lad,
MAIN DISTRIBUTOR FACTORY BACKED
BUCKLEY, STOKE, GRIMSBY, JERSEY, EDINBURGH.

r 1,

YAESUV
SMC NEW LOW YAESU PR ICES

FT ONE

KEYT901
DCT1

RAMT1
FMUTI
XF8.9KCN
XF8.9KC
XF8.9KA
XF10.7KC
FT980

SP980
SP980P
FT102

SP102

SP102P

FV102DM
FC102
FAS14R
XF82GA
XF82HSN
XF82HC
XF82HCN
XF455C
XF455CN
FT77

TF77S

FM UT77

FP700

FC700
XF8.9KC
FT902DM

FT902DE

FT902D

FM U901

KEYT901
MEMT901
DCT901
XF89GF
FTV901R
50TV

7101TV
144TV

Transceiver General
Coverage
Curtis Keyer
DC Power Cable
Non volatile memory board
FM unit
300 Hz CW filter
600 Hz CW filter
6 KHz AM filter
800 Hz CW filter

£1395.00
£26.85
£9.60

£13.05
£39.85
£17.25
£17.25
£17.25
£11.90

Transceiver General Coverage Rx
Amateur Tx £1150.00
External speaker £54.80
External speaker phone patch £69.75
Transceiver 9 band
multimode £685.00
Transceiver speaker with
audio filter £49.05
Transceiver speaker and
phone patch £69.00
Synthesized scanning VFO £230.00
Antenna coupler 1.2KW PEP £200.00
4 Way antenna selector £39.10
6 KHz AM filter £18.80
1.8 KHz SSB filter £18.80
600 Hz CW filter £18.80
300 Hz CW filter narrow £18.80
500 Hz CW filter £44.85
270 Hz CW filter narrow £44.85
Transceiver 9 band mobile
multimode £495.00
Transceiver 9 band mobile
10 watts £399.00
FM Board option £25.30
FM Board external power
supply/speaker £110.00
Antenna tuner £85.00
600 Hz CW filter £17.25
Transceiver 9 band.
multimode £885.00
Transceiver 902 DM less invertor.
memory & FM £790.00
Transceiver 902 DM less invertor.
memory & keyer £800.00
FM Module £28.00
Curtis Keyer £26.85
Memory Unit £87.90
Invertor (from 12VDC) £46.75
12 KHz crystal filter FM £26.05
Transvertor c/w 2m £139.00
6m transvertor module £79.75
4m transvertor module £84.70
2m transvertor module £109.65

430TV 70crns transvertm module
XF8.9HC CW Filter 600Hz
XF8.9HCN CW Filter 300Hz
XF8.9GA AM Filter 6KHz
FL2100Z Linear Amplifier 1200W

+ (PIP)
FT707 Transceiver 100W 10-80M

(8 bands)
FT707FM FT707 with SMC's FM unit

fitted
Mains power supply/speaker
Digital VFO
Antenna Tuner
Transvertor c/w 2m
Relay switching box

FP707
FV707 DM
FC707
FTV707R
FRB707

FT726R(2)
FT726R
50/726
21/24/28

144/726
430/726
SAT726
XF455MC
FT23OR
FT73OR

6908

FT79OR

SMC2.2C
SMC8C
MMB11
CSC1A
YHA15

FL2010
FL7010
FT68OR
FT48OR

FT78OR

FT780R1 6
FP80A
SC1

FL2050
FT720RV
FT720RVH
FT72ORU
FT72OR
720RV
720RVH
720RU
S72

Multimode multiband c/w 2M
Main frame only
6m module
HF module for 15m, 12m
and 10m
2m module
70cm module
Full duplex module
600Hz CW filter
Transceiver 2m FM 25W
Transceiver 70cm FM lOW
Transceiver 6m 2.5W
multimode
Transceiver 70cm 1W
multimode
Nicad cell. 2.2 A/hr 'C' size
Slow charger (220mA)
Mobile mount
Soft carrying case
Flexible helical antenna
Linear amplifier 2m 10W
Linear amplifier 70cm
Multimode transceiver 6m
Multimode transceiver 2m
Multimode transceiver 70cm
FT780R c/w 1.6 MHz shift
Power supply unit
Station console
Linear amplifier 50W
Transceivers 2m 10W FM
Transceivers 2m 25W FM
Transceiver 70cms 10W FM
Control head
deck only 2m 10W
deck only 2m 25W
deck only 70cms 10W
Switching box

£214.65
£26.05
£26.05
£26.05

£475.00

£49.00

£549.00
£110.00
£170.00

£85.00
£99.00
£15.35

£675.00
£550.00
£170.00

£180.00
£135.00
£230.00

£90.00
£39.85

£239.00
259.00

239.00

£299.00
£2.70
£8.80

£24.90
£3.85
£5.00

£59.00
£91.00

£349.00
£399.00
£389.00
£399.00

£55.00
£138.00
£115.00
£199.00
£209.00
£229.00
£100.00
£100.00
£110.00
£130.00

£39.00

Prices include VAT & Carriage

YAESU FTV107R TRANSVERTER C/W2m

SPECIAL FTvV97001 R TRANSVERTER C/W2m

OFFERS
077R DTmR sA Nu SNVI TE Rf oTrEFRT Cur72 m

E72S cable. 2m long E£1105..0000

E72L cable. 4m long
FT208R Transceiver Handheld 2.5 2m £199.00
FT708R Transceiver Handheld

1W 70cms £209.00
FNB2 Nicad Battery Pack £19.95

Battery pack sleeve (fits FNB2( £3.05
Charging sleeve (for FT207 acct £5.35

NC9C £8.00
NC7C

Slow charger
Base Master £30.65

NC8C quick charge and PSU £50.60
MMB10 Mobile bracket £6.90
FRG7700 Receiver 0.15-3.0 MHz

AM/CW/SSB/FM £335.00
FRG7700M Receiver c/w 12 channel

memory £389.00
DCRG7700 DC modification kit £1.15
MEMG7700 Memory option £98.90
FRT7700 Antenna tuner/switch £42.55
FRA7700 Active antenna £38.70
FF5 Low pass filter 500 KHz £9.95
FRV7700A Convertor 118-130.130-140,

140-150 MHz £78.95
FRV7700B Convertor 118-130. 140-150,

50-59 MHz £84.70
FRV7700C Convertor 140-150. 150-160.

160-170 MHz £74.75
FRV7700D Convertor 118-130.140-150.

70-80 MHz £80.90
FRV7700E Convertor 140-150. 150-160.

118-130 MHz £83.95
FRV7700F Convertor 150-160. 160-170.

118-130 MHz £83.95
Hand 600. 4 pin noise cancel £15.70

YYMM2241A Hand 2K. 6 pin min.

YM36

speaker/mic. £18.40
YM35 Hand 600.8 pin scan £15.35

YM37
YM38

Hand 600.8 in noise cancel
Hand 600.8 £7.30
Stand 600/50K. 8 pin scan 20

YM47 Hand 600.7 pin. scan control £10.75£27

YM49 Hand 600.7 pin, speaker/mic £16.85
YE7A
YD148A

Hand 600.4 pin £7.65
Stand 600/50K.4 pin £22.60
Stand 600/50K. 4 pin £26.85
Hand 600.8 pin scan £13.80

MD -188 Desk 600.8 pin scan £49.85
FF Mobile speaker 8 Ohms £11.15

mobile speaker 4 ohms £11.15

YH77
Headphones padded low Z £9.95
Headphones lightweight low Z £9.95

YH1 Lightweight mobile
headset/boom mic £13.80

S81 PTT switch box for
FT208/FT708 £14.95

SB2 PTT switch box for
FT290,'FT790 £12.65

SB3 PTT switch box for FT202 £13.80
FP4 12V power supply 4 amps £44.45
OTR24D World time clock quartz £31.45
F,F515001zDX Low pass filter £25.70

Terminated Wattmeter
5-30-150W FSD £927,

£89.00 FV101M VFO £119.00
£139.00 FV901 DM VFO £119.00

£99.00 FT227RA £155.00
£69.00 FP107 PSU £79.00

LEEDS CHESTERFIELD BUCKLEY STOKE GRIM BSY JERSEY
SMC (Leeds) SMC (Jack Twendyl Ltd SMC (IMP) SMC ISIOkm SMC ,Gnmusy, SMC ,,I.erseyJ
257 Otley Road 102 High Street Unit 27. P.nfold Lane 76 High Street 247A Freeman Street 1 Belmont Gardens
Leeds 16. Yorkshire New Whittington. Chesterfield Buckley. Clwyd Talke Pits. Stoke Grimbsy. Linos St. Hewer. Jersey
Leeds (0532) 782326 Chestedieid 102461 453340 Buckley 102441 549563 Kidsgroye (07816172644 Grintoss 10462i 59388 Jersey 10534) 77067
9 5.30 Mon -Sat 93 Tues(Sat 9.30-5.30 TuesSat 9-530 TuesiSai 930530 MoniSat 10(7 Mon -Sat

SMC STOCK CARRYING AGENTS WITH DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
Bangor John GI3KDR 102471 55162 Neath
Tandragee Mervyn GI3WWY (07521640656

John

EDINBURGH
SMC Scotcom
23 Morton Street
Edinburgh EH15 2HN
Tel: 031-657 2430
10-5 Tues-Fn. 9-4 Sat

GW4FO1 (0636)52374 Dav
(0639) 2942 Eve
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FRIDAY November 25th
SATURDAY November 26th
SUNDAY November 27th

10am - 6pm
10am - 6pm
10am - 4pm

THE PREMIER SHOW FOR THE
ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST!

Cunard International Exhibition Centre, Cunard Hotel,
Hammersmith, London W6

Improved Venue
We have transferred BREADBOARD to the Cunard Hotel, offering improved facilities to the
visitor, including car parking and ease of access by rail, tube and car, all in a modern attractive
setting.

Planned Features include
 Lectures: covering aspects of electronics and

computing.
 Electronics/Computing Advice Centre.
 Demonstration: electronic

organs/synthesisers.
 Holography presentation.
 Practical demonstration: 'How to produce

printed circuit boards'.
 Computer Corner -`Try before you buy'.

 Amateur Radio Action Centre.
 Computer controlled model railway

competition.
 Pick of the projects - Demonstration of the

best from ELECTRONICS TODAY
INTERNATIONAL, HOBBY ELECTRONICS
and ELECTRONICS DIGEST.

 Giant TV screen video games.
 Robotic display.

The Breadboard Exhibition is sponsored by Electronics Today International, Hobby
Electronics, Electronics Digest and Digital and Micro Electronics

Breadboard '83 ASP Exhibitions 145 Charing Cross Road London WC2H OEE



ning, etc. Three buttons on the
microphone also select up/down
and 12.5KHz steps if the FST but-
ton in the middle is depressed at
the same time, this FST button
duplicating the large/small steps
button on the front panel.

Scanning speeds vary from
2KHz/20KHz per second for
SSB/CW and FM/VFO to
1 00/ 200KHz per second on FM
channels. A repeater switch selects
either the appropriate up and down
repeater shifts on the band
selected, or user programmable
shifts. A seperate button selects
normal or reverse repeter mode,
operating properly on both RX and
TX.

Two VFOs are incorporated
with facilities for splitting them on
RX and TX. Ten memories allow
mode, frequency and band to be
stored. A sweeping function with
frequency limits selected by the

first and last normal memories
allows any required portion of a
band to be swept. Buttons control
the selection of VFO, call with
tone, memory recall, priority chan-
nel, memory/VFO changeover and
memory write. The two VFOs can
be set onto the same frequency by
pressing one button.

On the left side of the box,
there are two rows of pushbuttons
for selecting mode, clarifier with
clear (the FM channel knob
becomes a clarifier when this is

selected), up/down scanning etc.,
processor on/off, AGC fast/slow,
narrow CW filter (optional), FM
channels or VFO, noise blanker,
and dial lock. A rotary switch
selects meter -read discriminator,
ALC, or power out. Two meters are
provided which have normal modes
of S -meter and power out, although
indications were not too accurate
from these.

The frequency displayed is to
the nearest 1 00Hz, and thus seven
digits. Various other functions are
also displayed on the meter panel.
Along the bottom are split concen-
tric pots for mic gain and drive
(variable on all modes from ex-
tremely low to full power), shift and
bandwidth (centre indented), AF
RX gain and squelch, and RF gain
and RX tone.

The review sample was sup-
plied with an additional satellite
plug in, which, rather astonishing-
ly, allows the user to transmit on
one band at the same time as
receiving on another. This is quite

Yaesu \VE=OiliM
multimode transceiver

Just occasionally we have seen rigs
developed which could be describ-
ed as 'all eggs in one basket'
machines. After years of develop-
ment, Yaesu have now introduced
their more amazing new box, the
FT726R into which can be put
three seperate bands in the form of
modules, the review sample incor-
porating 70cm, 2m and 6m. USB,
LSB, CW and FM modulation us in -

market models, possibly available
in this country as 'black imports',
are not readily convertible to UK
specifications.)

There are also up and down
buttons which can be used either to
step FM channels, or to start a

scan, this latter option cutting in
when the button is held on for more
than 0.5 second. Audible pip tones
show the commencement of scan -

Marketing an all -singing all -dancing transceiver can be
a risky business - it takes only one bad section to let
the whole rig down. Has Yaesu's risk paid off? Angus

McKenzie investigates the FT726R.
cluded, and several methods of
tuning are available. The normal
VFO covers either 10KHz of
100KHz per rotation in 20Hz or
200Hz steps, he VFO being
available for all modes. A conven-
tional click position rotary can be
selected for FM and programmed to
either 12.5 or 25KHz channelling
on 2m or 70cm, but the 6m module
has 5 and 10KHz channelling.

For the UK market, models sold
by official Yaesu dealers will have
the previously mentioned channell-
ing, but a hugh variety of alter-
native modules are available with
different frequency ranges and/or
different channelling and repeater
shifts. You may need to watch out
for 'parallel' imports and check to
see if they have the correct
modules which are better suited to
the UK situation. (SMC, who sup-
plied the review model, have
pointed out that Japanese home 

YA.ESII wt..< ALL MOO. TAf6AMxa F T. 726P
411,r, o
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uncanny, and there was only a

barely preceptible blocking, thus
allowing very efficient duplex or
satellite working.

You will certainly need a cold
wet towel round your head when
you are getting to know all the
facilities, and after my lengthy
perusal I needed a long think in
order to find what was actually
missing! The supplied microphone,
of course, has PTT, which is
duplicated on a socket on the rear
panel, but no PTT MOX button is
provided on the front panel, which
is inconvenient for a long over. A
desk mic is available which has a
MOX button on it, but I was sur-
prised to see that VOX is also miss-
ing from the rig; many will consider
this a pity, although I personally do
not like VOX. CW keying is semi
'break-in', however, and this work-
ed well.

The only other serious omission
that I found is that you cannot turn
the AGC off. The rig has an odd lit-
tle foible on SSB in that even with
squelch at minimum, ie. off
(squelch works on SSB and FM),
the RF gain control will, when turn-

ed back beyond a certain point,
causes squelch action which is
very inconvenient when you want
to peak up on a very strong signal
or increase the receive dynamic
range on such a signal.

Well Connected
Each band module on the back has
its own individual antenna socket,
S0239s for 6m and 2m, and an N
for 70cm. Beside each socket is a
standby 3.5mm jack for intercon-
necting linears so that the ap-
propriate linear is selected for each
band, the sockets applying a short
circuit on TX and open RX, which is
just how we want it for most
linears. Other back panel sockets
include a 3.5mm speaker jack, AF
out on a phono socket (around
0.5V from 600 ohms from the top
of the volume control, and
therefore independent of the con-
trol setting), PTT on phono, CW
1/4 " key back, 1 3.8V DC (chassis
socket requiring a 4 -pin plug). An
IEC mains socket is complemented
by its fuse and a large grounding
post with wing nut.

Inside a well on the top are four

switches selecting scan for busy,
manual or clear, scan stop or
pause, tone squelch (optional ac-
cessory but of no interest in UK)
and repeater toneburst on/off (un-
fortunately this also works on
simplex, I don't mind this as you
can switch it off, but some will find
it irritating and might well forget
that it is on when transferring to
simplex). A lithium battery is pro-
vided internally for holding the
memories when mains is unplugg-
ed and this facility is switchable.

Mere Niggles?

At this stage perhaps I should men-
tion a few more niggles, but please
realise that this is my opinion,
though it is shared by one or two
other 726 users.

When using VFO on say 2m, it
is very easy to knock the band up or
down buttons accidentally and
when you step back again, you find
that you have lost your frequency
which requires you to find the sta-
tion again. You can lock the rig on a
frequency but then you cannot
VFO from this lock position easily. I
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Top view of FT726R showing the general layout. The Motherboard is
mounted vertically parallel to the front panel (LHS). PSU at top RHS.

got over this problem, which kept
on occuring because my fingers are
rather large, by inserting the fre-
quency in use into a memory and
then recalling it, followed by
memory to VFO. At any time I could
Then re-establish frequency with
VFO in a second or two. I feel that
Yaesu should have had seperate
memories on the VFO automatical-
ly switched on for each module. If
you just shunt 1 MHz within a band,
incidentally, you do not lose the
KHz frequency, and just the MHz
changes.

The frequency readout can
easily be read at a distance, and it is
set back from. the front panel slight-
ly thus helping to reduce the ef-
fects of glare from the sun for ex-
ample; however, if you move your
head vertically off axis, it becomes
difficult -o read.

And There's More....
I do not want to bore the reader by
detailing the facilities any further,
so suffice it to say that it provides
almost every requirement except
preparing coffee (or beer), although
one could possibly fix this too! But
how did it all work out in practice?

I used the rig on and off for
several weeks, and found the RF
performance to be very good in
almost all areas. On 2m for exam-
ple, I found the VFO to be smooth
and convenient for SSB/CW, but I

preferred To use the channel click
switch on 12.5 or 25KHZ spacings

for FM; however, just occasionally I
used the VFO for FM to cope with
the very occasional station who in-
sisted on using 1 OKHz offsets.
Scanning worked superbly well
either from the mic or rig, and in the
pause mode it stopped for just
about the right time for me to
decide whether to stop it or not.

The facility for transferring from
memory to VFO is marvellous,
allowing you to return at an instant
to a calling frequency, or beacon,
and then VFO from it . RF input sen-
sitivity was excellent on 6m, and
good, but not outstanding, on 2m

and 70cm. The RIFM performance
was good on all three bands, and so
an RF preamp external to the rig
could be used quite frequently, pro-
vided that nobody was belting RF
at me within very close range!
Selectively on all modes was most
certainly better than average, cop-
ing well with 1 2.5KHz spacing on
FM for example, whilst the CW nar-
row optional filter was most useful,
although I would have preferred a
slightly flatter top and steeper
skirts.

Transmitted audio was par-
ticularly good on all modes, but you
will need to watch the position of
the power control on SSB, for
strange things seem to happen
when this was advanced beyond
the point where ALC is just beginn-
ing to act. A number of stations
reported that not only was I pro-
ducing audible clicks on transients
up to 50KHz either side of the
transmission on 2m, but there was
a tendency to roughness on the
channel. These transcient clicks
could muck up somebody else's DX
QSO. I had to reduce the power
control to half way before the clicks
virtually went, so clearly the
module itself had too much gain.
After correction, the PEP reading
had only reduced by 0.5dB, so no
significant peak power was lost.

Other 726 users that I con-
tacted did not have this clicking
problem, so presumably my 2m
module was slightly faulty. I much
prefer a power control which starts
cutting back almost from the mo-

Bottom view of FT726R. VFO (in screened box) top LHS. Receive board
top RHS. 2m and 70cm modules centre and lower LS.
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Close up of VFO and Receive PCB.

ment of turning down from max-
imum.

The compressor action was
almost inaudible unless I was being
received extremely weakly, and in a
way this is a good point since it
was not obvious when I was using
the compressor at all. I would have
preferred, though, to have the
availability of more control on the
degree of compression and clipp-
ing.

Received audio was definitely
better than average on FM,
although I have heard better. On
SSB however, the audio just did not
seem clean, for whilst a continuous
tone was acceptable, but not good,
speech transient seemed to be sur-
prisingly rough from stations that I
know always put out very clean
sounding signals as heard on my
normal station equipment. I sug-
gest that something is not quite
right with the attack time of the
AGC, or the transcient perfor-
mance of the product detector.
Other 726 users tended to agree on
this.

I would also have preferred a
better quality built-in speaker on
such an expensive rig, for it is often

inconvenient to use an external
one. An external speaker improved
matters, but I would have liked a lit-
tle more power reserve when using
the rig in the open air as a

demonstration station.
The IF shift and bandwidth con-

trols are easy to use. I tuned the
receiver over the entire width of
each band and to my amazement
found only one minute spurious
tone equivalent to around 0.05uV
on 50.926MHz, which I don't think
could possibly worry anyone. This
is outstandingly good, especially
because of the rig's complexity. Oh
yes, I almost forgot, I particularly
liked the power variation facility -
which could be set to give as low
as a few mW of RF output on all
modes.

All the repeater normal and
reverse shifts operated perfectly,
reverse repeater being extremely
useful, especially on 70cm.

Hot Stuff

The large heat sink on the back left
hand corner does get very hot, so
you will need to allow plenty of air
behind the rig on your bench. I

can't see you using this rig in the

70cm module - showing the RF circuitry.

car unless you have a ginormous
parcel shelf, but it would be
fabulous for Field day.

I have a personal prejudice
against plastic bodies and front
panels, and I would have much
preferred this machine to have a
nice shiny metal front rather than
its plastic one which could become
rather tatty after a while.

The front panel layout could
have been better thought out; for
example, would it not have been
better to have the RF gain with the
AF gain, and the squelch with the
tone? The up and down band but-
tons are very inconveniently posi-
tioned, and I would have preferred
these much higher up.

Many have found the satellite
duplex provision to be quite
awkward to use, but I would have
thought that after a few times most
users would find the procedures
almost instinctive, although it is not
always clear what the frequency
readout is indicating during setting
up this mode.

Laboratory Tests

Looking over all the vast array of
figures from the lab. tests, we can
see that the RF sensitivity on all
bands is better than average on
both FM and SSB, although not
quite 'state-of-the-art'. I am par-
ticularly impressed with the 70cm
performance, as normally one
would expect it to be slightly worse
than that on 2m. The SSB perfor-
mance was virtually identical to
that of FM, the CW narrow band-
width with the optional filter of
course giving more sensitivity still.

Two-tone radio frequency inter -
modulation (RFIM) on each of the
bands. All the results were
reasonably good on 6m, very good
on 2m and excellent on 70cm in
comparison with other raw black
boxes. I gain the impression that
Yaesu designers have at last realis-
ed the importance of giving a good
RFIM performance combined with a
good sensitivity,, although they
could have achieved even better,
as was shown in the recent
IC251 E/Mutek review.

In practice, I did not on any oc-
casion hear any IM products
developed from stations outside
the 2m band, no problems being
noted from the hundreds of police
transmitters around my area, which
are above 146MHz. Very strong
signals on SSB caused no serious
problems quite close to a received
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frequency provided that the adja-
cent signals were themselves
clean.

Selectivity

The selectivity on all bands on FM
was very slightly lopsided, but very
good on 12.5kHz channelling and
superb on 25kHz channelling. On
SSB the 3dB bandwidth was just
about right, the skirts being quite
sharp down to - 60dB, thus giving
a very good shape factor. The pass -
band ripple was minimal on the SSB
filter, thus helping received audio
to be better than on the IC251E. I
quite liked the optional CW narrow
filter for it did have less loss than
usual, although its shape was not

ideal.
The S -meter on FM offers a

very poor performance from S3 to
9 + 20dB, the actual difference be-
ing only round 10dB between these
points. On SSB and CW the
S -meter scale covers a far greater
range, and this is very useful.

Frequency Accurancy

We checked frequency accuracy on
receive on both SSB and CW. The
50MHz band was excellent,
whereas 2m and 70cm were up to
only 300Hz out. The intended fre-
quency is that indicated when a
carrier is zero beat on SSB, but with
a beat note of 700Hz on CW. This
CW offset could be annoying for
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some users whilst convenient for
others and I cannot really show any
preference in the case of the 726. I
was a little annoyed by a slight shift
from USB to LSB on SSB of 100Hz.
We used our Marconi 2019
generator with an external standard
synchronised to Rugby on 60kHz
for checking frequency accuracy.
On FM best SINAD was always ob-
tained right on channel which
shows excellent alignment of the
discriminator.

The reciprocal mixing perfor-
mance was checked 20kHz and
100kHz off channel on 6m and 2m,
and just as 100kHz off, on 70cm,
since my lab. equipment is itself
not good enough for testing this
parameter close in on UHF, and
there is no point in quoting mean-
ingless readings. I am just slightly
unhappy with the 20kHz figures for
they show some synthesiser noise
present on the local oscillator, the
ratio between noise and reciprocal
mixing level averaging at 94dB
(82dB ref. 12dB SINAD point). This
figure is certainly not bad, though,
and better than many other rigs,
but what is rather fascinating is the
exceptionally good figure on the
same two bands at 100kHz spac-
ing, 6m representing an overall
dynamic range from this parameter
of 110dB, and 2m being around
104dB. I am not altogether happy
about some crictics giving receiver
dynamic range calculated just from
the reciprocal mixing ratio for, as
you can see, the figure depends
upon how near the carrier you get
to make the measurement. The
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Other side of 70 cm module - showing the PLL unit.
main receiver IF is at 10.8MHz ap-
proximately, the three modules ac-
ting as transverters, 70cm having
an extra higher IF.

We looked at the static distor-
tion of the product detector on SSB
and the discriminator on FM for an
audio output level of 125mW. On
both modes the distortion was a lit-
tle high, but whilst FM was accep-
table, the SSB measurement did
not correlate with the audible trans-
ient distoration on speech, whereas
ordinary carriers sounded
moderately clean, this showing
that the AGC attack time was not
quite right, and/or there was
possibly insufficient overload
margin in the entire IF chain to ac-
comodate transients before the
AGC could take hold. Fast AGC as
very fast indeed, whilst slow AGC
is just about how I like it, full
recovery taking many seconds. The
maximum available output from the
rig into 8 ohms was about average
and I really would like to see more
available.

Output Powers

We checked FM, SSB and CW out-
put powers on all three modules,

and whilst I was happy with 6m
and 70cm, the 2m module seemed
to have been set up for too much
available output power, which was
confirmed in subjective trials with
golden eared listeners! We had a
look at the 2nd and 3rd harmonic
outputs on all the bands and the on-
ly one that worries me is the 2nd
harmonic of 52MHz at - 59dB,
which of course is well within Band
II. When the band is opened up to
104MHz in the next few years, we
shall have to pay very close atten-
tion to 2nd harmonic distortion if
we get 50MHz; this should not be a
major problem but just a nuisance,
because we will all need good
output filters.

We carried out two tone IM
tests at two power levels on each
of three bands. The 6m results
were good for a black box, the
higher orders falling down well
below the lower orders quite rapid-
ly. At lower power levels the IM
performance was excellent. On 2m
at high power levels, higher order
harmonics were worse than they
should have been, and these did
not fall rapidly enough at lower
power levels. 70cm IM perfor-
mance was far better, although it is

Optional satellite unit (PCB in centre of picture).

odd that the third order product at
low levels was higher than I might
have expected it, although not of
any concern. Note that the two
tone PEP levels are somewhat
lower than those for speech, as the
former was continuous, whilst the
latter represented transients.

The deviation level of the tone
burst of all frequencies was slightly
high, but absolute peaks of modula-
tion very high when measured with
wide bandwidth on a Marconi
2305 peak reading deviation
meter. In practice, the maximum
deviation seemed full but not ex-
cessive within a communication
bandwidth, but high total devia-

Each VHF/UHF module is triple
screened.
tions seemed to be rather common
on almost all FM amateur radio
equipment, perhaps because very
steep audio filters above 2kHz
would be extremely costly to instal.
Frequency accuracy coincided pret-
ty well throughout with received
frequencies.

We checked the carrier rejec-
tion referred to full single tone out-
put on SSB with the power control
on the onset of ALC. Carrier rejec-
tion was excellent at - 60dB,
which degraded to - 51dB when
the power control was fully ad-
vanced, so well into ALC, which is
not recommended. SSB side -band
rejection was better than - 49dB,
which is excellent. With mic gain at
minimum, the noise within the filter
pass -band was around - 70dB per
50Hz bandwidth, which thus
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shows 52dB dynamic range after
the gain control. Noise at + or
- 5kHz from the carrier was below
- 90dB within a 50Hz bandwidth,
which is excellent.

Conclusions

There can be no doubt that this is
an amazing new box. It seems uni-
que in having so many bells and
whistles, almost all which are most
useful, although I personally would
not use the programmable abnor-
mal repeater shift function. It is cer-
tainly recommendable, and
although it is very expensive, three
separate multi -band rigs would
cost a lot more. I also very much
enjoyed using it, and I do ap-
preciate that many readers will
regard some of my minor criticisms
as niggles, but I feel that they are all
worth pointing out. The two worst
points are probably the 2m SSB
transmit performance (probably a

sample fault) and the general SSB
received distortion, presumably
due to insufficient clipping margin
in the final IFs before the product
detector, perhaps in combination
with an insufficiently fast AGC at-
tack time on long AGC.

Yaesu are to be congratulated
for producing such a wonder box,
and it is not surprising that so many
people have already purchased it,
despite its cost, thus proving that
there are many amateurs prepared
to dig deeply into their pockets to
put all their eggs in one basket.
There is so much that is right about
this rig, the tuning ergomonics and
memory facilities being excellent.

Quite often the first production
of a new rig has teething problems,
and the review sample was an early
one. So frequently Japanese
manufacturers improve some of the
early problem areas in later produc-
tion, and this will probably occur in
the case of the FT726, which is

now way beyond the early produc-
tion stage. I have just received
news of a new module covering
21, 24 and 28 to 30MHz, which
will give 10W output, and contain
switchable 100kHz repeater shift,
thus allowing one to access US
10m repeaters. This gilds the lily,
and I really look forward to trying
the new module when it arrives one
day.

I found the instruction book ex-
cellent, and well up to the high
Yaesu standard. The equipment
was very well put together, and it is
possible to work on the modules as
the connecting leads are
reasonably long to assist in this. I

would like to thank SMC for pro-
viding the rig for review, including
the one and only 6m module at the
time of writing, and also my col-
leage Simon Roberts, G8UQX, and
many friends who have helped me
with all the measurements and sub-
jective evaluations.

RECEIVER MEASUREMENTS
Sensitivity FM @ 12.5kHz offset 66.5/43.5

@ 25 kHz offset 78 /77
Rf level (in uV pd) for 1 2dB SINAD; 1 kHz modula-
tion, 4kHz deviation.
@ 432.000MHz 0.14

@ 50 kHz offset

Selectivity, USB

78.5/78.5

@ 435.000MHz 0.14
@ 439.000MHz 0.13 3dB bandwidth (kHz) 2.0

60dB bandwidth (kHz) 2.4
@ 144.000MHz 0.14 60dB bandwidth (kHz) 3.5
@ 145.000MHz 0.14
@ 145.975MHz 0.13 Shape factor (60dB Bw/3dB Bw) 1.8

@ 50.000MHZ 0.12 Selectivity, CW (with optional narrow
@ 52.000MHz 0.1 filter)
@ 54.000MHz 0.13

3dB bandwidth (kHz) 0.24
Sensitivity, USB 6dB bandwidth (kHz) 0.62

60dB bandwidth (kHz) 1.15
RF level (in uV pd) for 1 2dB SINAD; 1 kHz modula-
tion, Shape factor 4.8

@ 432.000MHz 0.14 S meter calibration
@ 435.000MHZ 0.14
@ 439.000MHz 0.13 Rf levels (uV pd) (@ 145 MHz) on FM/SSB to give

the following readings:
@ 144.000MHz 0.14
@ 145.000MHZ 0.14 S1 0.3/ 0.5
@ 145.975MHz 0.13 S3 1.4/ 1.2

S5 2.1/ 2.2
@ 50.000MHz 0.11 S7 2.7/ 3.8
@ 52.000MHz 0.12 S9 3.2/ 5.9
@ 54.000MHZ 0.14 S9 + 20dB 4.7/ 35

S9 + 40dB 6.7/ 316
Selectivity, FM S9 + 60dB 10.0/3300
Ration of on channel signal to off channel interfer-
ing signal (in dB), to degrade SINAD 3dB. Interfer-
ing signal high/low of on -channel.

RF intermodulation distortion, FM
RF levels at the quoted offsets to give 1 2dB
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SINAD/S5 products at the quoted frequencies:

435MHz

+ 25, + 50kHz
+ 100, + 200kHz 1.5/3.3

145MHz

+ 25, + 50kHz 1.1/2.7
+ 100, + 200kHz 1.1/2.4

,52MHz

+ 25, + 50kHz 0.5/1.5
+ 100, + 200kHz 0.5/1.5

2.3/3.5

RF intermodulation distortion, USB
RF levels (mV pd) at the quoted offsets to give S5
product at the quoted frequencies:

435MHz

+ 25, + 50kHZ
+ 100, + 200kHz

145MHz

+ 25, + 50kHz
+ 100, + 200kHz

52MHz

+ 25, + 50kHz
+ 100, + 200kHz

4.2
4.0

3.3
3.7

2.3
2.3

Reciprocal mixing performance
Levels (mV pd) @ + 20 Et + 100kHz to degrade
SINAD on USB by 3dB.

@ 435MHz
@ 145MHz
@ 52MHz

- /3.3
1.0/5.3
1.8/9.8

Accuracy of frequency display on USB
RX (Hz)

@ 425MHz
@ 145MHz
@ 52MHZ

+ 200
+ 200

0

Distortion
with 125mW audio output into 8 ohms

432MHz 12.8/14/12.4
435MHz 13.2/14/12.9
439MHz 13.8/14/13.7

144MHz 12.5/20/12.3
145MHz 12.5/20/12.3
146MHz 12.4/20/12.2

50MHz 10.4/15/10.4
52MHz 10.3/15/10.2
54MHz 10.1/15/10.1

Harmonic, spurious output, FM

Levels of 2nd/3rd harmonics relative to full power
(dBc) followed by level and offset (MHz) from car-
rier of worst spurious.

435MHz
145MHz

52MHz

- 63/- 68/ - 70
- 68/ - 70/ - 60@ + / - 10.8MHz
- 59/ - 60/ - 70

Intermodulation distortion

2.2kHz Er 500Hz injected into mic. socket at
equal levels. 3rd/5th/7th/11th/15th/19th order
products given in dB relative to level of causatory
tones.

435MHz

10W PEP output*
1 W PEP output

145MHz

1 5W PEP output*
1 W PEP output

5 2 M H z

16W PEP output

- 25/- 31/- 41/- 60/- 70/- 70
- 20/ - 40/ - 60/ - 70/ - 70/ - 70

-271- 391- 42/ - 50/ - 54/- 60
- 28/ - 45/ - 64/ - 70/ - 70/ - 70

- 23/-45/-42/-60/- 70/-72
1W PEP output - 29/- 48/- 51/- 80/- 80/- 80

Carrier level

With drive set so that ALC is just
on threshold (dBc) - 60

With drive maximum (dBc) - 51

Unwanted sideband
(relative to wanted sideband) (dBc) - 40

FM/SSB (%) 5.1/2.8 FM deviation Maximum Tone burst

Audio output power
(kHz) (kHz)

435MHz 7.5 5.1
@ 10% THD (W) 2.3 145MHz 7.5 5.2

52MHz 7.3 5.2

TRANSMITTER MEASUREMENTS

Maximum Power Output
FM (W)/USB (W PEP)/CW (W)

Deviation figures are peak -to -peak ÷ 2 not RMS.
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Addendum
Go Foxhunting!
HRT, October

The diagrams below, giving construc-
tional data for the tuned circuit of the
simple DF receiver, were omitted from
the original article due to lack of
space.

Licence Conditions and the RAE
HRT November

Please note that all references to the
Secretary of State for the Home
Department should now read the Sec-

reatary of State for the Department of
Trade and Industry. Also, the term
GMT has now been superceeded for
log. keeping purposes by UCT (Univer-
sal Co-ordinated Time).

100mm T Cu WIRE

ANT DIODE

25p
VARIABLE

50R
COAX

44

0A71 Ge DIODE
or HP -2800

HOT CARRIER

TO AMPLIFIER

J03

P02

FIG. 7 PC. B component location
P01

Auto Antena Switch
HRT November

The component listing and the overlay
diagram were held over from last
month due to lack of space. They are
given below.

COMPONENT LISTING

RELAY DRIVER PCB
R1 1k51/2W
D1-D7 1N4148
Q1 BFY51-
ICl
J01 13 -pin Yaesu PCB

socket
J02 2 -pin socket
J03 10 -pin angled socket

RELAY BOX
P01, P02, P03
RL1-RL5

To suit sockets
2 -pole power relay,
12V (both poles
wired in parallel)

MISCELLANEOUS
15 -pin plug and soeket; 15 -way multi -

core cable; box, 222 by 146 by55mm

NOTES
IC1 is RS part no. 303-422
Box is RS part no. 509-254
J01 is obtainable from SMC Ltd -
see their advertisment for the address.

13 wire
"'cable
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It'sWestetn for YAESU and KENWOOD
Since we first introduced the "Yaesu Musen" brand name to the UK market in 1970 and more recently the "Kenwood" name for Amateur Radio
equipment, you can buy with confidence where experience counts. We maintain links with the factories for spares though we maintain stocks
also. We also have extensively equipped service facilities with extensive (and expensive!) test equipment. It's gratifying to hear that more and
more discerning prospective customers object to the "knocking and false rumours" put around by our competitors. Thank you Mr A. in Kent for
your order for Kenwood TS -530S a few minutes ago. Remember, Kenwood is THE brand name throughout the world. It's only for UK that Trio is
used. At 'WESTERN' we are not part of any illegal price ring and we are pleased to supply KENWOOD brand equipment known and recognised
throughout the world.

Western - FOR VALUE FOR MONEY WITH
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL CHOICE . . . YAESU PRICES (can: paid) rAESU

KENWOOD PRICE LIST
1301 STS -1 Base stand/charger for TR-2400
1302 KB -1 Deluxe knob for TS -530/830 series
1307 PS -20 DC PSU for TR-9300
1308 PBK-24K Spare battery pack for TR-2400
1309 MC -30S Hand microphone, 500 ohm
1312 MC -50 Desk microphone, 500 ohm/50k
1313 MC -60 Desk scanning microphone, dual impedance

43.00
10.50

49.00
16.00

13.00

30.00

50.00

YAESU FT -101Z £499 FT-101ZD £569
* Digital frequency readout on 'D' model
* ORM-beating Variable IF Bandwidth
* High performance RF processor
* Rugged 61466 PAs with RF negative feedback
* Full band coverage 160-10 metres
* Compatible with all '901 accessories

1317 MB -100 Mobile mount for TS -130S 18.00

1318 SP -100 Speaker for RICO° 26.00

VHF/UHF EQUIPMENT 1322 TS -130S HF transceiver 525.00

1234 FT -290R 2m all mode transceiver, portable 245.00 1323 DFC-230 Digital remote frequency controller 130.00

1242 FT-720RV 2m FM mobile transciever, 10W 18900 1324 TS -430S HF transceiver with gen. cov. receiver 705.00

1241 FT-720RU 70cm FM mobile transceiver, IOW 219.00 1328 9-600 Receiver 24080

1263 FT -2300 2m FM mobile transceiver, 25W 230.00 1329 SP -930 External speaker 55.00

1210 MMB-11 Mobile Mount for FT -290R 21.50 1330 TS-930S/ATU HF transceiver with gen. cov. receiver & ATU 126300

1202

1220
CSC -1A
FP -80A

Carrying Case for FT -290R
AC PSU, 4.5Amps

3.25
53.00

1331

1332
TS -930S
R-10013

HF transceiver with gen. cov. receiver
General coverage receiver, digital

1199.00

1595 C NICADS Set of 8 Nicads for FT -2900 21.00 1333 DCK-1 DC operating kit for R-1000 826

1205 FP -4 AC PSU, 4Amps 42.00 1335 R-2000 New general coverage receiver 389.00

1211 NC -11C Charger for FT -290R 8.00 1337 TR-2403 2m FM hand portable transceiver 195.00

1200 NC -1 Desk Charger for FT -202R 19.00 1339 TR-9130 2m Multimode transceiver, 25W 419.00

1201 PA -1 12V adapter for FT -202R 19.00 1341 TR-9500 70cm FM/SSB/CW mobile transceiver 399.00

1258 NC -7 Base charger for FT -208/708R Nog 1343 TR-8403 70cm FM mobile transceiver, synthesised 250.00

1253 NC -8 Deluxe fast charger for FT -208/708R 4208 1344 DS -2 DC converter for TS -830S 42.00

1260 FBA -2 Battery sleeve for NC -7, NC -8 3.00 1319 SP -430 Speaker for TS -430S 30.50

1262 NC -9 Compact trickle charger 8.09 1320 AT -130 Aerial tuning unit 100W 91.00

FT -208R VHF Handie FM Transceiver 189.00 1321 MB -430 Mobile mounting bracket for TS -430S 12.50

FT -708R

FT -726R

UHF Handie FM Transceiver
VHF/UHF multiband transceiver 12m installed)

199.00
649.00

1325
1326

AT -230
TS -530S

Aerial tuning unit, all band, matches TS -830S
HF Transceiver 160-10m with new bands

135.00

FT -730R

FT -790R

70cm lOW FM SSB Transceiver
70cm SSB/FM Transceiver

30.00
290.00

1327
1334

SP -230

FM -430
External speaker unit
FM option unit for TS -430S 33.75

from the KENWOOD STABLE FOR . . .

the discerning DX -OPERA TOR . . . or . . . DX-SWL
. . . the TS -930s, f1199 . . . and . . . R-1000 £279

Since, at 'WESTERN', we sell both Yaesu and Kenwood, we do not try to push a prospective purchaser into a particular brand of
equipment ... we have no "axe to grind" one way or the other.
Our M.D. (He's spoilt! He just takes home what he fancies for a trial evaluation!) thought he'd try the top of ranges FT -1 and TS -930S. He
promptly brought the FT -1 back to the stock -room (Mr Hasegawa, please note!). Then he took the FT -102. He hitched the FT -102 and TS -930S up
together but brought the FT -102 back. Said he'd got too old and lazy to bother with controls like PA Tune, PA Load, Pre -selection tuning, when
the TS -930S does the same job with less knobs. He's grown to like the 930S so much he hasn't tried it against the Yaesu FT -980 - although no
doubt it's only a matter of time (The FT -102 is back in the demonstration room!). The 'Noise Blanker' really cuts old "Woody Woodpecker"
down to size! UA's will have to find something new to annoy a TS -930S owner.
How often have you found a rare DX -station only to discover he has a good pile-up too! With the '930' you just press "M In" and store his
frequency in the memory and carry on tuning round or QSO elsewhere. Then to come back smack onto the rare DX you just select 'Memory'
instead of the VFO, and up pops your DX station. Since there are 8 memory channels there are more than enough for anyone!
The R-1000 is an un-cluttered simple to use and excellent general coverage receiver. It brings the world to your fingertips in seconds. With its
PLL synthesised receiver you get excellent stability and accuracy.
Features are:-

* Covers 200kHz to 30MHz continuously
* 30 1MHz bands
* Noise Blanker
* Terminal for external tape recorder

* Built-in 12hr. quartz digital clock with auto -timer facility to switch
'On' at pre -determined time
'S' meter with 'dimmer' control to panel lighting

* Built-in 4" speaker
Built-in attenuator to prevent overloading
Digital readout to 1kHz and analogue dial
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. . . AN EXCITING NEW ANTENNA IN THE 'PENETRATOR'
SERIES

. . . the DX -26Q . . . 6 -BAND QUAD
its a formidable force on the band!
5&9 ZP5CDB
5&9+20DB VP8NX
5&9. 8P6DH
5&7. TG9NX
5.9+20DB WD9AEU
5.9 ZD7BW
5.9 WA7OPZ OREGON
5.9 VP8AEN. ANTARTICA
5,9+20dB. CX8CB
5&7. 5WIDZ

DX -24Q

5H3JR "Strong Signal"
G4HRN/W5 "Very outstanding signal"
W4US/HR1. "Wow Man! are you really in
England?"
VK81F "Thought you were local"
The above are a few of the reports and comments
received over the course of a few hours operating. They
(or the antenna!) speak for themselves. When you up-
grade your antenna system to a quad, you'll only have
one regret ... and that's not having done it sooner!
Send SAE for specification.

DX -26Q
2 Elements
2,10,15,20m £199.99

2 Elements
2,10,12,15,16 & 20m £224.25

Prices (Inc. Carr. and VAT) DX -34 4 -element, 2KW, 10-15-20m £234.59 DX -105 5 -element, 10m £106.95DX -31 Dipole, 2KW, 10-15-20m, Rotary £75.89 DX -6V Vertical 10-80m £82.79 TD1/10/80 Trapped dipole, 10, 40, 80m £52.90
DX -32 2 element, 2KW, 10-15-20m £112.70 DX -103 3 -element, 10m £82.22 TD1/15/80 Trapped dipole, 15, 20, 40, 80m £52.90DX -33 3 -element, 2KW, 10-15-20m £164.45 DX -51, Dipole Rotary for 14, 18, 21, 24 and

28 MHz £90.85

ROTATORS . .

* * *

we only stock the best . . . buy RELIABILITY . . . buy EMOTO
... WE ARE THE SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS!
Models 103SAX and 502SAX (illustrated) now have 360° circular dial presentation.
EMOTO 103SAX For light HF and large VHF arrays
EMOTO 502SAX For heavier HF beams plus VHF/UHF
EMOTO 1102MXX The really big one for large HF monobanders
EMOTO 1103MXX As 1102MXX but greater turning power
EMOTO 1102MSAX Circular dial
EMOTO 1103MSAX Circular dial
MB -300 Rotary bearing
450 Flexible mount for '103'
451 Felxible mount for 1102/3

£123.05
£171.35
£240.35
£246.10
£303.60
£309.35

£17.25
£6.32

£12.65

The 30ft ULTIMAST
A new mast for the budget -conscious amateur. Constructed in
two sections, the lower being a square section tube and the
upper a 3" dia. round tube, the ULTIMAST telescopes up to 30ft
and down to 15ft. The tilt -over allows easy antenna access with
the pivot point only 3ft above ground.

* * *

VHF ROTATOR
only £39.95

ask for Cat. No. 1145

HF ROTATOR
only £86.25

ask for Cat. No. 1144

ANOTHER Weitan WINNER!

We designed our ULTI-MAST for
PEOPLE WITH 2 HANDS!

Seems our competitors got it wrong! They need 3 hands according to the review in
"Practical Wireless" of March, 1983.

REMEMBER ... the ULTI-MAST was so called because it is the

ULTI-MATE IN DESIGN

Our structural engineering department came up with the maxi-
mum of strength for the minimum of cost. It's impossible to get
MORE strength for LESS cost ... so beware of cheap co-

pies ... they may not have the correct material.

Slim, unobtrusive One -winch operation
For VHF and HF antennas Telescopic and Tilt -over
Simple ground fixing Self-supporting

THIS IS THE TELESCOPIC YOU CAN AFFORD!

Ultimast, UM -1 £251.85
Reducer head, UHD-1 (reduces to 2" dia stub) £16.10
Rotor head, UHD-2 (takes up to Emoto 103SAX) E15.65

PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY AND VAT AT 15%

 ACCESS  BARCLAYCARD  DINERS CLUB  H.P. ARRANGED  PART EXCHANGE

FAIRFIELD ESTATE, LOUTH, LINCS LN11 OJHWastanElactrenics (UK) ltd Tel: Louth (0507) 604955. Telex: 56121 WEST G
OPEN HOURS: 09.00-12.00; 13.00.17.00 Mon/Fri; SATURDAYS 09.00-12.00 Goods supplied by return of post.

Agent: -
Northern Ireland
Tom Greer GI4TGR
Norma Greer GI4TBP
Tel: Drumbo 645
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Your at -a -glance guide to what's happening around the clubs, on the air
and in general radio -wise.

1 Nov Stevenage DRS Slow Scan TV by G4BWU
Aylesbury Vale RS: Semiconductors by
G8AYM
Mid -Warwickshire ARS: Natter night
Wakefield DRS: Natter night
Fylde ARS: Nucleonics by G4DPI
Chichester DRC: Meeting
(Note: Flyde ARS now meet at the Kite
Club, Blackpool Airport)

2 Nov Cheshunt DRC: Natter night
Fareham RC: Natter night/on the air
Wirral DRC: Informal at The Harp, Lower
Neston
Edgeware DRS: Visit to British Aerospace
club at Hatfield. UOSA T by G3YJO
Nene Valley RC: Junk Sale
Stockton DRS: Venue now changed to Bill-
ingham Community Centre. Ring PRO for
details.

4 Nov Medway ARErB: Video evening
Cambridge DRC: Informal meetingimorse
class
Maltby ARS: Amatuer Photography
Harrow RS: Informal/practical

5 Nov RSGB 144 MHz CW contest
North Devon Radio Rally at Bradworthy
Memorial Hall (Nr. Holsworthy). 10.30am-
5pm; bring and buy, talk -in S22
Southdown ARS: The Isaac Newton
Telescope by George Harding.

6 Nov WAB LF CW contest
Cambridge University WS: Informal

7 Nov Stowbridge DRS: Informal
Leighton Linstable RC: Meeting
Braintree DARS: Construction contest
Thornton Cleveleys ARS: Modern Heating
Controls by G8KBH

8 Nov Stevenage DARS: Constructors evening
Bury RS: Japanese Morse by G3CSG

9 Nov Cheshunt DRC: Quiz at home against
Harlow RS
Three Countries ARC: Judgement night of
construction contest
Fareham RC: QRP Operation by G3CCB
Nene Valley RC; Wheatstone's Greatest In-
vention? by G40D1
Stockton DRS: Ring PRO for details

10 Nov Edgeware DRS: Informal
Smiths Industries RC: FSTV demonstration
(Note: Membership open to the general

public. Write to Sec, Smiths Ind RC, Smith
ASCo, Evesham Road, Cheltenham GL52
4SF)

11 Nov Cambridge DRC: Film show
Farnborough DRC: AGM
Maltby ARS: Project night
Spalding DARS: Construction contest for
G2BQC memorial trophy
Harrow RS: Annual dinner at the
Grimsdyke Hotel

12 Nov RSGB Second 1.8MHz contest
14 Nov Thornton Clevelys ARS: Computers by

G3GIV
Milton Keynes DRS: Junk sale
Plymouth RC: Video or slide show (RSGB)

15 Nov Stevenage DRS: talk on Navigational
Satellites
Mid -Warwickshire ARS: Mobile In-
terference Suppression by G8XDL
Biggin Hill ARC: talk on BBC Radio News
Wakefield DRS: Film show
Fylde ARS: Informal meeting
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16 Nov Cheshunt DARC: Natter nite
Fareham RC: Natter nite/on the air
Wirral DRC: Informal at The Primrose,
Liscard Nene Valley RC: Natter nite/on the
air
Stockton DRS: Ring PRO for details

17 Nov Chichester DARC: Sporadic 'E' and DXTV
by Ron Ham

18 Nov Medway AREtB: A Return to Real Amateur
Radio by G4EVY
Cambridge DARC: Informal/morse class/on
air
Harrow RS: Informal/practical

21 Nov Stourbridge DARS: Annual surplus sale
Leighton Linsdale RC: Meeting
Braintree DARS: Junk sale
Thornton Cleveleys ARS: Club operating
night

22 Nov Cheshunt DARC: Quiz against Harlow RS
- away, at Mark Hall Room, Harlow

23 Nov Cheshunt DARC: AGM
Three Countries ARC: Hospital Radio
Nene Valley RC: Why do Radio Com-
munications Work? by G8TTF
Farnborough DARC: Chairman's evening
Stockton DRS: Ring PRO for details

24 Nov Greater Peterborough ARC: Satellite Work-
ing by G3NRW
Edgeware DRS: To be announced

25 Nov Cambridge DARC: A Guide to Propagation
by Ray Fiavell
Maltby ARS: Music Sythesis
Harrow RS: Computer Aided Design of
PCBs

28 Nov BARTG 432 MHz Cumulative contest
(2000 - 2200 GMT)
Thornton Cleveleys ARS: Small Bore Rifles
Plymouth RC: OF contest

29 Nov Aylesbury Vale RS: Buying Second-hand
Equipment by G3OSS
Wakefield DRS: Alignment of Equipment

30 Nov Cheshunt DARC: Natter nite
Fareham RC: Natter nite/on the air
Nene Valley RC: Buffet and social evening
Stockton DRS: Ring PRO for details

4 Dec RSGB 144MHz Fixed contest
5 Dec Stowbridge DARS: Informal

Leighton Linsdale RC: Meeting
Braintree DARS: Swept Frequency Testing
by G3OLU
Southdown ARS: AGM
BARTG 432 Mhz Cumulative RTTY con-
test (2000 - 2200 GMT)
RAE Examination Day

6 Dec

7 Dec

8 Dec

9 Dec
10 Dec
11 Dec

12 Dec
13 Dec

14 Dec

16 Dec

17 Dec

9 Dec

20 Dec

20 Dec

22 Dec
27 Dec

1 Jan

3 Jan

5 Jan

Stevenage DARS: Social evening
Mid -Warwickshire ARS: Satellite Working
by G4ROA
Fylde ARS: Christmas party
Chichester DARC: Meeting
Cheshunt DARC: junk sale
Fareham RC: Tests on your Radio by
G8GNB
Nene RC: Natter nite
Stockton DRS: Ring PRO for details
Commencement of Geminids metor
shower - lasts till 15 Dec approx (max
13/14 Dec)
Edgeware DRS: Junk sale
Smiths Industries RC: Antenna talk
Spalding DARS: Annual junk sale
Three Countries ARC: Christmas dance
Leeds Christmas Rally, Civic Centre,
Pudsey, nr Leeds. Opens 1 0.30am, admis-
sion free.
Plymouth RC: Christmas quiz
Exeter ARS: Computers (special venue)
Bury RS: AGM (followed by wine and
cheese)
Stevenage DARS: Constructors evening
Biggin Hill ARC: Surplus equipment
Wakefield DRS: Christmas social
Cheshunt DARC: Natter nite
Fareham RC: Natter nite/on the air
Farnborough DARC: Christmas social
Medway ARErB: Christmas social
Cheshunt DARC: Christmas dinner
Cambridge DARC: Informal meeting/on the
air/morse class
Commencement of Ursids meteor shower
(max 22 Dec)
Chichester DARC: Christmas social
Plymouth RC: Christmas social
Stourbridge DARS: Meeting
Leighton Linsdale RC: Meeting
Braintree DARS: Christmas party
Mid -Warwickshire ARS: Christmas dinner
Stevenage DARS: Natter nite
Fylde ARS: (to be arranged)
Cheshunt DARC: Video shows by G8DNR
Hastings EErRC: Christmas social
East Kent RS: Christmas party
Aylesbury Vale RS: Annual dinner
Wakefield DRS: On the air/natter nite
Edgeware DRS: 2m Straight Key evening

1900 GMT onwards.
Flyde ARS: AGM
Stevenage DARS: Ring PRO for details
East Kent RS: Natter nite

Contacts

Abergavenny ARC
Bury RS
Biggin Hill ARS
Cambridge Repeater Group
Cheshunt DARC
Edgeware DRS
Fareham RC
Fylde ARS
Hastings E8 -RC
Kent Repeater Group
Magherafelt ARC (N.1.)
Maltby ARS
Southdown ARS
Stevenage ARS
Thornton Cleveleys ARS
Three Counties ARC

D. Ffestin Jones
Brian Tydesley
Ian Mitchell
Chris Lorek
Roger Frisby
Howard Drury
Brian Davey
F. Whitehead
Tony Masters
Martin Stoneham
Jack Chapman
Ian Abel
P. Henley
Cliff Barber
Janet Atkinson
Mrs C.J. Baker

0495-79617
Bury 25254
Biggin Hill 75785
0354-740672
Hoddeson 464795
01-952-6462
Fareham 234904
Lytham 737680
Hastings 51659
Herne Bay 69828
0648-32096
Maltby 814911
Eastbourne 763123
Baldock 893736
Blackpool 826451
Bordon 3395
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QuadEl
The basic 'quad' loop consists of a
vertically mounted square of wire
or tubing, each side' a quarter
wavelength long - making a wave -

My first experience with the
quad loop aerial dates back to a
desperate attempt on National Field
Day to work some of the DX on

Many readers will have noticed the praise lavished on full
wave loop aerials in Sant Kharbanda's recent authorative
series on aerials for LF DX working. As a follow up we

include a design for an 'optimum, remotely switched loop
antenna for 14, 21 and 28MHz by Malcolm Healey,

G3TNO, with assistance from Anne Lambert, G6CXF.

length in total around the circum-
ference (Fig. 1). In fact, if you
consider it carefully, it is two half
wave dipoles stacked one above
the other with the ends of the
upper half wave bent downwards,
and the ends of the lower one bent
upward until they touch. The net
resultant gain is actually rather less
than the optimum 3dB to be ex-
pected from stacking a pair of
dipoles. This is due to the lack of

7511 twin feeder

Fig. 1 The Quad Loop

stacking distance between the
upper and lower dipole 'halves'. A
realistic figure for the gain dBd of
the aerial (i.e. with reference to a
single dipole) is in the range 1-2dB.
The quadloop, however, unlike the
half -wave dipole, appears not to be
so fussy about its height above
ground and, as I shall explain later,
the effective gain is thus somewhat
greater.

7MHz that had been missed by the
club in its field day entries of
previous years.

The quad loop was erected,
suspended on a rope which was
slung between two ladders, with
its highest side about 45 feet
above the ground. The lower part
of the antenna was thus only
10-15 feet high. Also erected for
7MHz were horizontal and
inverted-vee dipoles at similar
heights. Thus, not only was it
possible to assess the performance
of the quad loop as a competitive
aerial under the most severe of
contest conditions, but its
performance could be constantly
compared with two other aerials.

At the Field Day post-mortem
the following consensus was
reached: the quad loop enabled us
tO work VK, ZL, and PY (Australia,
New Zealand and Brazil) stations
that were unworkable and in some

cases inaudible on the dipoles. It
was also noticeable that during
daylight hours nearer European
signals were much weaker on the
quad loop as compared with the
dipoles. However, the longer dis-
tant European signals, YU, UA's
etc, were definitely stronger on the
quad loop.

In consequence of the NFD results
and after some thought, a three band
quad loop aerial was made up and
erected at my home for 14, 21 and
28MHz with the highest side at about
35 feet (see Figs. 2 and 3). I kept this
most satisfactory set-up for some five
years. Results on all three bands were
very good to DX at right angles to the
plane of the aerials - consistently
outperforming dipole aerials at a
similar mean height by 1-2 'S' units.

It is fair to ask why the quad loop
produces signal reports, both on
transmit and receive, that are up-
wards of 3dB better than the refer-
ence dipole at the same height when
the quad loop has only a gain of
approximately 1-2dBd? The answer
is that the gain figure with reference
to a dipole does not present the whole
picture. The quad loop appears (al-
though I have made no real measure-
ments), to produce a much lower
angle of radiation. I have found that
DX stations may be worked with the
loop when the path to a particular
station is marginal, especially when
the path is just opening or closing and
often when contact is impossible

Eoch loop connected to REMOTE UNIT
via seperate 7511 balanced twin feeder

Fig. 2 Three -band Quad Loop antenna as erected at the author's QTH.

750 coax to switching
unit in shack
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Nylon rope

ee

At X nylon cords
tied together tor
bracing

Fig. 3 Y

E

5.38m

A3 14MHz loop

Nylon cord to ground stakes

Nylon rope

Loop is ted via 3
seperate 7511 balanced
twin teeders which go to
the remote switching unit

using a half -wave dipole. A low angle
of radiation is vitally important under
these conditions as a reduced angle of
radiation will consequently reduce the
number of reflections needed be-
tween the ionisphere and the earth in
order for contact to be made between
the two distant radio stations. In
reducing the number of times the
signal is reflected, the resulting
attenuation of the signal is also

Fig. 4 Horizontal Polar Diagram
of loop - similar to that of a half
wave dipole.

60-7e

Aerial

Fig. 5 Dipole.

Fig. 6 Quad loop.

t15
Earth

Both aerials quarter wavelength
high.

reduced very considerably. So, up
goeS the signal strength in both
directions. Fig. 5 and 6 show the
vertical polar diagrams of a half wave
dipole and a full wave quad loop at a
similar height above ground.

Only one coaxial feeder is required
to feed the aerial system. Switching
from one aerial to another is achieved
by "ghosting" DC control voltages
down the feeder from the radio shack,

using the simple unit depicted in Fig
7. The control voltages activate a
remote unit located at ground level in
a waterproofed container, under the
feed points of three loops. The circuit
diagram of the remote unit maybe
seen in Fig. 8. I have found this to be a
much more reliable method of feeding
more than one aerial from a common
feeder than some of the "trick"
methods employing matching stubs
(the described method is also much
superior to the practice of parallel con-
necting antenna's on the same feeder

C3

RFC1

To ATU/Tx/Rx

o Al
A2

To coax feeder
To aerials

-Editor). The matching arrange-
ments are often more difficult to set
up than the aerial!

This method of remote aerial
switching may of course be used in a
variety of situations and can save you
a lot of money if long feeder runs are
used, especially if you are using very
low loss feeder cables.

Componets List
Capacitors
Cl 4700u

electrolytic
(voltage to suit
T1 secondary)

C2,3,4,5,6 100n ceramic,
100V

Semiconductors
D1 , 2 ,3 1A 100V

rectifier diodes,
e.g. 1N4001

Miscellaneous
T1: mains transformer,
secondary to suit RLA1 and 2;
RLA1,2: double pole change-
over relays, surplus types can be
used, e.g. PO 3000 series;
RFC1,2: 2.5mH RF chokes.

T1

rFused
mains input

Fig. 7 Switching unit in shack.

Coax to shack C4

Al =Aerial 1
A2=Aerial 2
A3 =Aerial 3

Fig. 8 Remote unit at aerial. A3 A2

RLAlo D of RLAlb

RLA2a RLA2b

Al A3 A2 Al
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HAM RADIO TODAY
MORSE COURSE

The most effective route yet
to your Class A amateur
licence!

Professionally produced for
HAM RADIO TODAY by
Shirley Hesketh G4HES and
Ron Ray G3NCL, this ad-
vanced interactive learning
system makes use of the
stereo cassette format to pro-
vide tuition to the 12wpm
test standard.

With its carefully designed
structure, we think that the
HRT MORSE COURSE is
more effective than either
morse classes or electronic
morse generators.

Based on TWO C-60 casset-
tes, it offers the controlled
prompting so necessary for
the initial stages of morse
tuition, followed by careful-
ly paced test material to br-
ing the student up to speed.
Full tuition notes are provid-
ed with the cassettes.

To receive your MORSE
COURSE simply fill in the
coupon below and return it
to: 'HRT MORSE COURSE',
Argus Specialist Publica-
tions Ltd, 145 Charing Cross
Road, London WC2H OEE

Please send me the 'HRT Morse Course' at £11.45 all inclusive of P & P and VAT.
I enclose cheque/ PO for £ (payable to ASP Ltd) OR Debit my Access/ Barclaycard
(delete as necessary)

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS
Name (Mr/ Mrs/ Miss)

Address

Postcode
Signature Date

Please allow 21 days for delivery
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HAM RADIO TODAY CLASSIFIED
Lineage:
30p per word (minimum 15 words)
Semi Display: (minimum 2 cms)
£6.00 per single column centimetre
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request)

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

SCARAB SYSTEMS
39 Stafford Street

Gillingham wl=117:24 I

Kent ME7 5EN
Tel. (0634) 570441

RTTY PROGRAMS for ZX81, SPECTRUM, VIC-20 and DRAGON 32 - as these
programs come in various packages, please write for details.
BBC £9.20
PET £7.50
Morse tutor programs at £5 each for SPECTRUM, BBC, DRAGON 32, TRS80.
More BBC programs CWOSO complete RX/TX program £7.50.
Multif Ile -a versatile filing system £10.25.
Telltex 21 page video magazine £15.

All prices include VAT and postage. Write for further details of these and other
programs.

WANTED. Amateur radio, technical and business software for all popular home
micros.

COURSES

NOW AVAILABLE: 'Questions
& Answers' the self test manual
for R.A.E. Students. £2.75 pp.
Peter Bubb (Tuition), 58 Green -
acres, Bath BA1 4NR. SAE for
details.

COURSES - RADIO AMATEURS
EXAMINATION City & Guilds.
Pass this important examination
and obtain your licence, with any
RRC Home Study Course. For
details of this and other courses
(GCE, professional examination,
etc.) write or phone - THE RAPID
RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JX1,
Tuition House, London SW19 4DS.
Tel: 01-947 7272 (9am-5pm) or
use our 24 hr Recordacall Service:
01-946 1102 quoting Dept. JN2.

NEW!! Scientifically prepared
five-day courses to get you
through the R.A.E. examina-
tion: 01-346-8597.

The Ultimate MORSE TUTOR
for 48K Sinclair Spectrum
Sends random sentences, words (up to 9
letters)f rom 1.000 worddictionary,letter.
number and mixed groups. Also your own
typed message from single letter to full
P.O. test. Speeds up to 35 w.p.m. Ideal for
beginner and experienced. Maybe not
the cheapest but surely one of the best.

Only £5.45 inc. p&p
DOUBLE H SOFTWARE

1 WoodbrIdgeClose, Haywards Heath
W. Sussex RH18 3EP

FOR THE BEST
RESPONSE

TO THE COURSES
YOU OFFER

PHONE
ASP 01-437 1002

MORSE CODE
PREPARATION

RECEIVING
Cassette A: 1-12 wpm for amateur radio
examination.

 Cassette B: 12-25 wpm for professional
examination preparation. Each cassette
is type C90.
Price of each cassette (including book-
lets) £4.75
SENDING
Morse key with separate battery IPP31-
driven solid-state oscillator and sound
transducer producesclear tone for send-
ing practice: optional light (solid stater
signal included. Price of key with elec-
tronic unit £9.75.

Price includes postage etc.
Europe only.

MH ELECTRONICS (Dept H)
12 Longshore Way. Milton

Portsmouth PO4 8LS.

BOOKS & PUB'S

ADVERTISING used equip-
ment is fast and easy with List -
a -Rig. Send £10.00 for every 40
words or less for immediate
entry. Fora copyof the latest list
send two 1st class stamps
G3RCQ 65 Cecil Avenue,
Hornchurch, Essex. P.S. Don't
forget we buy and sell Amateur
Radio Equipment. Tel: 04024
55733.

EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTERS RECEIVERS ETC.
All frequencies, well known makes.
ICOM, YAESU MUSEN. FDK. AZDEN,
LOWE, STANDARD, etc. etc. Powersup-
plies, wave -meters, test meters. fre-
quencycounters, Welz SWR and Power
meters. Microwave modules. linear
amps, RTTY etc. Quality equipment for
am-ateur, PMR and Marine use. Aerials.
Co -ax cable, plugs. See our advert
under Emporium Guide. £1000 IN-
STANT HP available and ACCESS -
Booth Holdings Bath, 6 Golf Club Lane.
Saltford, Bristol BS183AA. Tel (02217)
2402. Staff includes G3N XW, G3XOD.
G8DPH.

01-437 1002
EXT 212
Send your requirements to:
Debbie Miller
ASP Ltd.,
145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OEF

EQUIPMENT

Special prices on surplus equipment
Racal RAIT Receivers High grade communications receivers 5001(Hz-30MHz
in 30 effective bands. From £175. Eddystone receiver 730/4 5001a-1z-30MHz in 5

bands £145. All in excellent condition. Carr £15.
Avo valve testers £30 p&p £4. NEW 28 range digital multimeters £40.25.
PCR Receivers LW/MW/SW Untested less PSU £20 p&p £5. 12' Whip aerials
£4 p&p £1.50. Creed teleprinters £25 p&p free. Various single and double
beam oscilloscopes, signal generators, valve testers, output meters etc always
in stock.
Surplus circuits Book containing circuits and notes on many surplus receivers,
transceivers etc. £6.50. Send 50p for illustrated catalogue includes £1
voucher. Over 500 sets in stock. Avos amateur rigs WANTED for cash.

New shop open at 218 St Albans Road.
Come and see the bargains

WEIRMEAD LIMITED, 129, St Albans Road, Watford Herts

Telephone Watford 49456 Access/Visa cards welcome.

HIGH QUALITY CABLES
N10050 ohm SUPER LOWLOSS ROO P4,442ost5P1,4,,al
00<ouais 50m ass 10Pa 100m less 204a
0567 SO ohm LOW LOSS 6000., .10441 50 p/rra
U043 50 ohm standard 200 pe, ra most 3 p 0/ 40
U1476 50 ohm Stranded 20p per ra Ipost app/ml

75 p70 n7hH
onamCox 120pppre n, n,p00,210 Dt..

300 ohm H000015.70 . a p per m MOM 20 p/rn,
14 5Hg HD Cop., AC 5.10 200 p.r 01100512'.0 P,,a/
STRONG RVCCovereoCuaasa.re 60 Delf rni13051 2' H: , ofrill

SAE FOR FULL LISTS

W.H. WESTLAKE
G8MWW

Clawton, Holsworthy
Devon

G4OGP ELECTRONICS

116 Darlington Street East,
Wigan.

Tel. 0695 27948
or 0942 497609

Antennas. G5RV's. HF & VHF
Aerials, Transceivers, Baluns,
Antenna Tuning Units made to
order, and of course G40GP's
300-600 ohm Feeder Spacer.
Unique clip -on Feeder Spacer.

73's
TONY AND JACK

G40GP G3LRB

ALL AMATEUR AND CB NEEDS
ICOM. TRIO and YAESU.CYBERNET

HARBARD and UNIDEN.
TAGRA.G WHIP. HOXIN. MICRODOT

RTTY SWR & power meters.
Recei eis & linears. Plus all other

accessories.
Aerial Fitting Service

231 Chorley Rd.. Swinton,
Greater Manchester.
Tel: 061-793-1010

COMPONENTS

MORE than you thought
possible. Component packs.
Over 100 special offers, silly
prices. FREE list. Write now:
Dept HI, Fullers Supplies, 22
Verder Grove, Heronbridge,
Nottingham NG5 9BH.

SURPLUS
Ex M.O.D. radio, electronic, and
elec. equip. etc. Send 2 x 16p
stamps for list 31. A.H. Supplies
(Dept. 3), 122 Handsworth Road,
Sheffield S9 4AE.

ANTENNA

Ant Products, All Saints
Industrial Estate, Baghill Lane,

Pontefract, West Yorkshire.
Telephone 0977 700949

AMATEUR ANTENNA
Silver 70-70 cms 16dbd
Gain Beam £31.95
.Tiger LY6 9 dbd
2 Meter Beam C12.95
Tiger LY8 11 dbd
2 Meter Beam £19.50
Tiger LY10 14 dbd
2 Meter Beam £32.95

TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON ABOVE
ZL12 Mk 2 13 dbd
Gain Beam Antenna £32.95
ZL8 Mk'2 9 dbd
Gain 5'-7" Long Boom £19.95
ALL ABOVE HAVE STAINLESS STEEL

PARASITIC ELEMENTS
Norcone 512 Wide Band
Discone Antenna £25.95
Securicor Delivery
(Extra) £4.50
Send cheque or money order today,
made payable to Ant Products or write

enclosing S.A.E. for full details.

LONG and medium wave f rame
antenna, twentyone inches
square, portable. D.I.Y. project
circuit parts list, assembly,
instructions O. F. Rylands, 39
Parkside Avenue, Southampton.
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ANTENNA AERIALS

ANTI-TVI AERIALS
Data Sheets, Large 23p S.A.E. Aerial Guide 75p

G2DYM, UPLOWMAN, TIVERTON, DEVON
Callers Welcome By Appointment Tel: 03986 215

RTTY

RTTY TERMINAL UNITS for
computer interface P.C.B.s,
wired modules, boxed units,
modern active filter design.
Excellent for BBC computer.
SAE: J. Melvin, 2 Salters Court,
Gosforth, Newcastle, Tyne &
Wear. 0632 843028

RTTY TERMINAL BOARDS.
TTL output for computer £35
incl. and for teleprinter £39 incl.
All boards come completely
wired and tested with FSK and
AFSK. S.A.E. for details to
B. Brookes Electronics, 2
Leicester Street, Norwich.
Tel: (0603) 24573.

STOCKISTS

G3LLL has moved. YAESU
sales and service is 15 mins.
Junc. 31 M6. Free parking.
Holdings Ltd., 45 Johnson
Street, Blackburn BB21EF.Tel:
(0254) 59595.

CARDS, STICKERS
& BADGES

QSL CARDS Printed on white
or coloured gloss cards. SAE to
Nutley Press, 11 Barons Way,
Woodhatch, Reigate, Surrey.
Tel. Redhill 71023

PERSONALISED QSLs,
Amateur, or CB, 1000 £13.75.
S.A.S.E. for samples. H. Hope,
89 Derwent Street, Blackhill,
Consett, DH8 8LT.

1000 FULL COLOUR per-
sonalized Q.S.L. cards £40 plus
£2.50 p&p. Club discounts.
Send S.A.E. to PO Box 99
Northampton NN2 6HV.

QSL cards at competitive rates.
SAE samples. Sigmaprint
(HRT), 62 Newark Lane.
Ripley, Surrey.

ADVERTISE YOUR
PRODUCTS HERE

PHONE
01-437 1002

AERIAL GEAR
We supply the best aerial equipment in the UK. Specialists in TV,
FM equipment, DXing. Aerial masts, components, amplifiers,
filters.
'One-off' aerials made to your needs eg UOSAT, Airband, etc.
SAE leaflets.
Hirschmann R0250 rotor, control consul £47.20, SL100 align-
ment bearing of same £16.90, TVI? IN -line bandstop filters for
27,144 or 453MHz, fits in TV feeder -+30d13 stop, 1dB through.
£9.95 (45 filters listed!), Revco Discone £24.95.
All prices incl. VAT/post. Catalogue 54p. Barclaycard/Access
welcome. The best cost less at ...

SOUTH WEST AERIAL SYSTEMS
11 Kent Road, Parkstone, Poole,

Dorset BH1 2 2EH Tel: (0202) 738232

WANTED

FT101 's etc. Wanted - work-
ing or not. G3LLL, 87 Durham
Road, Blackburn Lancs. Tel:
(0254) 40762 evenings.

FOR SALE

2 METER SSB Transceivers
from £138. Full range includ-
ing ICOM, TRIO, YAESU,
ASDEN, ETC. Credit facilities.
Guilford CB, 0483 574434

2M TOTSUKO transceiver
£119, morse key £3.95. ICOM,
YAESU, EDK 934M, CB, best
prices. Credit facilities.
Guildford Communications.
0483 574434.

YAESU FT102 FM board fitted
10 months old. As new £625.
Tel: Wolverhampton 764938.

AERIAL KITS
Army lightweight aerial kits comprising
10 x 3ft 1" screw sections these form a
30ft vertical aerial also supplied are 2 x
16ft whip aerials with adaptor to fit top of
30ft mast, this gives a 46ft vertical with
mast insulated at base, overall height can
be adjusted in steps of 3 or 4ft. Supplied
with base spike.base insulator.3sets of 4
guys, with chain link insulators, ground
pegs, plus spares. The two whip aerials
are supplied in a 4ft steel tube that also
doubles as a mast to take a 16ft whipwith
insulated adaptor supplied, aerial sec-
tion and accs are supplied in canvas
carrying case, can be used as 30ft mast
without base insulator if required, new
condition.

Price. £46 inc VAT A. Postage.
A.H. SUPPLIES. 122 Handworth Rd.

Sheffield S9 4AE
Tel: 444278 (07421

FOR ALL
YOUR CLASSIFIED

NEEDS. PHONE
ASP 01-4371002

HAM RADIO TODAY
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT - ORDER FORM

IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SELL
DON'T TURN THE PAGE - TURN TO US!

RATES OF CHARGE:30p per word (minimum of 15 words)

Advertise nationally in these columns to over 60,000 readers for
only 30p ler word (minimum charge 15 words). Simply print your
message n the coupon and send with your cheque or postal order
made payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd. to:
CLASSIFIED DEPT. HAM RADIO TODAY
145 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2H OEE.
Tel. 01437 1002
Please indicate classification required.

Name
Address

TeI.No.(Day)

Please place my advert in Ham Fedi° Today for  months. Please indicate number of insertions required.

OR Debit my Access/Barclaycard
(Delete as necessary)

L
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AVON

6 GOLF CLUB
LANE,

SALTFORD,
BRISTOL

Tel: 02217 2402
Open. Tues Sat 9arn 9urn

Close Mondays

Radio Communications
Amateur P M R Moyle

12 14 PENNYWELL ROAD. BRISTOL. BS5 OTJ

FOR ALL YOUR
CLASSIFIED NEEDS

PNONE ASP
01-437 1002

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CALLING ALL AMATEURS

Range Backup
You oca Pe e o an o e nand y
 ock s On  w da &Igo o epu omen advice sWeit WOO. WWI IWOACY,

230Mail Order tiFiEic.
stockists of ICOMgoir STANDAFtD -REVCO Tar!IN

JAYBEAM- YAESU
and all leading makes -at the right prices!

Peterborough Electronic Store et,R,480'9

CHESHIRE

,Tu

58.62 Lower Hillgate, Stockport
Tel. 061-480 4872 Open: Mon & Wed 9-6
late nights Tues 8 Fri 9-7pm. Sat 9-5.30.

Closed Thurs
Yaesu, Sommerkamp, Diawa, Jaybeam. Kenpro,

Weitz, Datong

HAMPSHIRE

FARNBOROUGH
COMMUNICATIONS
97 Osborne Rd, North Comp,

Farnborough. Tel. 0252-518009
Open: 6 days 10-8

Yaesu, Icom, FDKs, Mosley aerials, Jaybeams,
G Whips

KENT

Thanet
Electronics
143 Reculver Rd., Herne Bay

Tel. 02273-63859
Open: Mon -Fri 9-5.30
(Closed for lunch 1-2)

IICOMI

LANCASHIRE

YOUR RIG IN OUR THE YAESU EXPERTS CONSULT
HANDS G3LLL

- 'Sales Dems & Repairs + Mod Kits
HOLDINGS LTD
45 Jonson Street. Blackburn
ILancs BB2 lEF
Tel: (0254) 59595

CLOSED THURSDAYS

ISHERWOODS
ELECTRONICS
Hozler Street, Blackburn

Tel. 0254-57818
Open: Mon -Fri 9-5, Sat 10-1

An Aladdin's Cave of Components

LEICESTERSHIRE

ELLIOTT
ELECTRONICS

10. Id. IMMO t Or UM.

28-28 BRAUNSTON GATE,
LEICESTER. TEL: 553293

Open: Mon -Sat 9.00am to 5.30pm

LINCOLNSHIRE

J.R.W. COMMUNICATIONS
15 New Street, Louth, Lincolnshire

Tel: 0507-606973
Open: Mon -Sat, 9am-6pm

Authorised TANDY Dealers, 021 Dealer, ICOM
Dealer and YAESU Dealer

Also MARINE RADIO EQUIPMENT

LONDON

THE CENTRE
10 MERTON PARK PARADE,

KINGSTON ROAD, SW19
Tel: 01-543 5150

Open: 6 days 9am-6pm date night Weds until 8pm)

USE THIS SPACE AND
SEE YOUR BUSINESS
GROW. CALL ASP LTD

01-437 1002

DAVE
MICK

G8SYG
GGLHL

The Enfield Emporium
AMA Milt RADIO

Hours. Mon to Sat 9-6. Late Friday 9-8. Sun morn 101

281 Hertford Road, Edmonton N9
Tel: 01-804 0128

ALTITUDE AERIALS AND
COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED

TV, Radio, 2M, CB Aerials
1000s Brackets, Masts, Towers, Coaxial.

Cordless Telephones and Amplifiers.
132 Hermon Hill, London, /18

01-530-6118

W. MIDLANDS

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS

176 Lower High St, STOURBRIbGE
Tel: (0384) 390063 -1m1'gr-i5";

Open 9 30-5 15. Closed Thurs. Sun.
ACCESS BARCLAYCARD

HEWARD'S HOME
STORES LTD. (Eat. 1963)
822/4 Kingstanding Rd., Birmingham

B44 9RT. Tel. 021-354 2083
G4RJM with 38 years in The Radio Trade

Ham Equipment urgently wanted!
Open: Mon -Sat 9-8

NEW IDEA LTD
133 Flaxiey Road,

Stechford, Birmingham
Stockists of Yaesu. Trio. Kenwood,

Totsuko, Tonna Antennas, Bantex.
Full servicing repairs on all makes of
amateur radio.Open Mon -Sat, 10am-7pm,
Sundays, 10am-1pm.

Tel: 021-784 3129

THE CENTRE
I(BIRMINGHAM)

584 Hagley Road West
Oldbury, Warley B68 OBS

)21.421 8201 021-550 9324
Opening hours: 9.30-5.30 Tues-Sat.

Late nights Thursday and Friday
For all your communication requirements

GREATER MANCHESTER

231 Chorley Rd., Swinton,
Greater Manchester.
Tel: 061 -793-1010
Open. 7 days a week.

TRIO, YAESU, ICOM, GWHIP.

NORFOLK

D.P. HOBBS (Norwich) Ltd
13 St. Benedicts Street, Norwich

Tel: 615786
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30

Closed Thurs
Stockists of:

YAESU, FDK, ICOM, JAYBEAM
& Electronic Component Specialists

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
R.A.S. (NOTTINGHAM)

P. Owen G8UUS

3 FARNDON GREEN; WOLLATON PARK
NOTTINGHAM: TEL 0602 280267

Open. Tues-Fri 10-5.30.Sat 9-5
TABU: FDK: ICOM: 10MMUINAMP: TOONA
MIAMI WEI2: ANTENNAS a OWN GVM KT.
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PORTSMOUTH

CALBRESCO LTD
258 Fratton Road

Portsmouth
Tel. 0705 735003

Open 10.30am-6pm 6 days
Sunday by appointment

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
COMPONENTS, BOOKS, ACCESSORIES

SCOTLAND

AXDON
32 Atholl Street, Perth

Tel. 0738-23753. Open: 8 days
ICOM, TONA, TONO, RSGB Books, Maps &

log books. Full range of components
Mail order available - send for price list.

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS
JOHN GM3OPW
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife KY7 5DF

Tel: 0592 756962
Open Tues Sat 9 5

Quality secondhand equipment in stock. Full range of TRIO
goodies. Jaybeam - Microwave Modules- LAR.

SOMERSET

AVCOMM LTD
25 Northload Street,

Glastonbury
Tel: 0458-33145

Open 9.30-5.30. Closed Wed

SUSSEX

RADIO
40 TERMINUS RD 1°PP
EASTBOURNE Railway

SJ,,PL E- Tel: 10323) 639351 Stn.

Open: Mon -Sat 10-6 (Closed Tues)
Stockists of: Yassu, Trio, Tonna, FDK etc +
secondhand and ex -Government equipment in

stock

TYNE & WEAR

Approved
Dealer

LY IN I C
:23,ICOM

129 Chillingham Rd, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Tel: 0632 761002

Open: Tues-Sat 10am-6pm

YORKSHIRE
4 Cross Church St. Huddersfield Tel:

Open: 6 days 9-5.30. 0484 20774
Closed Weds. Thurs 9am-8Pm

G4MH Mini Beam
41wass a stow seIectoo of new & 1nd hand equipment in stock"

tr Amateur Radio Shop

DISCOVER THE WORLD WITH AMATEUR RADIO FROM

A..A'. RDOS:EiSs
OIONALS! P s1'

TRIO ICOM YAESU
,'.P me. I- OPEN WON-FPI

PO NO :)". 8 3031/1- Spm

BRITISH MADE LAR PRODUCTS

TO BOOK THIS SPACE
PHONE

ASP CLASSIFIED
01 437 1002

Please include my business details in the next available issue of Ham Radio Today

Business Name:

Address:

Tel. No:

Open Hrs:

Contact (Office Use Only):

Post to:

Emporium Guide, Ham Radio Today, 145 Charing Cross Rd., London WC2H OEE

1
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British Technology & Innovation ELECTRONICS

British Designed & Manufactured

Take a look at the world's most advanced range of
2 metre Linear Amplifiers

Over 40 years of design experience has gone into what is fast becoming
acclaimed as the biggest break -through in linear technology.

Performance and reliability have been designed in, which gives us the
confidence to offer a free 5 -year warranty. Why not take a closer look

at our products and see where value for money really counts.
The LPM144 Range
This sophisticated, but simple to use, range of amplifiers have
performance characteristics and extra features previously not
available in the UK. The pre -amplifier uses the highly regarded
BF981 MOSFET, and an LED bargraph power meter is
provided, to highlight only two of the amazing number of features.

RE1,1,VE OUTPUT POWER

49, ato,
OFF .1=1. OFF

LPM144-I-100 £172.50
LPM 144-3-100 £172.50
LPM 14410-100£149.50
LPM 144-25-160 £189.50
LPM144-3-180 £215.50
LPM144-10-180 £212.50

The L144 Range
To complement the LPM range, we have introduced the
L series linear -only versions for the amateur who may already
be equipped with a good pre -amplifier and power meter. The
excellent linear performance is maintained and both RF Vox
and hard -wired changeover are standard.

 Linear all mode operation
 Continuous rated RF output power (RMS)
 RF & HARD switched changeover with

selectable delay
 Trouble -free RF switching at low drive levels
 Straight -through mode when switched off
 Unique over -drive protection circuit
 Mobile mount on all 100 Watt models

LINEAR PART NUMBERING SYSTEM
LINEAR LPM144-3-100

PREAMP
RF METER FREQUENCY

(BAND)

T

LI44-1-100
L144 -3-I00

£138.00
£138.00

OUTPUT POWER
L144-10-100 £115.00

INPUT POWER LI44-25-160 £155.00
LI44-3-180 £181.00
LI44-10-180 £178.00

BNOS W Series Power Supplies
12/6A £48.30
 13.8V, 6A continuous output
 7A maximum output current

I OA current meter
I OA output terminals

 LED shut down indicator
 Fully protected

12/25A £125.45
 13.8V, 25A continuous output
 30A maximum output current
 Large 30A current meter
 30A output terminals
 LED shut down indicator
 Fully protected

Our Guarantee Our aim is to provide you with high quality products at realistic
prices, to give you the best value for your money.

All products that carry our logo are designed and built by our engineers in the
UK and carry a full 12 -month guarantee, which includes all parts and labour.

12/12A £86.40
 13.8V, I2A continuous output
 15A maximum output current
 Large 20A current meter
 15A output terminals
 LED shut down indicator
 Fully protected
12/40A £225.40
 13.8V, 40A continuous output
 50A maximum output current
 Large 50A current meter
 Large output meter
 LED shut down indicator
 LED out of regulation indicator
 Output sensing terminals
 Fully protected

We are so confident that our linears are simply the best that we offer to repair your
unit at component cost for up to 5 years from date of purchase. That means we will
repair, calibrate and return to you free of charge.

All other products sold by us carry our standard 12 -month guarantee.

Available direct or from one of our many UK agents - or come and see us at most rallies and exhibitions

BNOS Electronics (Dept HR) Greenarbour, Duton Hill, Great Dunmow, Essex, CM6 3PT
Telephone (0371 84) 767 SAE for further details

All prices include VAT Postage free on all Mainland UK orders, goods normally despatched by return.



ARROW
Give us a ring 7 Coptfold Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4BN

\sk\\Tel: 0277-226470 or Tel: 0277 226470 or 219435 Ansafone on 219435 Telex: 995801 (REF: A5)

219435

Gooday to you all,
Why the map? Well, our lucky friends in Bonnie
Scotland now have a friendly local Ham Store at
ARROW ELECTRONICS (SCOTLAND)
51 Hyndland Street, Glasgow.
Tel: 041 339 6445
Where Bill IVIcJimpsie G6NHJ will be happy to
serve you with a good selection from our product
range and Bill has full stocks of all our discount
offers.

If you speak Welsh or English its all the same at
ARROW ELECTRONICS (WALES)
14 Carreg-y-gad, Llanfair-p-g. Anglesey
Tel: 0248 714657
where John Lewis GW8UZL will be pleased to
discuss that new rig.

In view of various nasty advertising by members
of the trade who should know better we wish to
state our position.
1. Arrow are one of the UK's largest Amateur
Radio Retailers and buy from many sources - we
are proud of our good name and take every step
to keep it.
2.Arrow are authorised or franchised dealers for
the great majority of our products.
3. No branch of Arrow will refuse to service
equipment because "you didn't buy it from us
or "because it's Kenwood" or "because it's a
Grey import" or any such reason.
4. Arrow directly import many items from our
range and have done for many years and we will
service, provide spares, service information for
anybody's imports including your own if you're
brave enough.
73 de G3LST and Staff.

TOTALLY DEDICATED TO AMATEUR
RADIO. NO HI-FI, NO RECORDS OR TV

ALWAYS A LARGE STOCK OF USED. ONLY:
WARRANTED GEAR.

ALWAYS A GOOD PART EXCHANGE
DEAL

ALWAYS A LARGE SELECTION OF RIGS ON
DEMO AND VERY OFTEN THE
COMPLETE RANGES OF ANY ONE
MAKE

ALWAYS A BARGAIN OFFER OR TWO FOR
CALLERS.

ALWAYS AN EXCELLENT AFTER -SALES
SERVICE.

ALWAYS A WELCOME MAYBE THE MOST
IMPORTANT THING OF ALL]

73, G3LST, G6AKL GIVE US A
G6MON, G6GWH. RING

YAESU one of the U K s largest stockists.

TRIO East Anglian Instrument Distributors

KENWOOD Highly competitive stockist.

ICOM Official Dealer

TONNA Official Dealer

G -WHIP Official Dealer

WELZ Direct import price savers'

TONO/TASCO Official Dealers.

ADONIS Official Dealers.

Plus ALINCO. SAGANT FRITZELL DAIWA. TET HALBAR

and KENPRO

M25 SECTION NOW OPEN
SHOP ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM BRENTWOOD TURN-OFF

NEW ARROW CREDIT CARD
Up to £1000 to spend

instantly. Send for details.

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\ \ \\\ \\\ \ \\\\

4 "PHONE YOUR ORDER FOR TODAY'S

DESPATCH ALL WE NEED IS YOUR

ni OR 2 NUMBER, SMALL

SPARES - PLUGS - AERIALS -
PHONE FOR A QUOTE FOR THAT NEW

RIG!"

OPEN 5 DAYS A WEEK. CLOSED THURSDAYS


